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enjoying the double elegance of meditation and a meerschaum, in company with my friend C. Auguste Dupin, in his small back library, or book-closet, au troisiême, number 33, Rue Dunôt, Faubourg St Germain. For an hour at least we maintained a profound silence; While each, to any ordinary observers, can seem intently and exclusively occupied with the curly eddies of smoke
that oppress the atmosphere of the chamber. For myself, however, I was mentally discussing certain topics that had formed problems for conversation between us at an earlier period of the evening; I mean the Rue tathull, and the mystery of Marie Rogêt's murder. I look at it, so as something of a coincidence, when the door to our apartment was thrown open and admitted to our
former acquaintance, Monsieur G-, The Crown Prince of the Paris police. We gave him a warm welcome; for almost half of the entertainment liked to despise that man, and we had not seen him for many years. We were sitting in the dark, and Dupin now a arises with the purpose of lighting a lamp, but sitting down again, without doing so, when G. says he has called to consult us,
or rather to consult my friend, about some official business that has had so many trouble occasions. If it is any point that requires reflection, observe Dupin, as he forebore to enkindle the wick, we will test it with better purpose in the dark. It's one of your quirky concepts, says Head, who has a fashionable call every odd thing that is beyond his understanding, and thus lives between
an absolute legion of oddities. Very true, Mr. Dupin, when he provides his visitors with a pipe, and rolls towards him a comfortable chair. And what is the difficulty now? I asked. There's nothing more in the way of assassination, I hope? Oh, no; there is nothing of that nature. The fact is, trading is very simple indeed, and I make no doubt that we can manage it well enough
ourselves; but then I thought Dupin wanted to hear the details of it, because it was so too weird. Simple and quirky, Dupin said. Why, yes; and not exactly that, either. The fact is, we're all a good deal confused because the case is so simple, but it still confuses us completely. Maybe it's the simplicity of the thing that puts you at fault, my friend. What nonsense you talk! answer the
soothoth, laugh sincerely. Maybe the mystery is a little too Mr. Dupin. Oh, my God! who has ever heard of such an idea? A little too self-evident. Ha! Ha! Ha-ha! Ha! Ha!-ho! Lake! Ho! roared our visitation, I, amused, oh, Dupin, you'll be my death yet! And what, after all, is the problem on hand? I asked. Why, I'll tell you, answered the Crown Prince, as he gave a long, steady and
contemplative puff, and settled himself in his chair. I'll tell you in a few words; but, before I begin, let me warn you that this is the biggest secret case, and that I will most likely lose the position that I am holding, knowing that I have confided it to anyone. Proceed, Mr. I. or not, Mr. Dupin. Now, now; I have received personal information, from a very high esteem, that a certain
document of ultimate importance, has been purloined from the royal apartment. The purloined individual it is known; this goes beyond a doubt; He was seen to take it. It is well known, that it is still in its possession. How is this known? ask Dupin. It is clearly inferd, the Crown Prince replies, from the nature of the material, and from the appearance of certain results that will at the
same time arise from the fact that it comes out of possession of the robber; that is, from using it as he must finally design to use it. Let's be a little clearer, I say. Well, I can venture so far to say that the paper gives its owner a certain power in a given quarter where such power is extremely valuable. The crown prince enjoyed the cant of diplomacy. However I do not fully understand,
Mr. Dupin. Not? Yes; the disclosure of documents to the third person, who will not be named, will bring questions about the honor of a character of the highest station; and this fact gives document keeper an ascetic for illustrious figures whose honor and peace are at stake. But this promotion, I alternately, will depend on the robber's knowledge of the loser's knowledge of the
bandit. Who dares- Thieves, Mr. G., is Secretary D-, who dares everything, who does not become as well as those who become a man. The method of theft is no less daring. The document in question-a letter, to be frankly-received by the robbed character while alone in the royal boudoir. In the process of seeing it, she is suddenly interrupted by the entrance of another noble
character from the person who is especially eager to hide it. After a hasty and vain attempt to push it in a drawer, she was forced to put it, open as it was, on a table. The address, however, is top, and, the contents are therefore not exposed, the letter exits the message. At this point on Secretary D-. His lynx eyes immediately sense the paper, recognize the handwriting of the
address, observe the confusion of the solved character, and understand her secret. After some business dealings, rushing through in his usual way, he creates a letter somewhat similar to one of the questions, opens it, pretends to read it, and then puts it in near the other. Again he chatted, for about fifteen minutes, when public matters. Finally, on leave, he also took from the letter
board that he had no claim for. Its right-hand owner saw, but, of course, did not dare to call attention to the action, in the presence of the third character standing at her elbow. Ministers decamped; leave your own letter—an in critical letter—on the table. Here, then, Dupin tells me, you have exactly what you ask to make ascending complete-knowledge of bandits about the bandit's
knowledge of losers. Yes, the Crown Prince replied; and the power thus gained has, over the past few months, been wielded, for political purposes, to a very dangerous extent. The robbed character is more thoroughly convinced, every day, of the need to reclaim her letter. But this, of course, cannot be done publicly. In good, desperately headed, she committed the matter to me.
Dupin says: More than anyone, amid a perfect whirlwind of smoke, no one could be more sagacious than, I suppose, to be desired, or even imagined. You flattered me, answered the Zoonism; but maybe some such comments may have been entertaining. Apparently, I say, as you observe, that the letter is still owned by the minister; for it is this possession, and not any
employment of the letter, which best gives power. With the job, the power will leave. That's right, Mr. G.; and after this conviction, I continued. My first care was to make a thorough search of the minister's hotel; and here my main embarrassment lies in the necessity of finding without his knowledge. In addition to everything, I was warned of the danger that would be the result of
giving him reason to doubt our design. But, I say, you're pretty au fait in surveys. The Paris police have done this often before. O yes; and for this reason I was not desperate. The minister's habits gave me, too, a big advantage. He was often absent from home all night. His servants are by no means very much. They sleep at a distance from their master's apartment, and, mostly
Naples, easily get drunk. I have the key, as you know, that I can open any room or cabinet in Paris. For three months a night did not pass, in much of which I was not involved, personally, in ransacking D- Hotels. My honor is of interest, and, to mention a big secret, the rewards are enormous. So I didn't give up the search until I became completely satisfied that the thief was a
sharper man than myself. I preferred that I investigated every corner of the facility, which could be paper that could be concealed. But is it impossible, I suggest, that although the letter may be owned by the minister, as it certainly is, he may have concealed it elsewhere rather than on his premises? This is virtually impossible, says Dupin. The current special status of the matter in
court, especially the conspiracies in which D- is known to be involved, will make the immediate availability of the material - its sensitivity is produced at a time of notice - an almost equally important point with its possession. Is its susicum produced? I. That is to say, destroyed, Mr. Dupin. That's right, I observe; clear paper is then on the premises. As for it being when people's
ministers, we might consider that as out of the question. Absolutely, the crown prince said. He was twice waylaid, as if by footpads, and his people rigorously searched under my own examination. You may have spared yourself this trouble, Mr. Dupin. D-, I guess, is not entirely a fool, and, if not, must have predicted these waylayings, as a matter of course. Not quite a fool, G., but
then he was a poet, which I took to be the only one removed from a fool. True, Mr. Dupin, after a long and thoughtful whiff from his meerschaum, though I was guilty of certain doggrel myself. Let's say you detail, I say, the specifics of your search. Why the fact is, we spent our time, and we searched everywhere. I have long experience in these matters. I took the whole building,
every room; spend the nights of the week for each person. We checked, first, the furniture of each apartment. We opened every possible drawer; and I guess you know that, with a properly trained police officer, such a thing as a secret drawer is impossible. Any man is a dolt who allows a 'secret' drawer to get rid of him in a search of its kind. Everything is very clear. There is a
certain large number - space - taken into force in each cabinet. Then we have the correct rule. The fiftyth part of a line can't get rid of us. After the cupboard we take the chair. The cushions we probe with nice long needles that you have seen me use. From the tables we remove the tops. Why is that? Sometimes the top part of the table, or other similarly arranged furniture, is
removed by the person who wants to hide an article; then the legs are excavated, the article settles in the cavity, and the head replaces. The bottom and top of bedposts are used in the same way. But can not detect the cavity by listening? I asked. Doesn't mean, if, when the article is submitted, a wadding enough cotton is placed around it. Besides, in our case, we are obliged to
proceed without noise. But you can not have removed - you can not get to pieces all posts of furniture in which it will be possible to make a deposit the way you mentioned. A letter can be compressed into a thin spiral roll, which does not differ much in shape or quantity from a large knitting needle, and in this form it can be inserted into the vibration of a chair, for example. Didn't
you take to pieces all the seats? Certainly not; but we did better- we check the vibration of every chair in the hotel, and, indeed, the couplings of every description of the furniture, with the help of the strongest microscope. There have been any of the recent disturbance, we should not not detect it immediately. A single gimlet-dust nut, for example, will be as clear as an apple. Any
disturbance in the glue - any abnormal gaps in the joints - will be enough to ensure detection. I guess you look in the mirror, between the tables and the panels, and you probe the bed and bed clothes, as well as curtains and carpets. That's of course; and when we have finished all the beads of furniture in this way, then we inspect the house itself. We divide its entire surface into
compartments, which we number, so that no one can ignore; we then scrutinize each inch of square inch individually throughout the facility, including both immediately adjacent houses, with a microscope, as before. Two adjacent houses! I cried out; You must have been in a lot of trouble. We had; but the rewards offered are extraordinary! Do you include grounds on the houses?
All bases are tiled with bricks. They gave us relatively little trouble. We examined the moss between the bricks, and found it undisturbed. Do you look between the papers of D, of course, and into the library's books? Sure; we have opened every package and parcel; we not only open each book, but we turn over each leaf in each volume, not contenting ourselves with a just shake,
according to the fashion of some of our police officers. We also measure the thickness of each book cover, with the most accurate admeasurement measures, and apply to each of the most envious monitoring of the microscope. If any recent constraints had been interfered with, it would have been utterly impossible that the reality should have escaped observation. About five or
six episodes, only from the hands of the adhesive, we carefully probe, vertically, with needles. Do you explore the floors below the carpet? There's no doubt about it. We remove all carpets, and inspect the tables with a microscope. And the paper on the wall? Well. Looking at the cellar? We did. Then I say, you have made a misconception, and the letter is not on the basis, as you
for that. I'm afraid you're right there, Mr. Crown Prince. And now, Dupin, what would you recommend? To carry out a thorough re-search of the premises. It was completely unnecessary, replied G-. I'm not sure that I breathe more than I'm letter is not at the hotel. I have no better advice to give you, Mr. Dupin. Do you have, of course, an accurate description of the letter? Oh yes!
—And here the Crown Prince, the production of a memorandum of memory, read a small internal statement aloud, and especially about the external appearance of the missing document. Shortly after the end of the review of this description, he made his departure, completely depressed in spirit than I had ever known good gentlemen before. For about a month afterwards, he paid
us a visit, and saw us occupied very almost before. He A pipe and a chair and enter some normal conversation. At length I say,- Yes, but G-, what's the letter purloined? I guess you have finally made up your mind that there is no such thing as overreaching ministers? Confuse him, say I—yes; However, I did the re-examination as Dupin suggested— but it all lost its labor, as I knew
it. How much is the reward offered, you said? ask Dupin. Why, a great deal—a very free reward—I don't like to say exactly how much; but one thing I will say, that I will not mind giving my personal check for fifty thousand francs to anyone who can get me that letter. The fact is, it is becoming increasingly important every day; and the rewards have been doubled recently. However,
if it is defeated, I can do nothing more than what I did. Dupin says: Why, yes, Dupin says, amid the foaming of his meerschaum, I really think, G-, you didn't try your best–to the maximum in this matter. You can do a little more, I think, huh? How?—in what way?' Why-puff, puff-can-puff, puff-use advice in this matter, eh?-puff, puff, puff. Do you remember the story they told about
Abernethy? No, I don't. Hanging Abernethy! To be sure! Hang him and welcome. But, once upon a time, a certain rich miser formed the design of spunging upon this Abernethy for a medical opinion. Standing up, for this purpose, a normal conversation in a private company, he alludes to his case with the doctor, as that of an individual imagined. 'We would assume,' said the miser,
'that his symptoms are so and so; Now, doctor, what did you instruct him to drink?' 'Let's!' Abernethy said, 'why, give advice, to be sure.' But, the Presuw says, a little discomposed, I'm perfectly willing to take advice, and pay for it. I would actually give fifty thousand francs to anyone who would support me in this matter. In that case, Dupin replied, opened a drawer, and produced a
check book, you can also fill me up a check for the amount mentioned. Once you have signed it, I will give you the letter. I was amazed. The crown prince appeared completely thunderous. For a few minutes, he remained non-wordless and estateless, looking incredulously at my friend with his mouth open, and eyes that seemed to start from their sockets; then, seemingly
recovering himself in some measures, he seized a pen, and after several pauses and empty stares, finally filled and signed a check for fifty thousand francs, and brought it across the table to Dupin. The following examine it carefully and send it in his book bag; Then unlock an escritoire, take from it a letter and give it to the Crown Prince. This function captures it in a perfect pain of
pleasure, opens it with a shaky hand, casts a quick look into its contents, and then, shuffled and struggled to the door, rushed at unceremoniously lengths from the room and from the house, without having to utter a symyn sound since Dupin had asked him to fill in Check. When he went, my friend entered some explanations. The Paris police, he said, are extremely possible in their
way. They are persistent, skilful, cunning, and thoroughly proficient in knowledge that their tasks seem mostly in demand. So when G- detailed to us his method of searching facilities at the D-Hotel, I felt full confidence in him to have carried out a satisfactory investigation- so far as his labor expanded. So far as his labor expands? I. says: Yes, Mr. Dupin. The measures adopted
are not only the best of their kind, but taken for absolute perfection. If the letter is sent within the scope of their search, these people, in addition to a question, have found it. I just laughed—but he seemed pretty serious in everything he said. The measures, then, he continued, were good in their kind, and well implemented; Their defects located in them are not applicable to cases,
and to men. A certain set of very ingenious resources is, with the Procrustean, a kind of Procrustean bed, which he is forced to adjust his design. But he was permanently wrong by being too deep or too shallow, for the matter in hand; and many students are a better reason than him. I know of an around eight-year-old, whose success in guessing in the game of 'even and odd'
attracts universal admiration. This game is simple, and is played with marbles. A player holds in his hands some of these toys, and the needs of others whether that number is even or odd. If the guess is right, the guesser wins one; If he's wrong, he'll lose one. The boy I alluded to won all the marbles of the school. Of course he had some guessing principles; and this lies in the
only observation and admeasurement of the astuteness of his opponent. For example, a simpleton arrant is his opponent, and, holding his closed hand, asks, 'are they even or odd?' Our students replied, 'odd,' and took; but when the second challenge, he won, because then he said to himself, 'the simpleton had them even in the first test, and his cunning amount was just enough
to make him have them odd when the second; Therefore, I will guess odd;' —he guessed oddly, and won. Now, with a simpleton a degree on the first, he was able to reason so: 'This fellow saw that in the first case I guess odd, and, in the second, he would propose to himself, when the first pulse, a simple variant from even to odd, as well as simpleton first; but then a second
thought will show that this is too simple a variant, and eventually he will decide to put it even as before. Therefore, I will guess even;' —he guessed evenly, and won. Now this method of reasoning in the student, whom his phD student called 'lucky,'-what, in its final analysis, is it? It is merely, I say, an intellectual determination of the reasoner with your craft. That is, Mr. Dupin; and,
when asking the boy by what means he has made the thorough determination in which his success consists, I I the answer is as follows: 'When I want to learn how wise, or how stupid, or how good, or how evil is any one, or what is his thoughts at the moment, I fashion the expression of my face, as accurately as possible , in accordance with his expression, and then wait to see
what thoughts or feelings arise in my mind or heart, as if to match or correspond to expressions.' This reaction of the school boy lies at the bottom of all the fake profundity that has been attributed to Rochefoucault, La Bougive, Machiavelli, and Campanella. And the determination, I say, of the person's intellect reasoning with his opponent, depends, if I understand you aright, based
on the accuracy with which the opponent's intellect is admeasured. As for its actual value, it depends on this, dupin replies; and the Crown Prince and his team fail so often, first, by default of this identity, and, secondly, by ill-admeasurement, or rather through non-admeasurement, of the wisdom they are engaged in. They only consider their own ideas of ingenuity; and, in search
of anything hidden, ads point to the mode in which they were able to hide it. They are right in this - that their own ingenuity is a faithful representation of mass; but when the cunning of personal crime is diverse in character from their own, the criminals foils them, of course. This always happens when it's on its own, and very often when it's below. They have no change in principle
in their investigation; at best, when prompted by some unusual emergency —by some extraordinary reward—they expand or exaggerate their old methods of practice, without touching their principles. What, for example, in this case of D-, was made to change the principle of action? All that is boring, and exploration, and sounding, and scrutiny with microscopes and dividing the
surface of the building into square inches of registration is nothing but an exaggeration of applying a principle or set of search principles, which is based on a set of concepts related to human ingenuity , which the Zoonual, in the long routine of his mission, got used to? Don't you see he took it for granted that everyone proceeded to conceal a letter, --incorrectly in a bored gimlet
hole in a chair-leg,but, at least, in some out-of-the-way hole or suggested corner of the same teni tenong of thought that would urge a man to secrete a letter in a bored gimlet-hole in a chair-leg? Nor do you see, that such nooks and crannies for concealment are adjusted only for normal occasions, and will only be adopted by ordinary wisdom; for, in any case concealment, a
disposal of concealed articles –a handling of it in this way recherché,-is, in the first case, there and assumptions; and therefore its discovery depends entirely on acumen, but entirely on the care, patience, and determination of the seekers; and where where is important either, what amounts to the same thing in the policy eye, when the reward is intensity,-the qualities in question
have never been known to fail. Now you will understand what I mean in suggesting that, had the purloined letter been hidden anywhere within the conscill of the Crown Prince's exam–in other words, had its concealment principles understood in the principles of the Crown Prince–its findings would have been a matter entirely beyond question. This function, however, has been



thoroughly mysterious; and the remote origin of his defeat lies in the assumption that the Minister was a fool, because he had a reputation as a poet. All fools are poets; this that the Zoonies feel; and he is merely guilty of a medii not distributed in the inferation that all poets are fools. But is this really a poet? I asked. I know there are two brothers; and both have gained reputation in
letters. Minister I believe has written a way of learning about differentiology. He was a mathematics man, and no poet. You're confused; I know you well; He is both. As poet and mathematics mathematics, he would reason well; as a mere mathematician, he could not reason at all, and thus would have the mercy of the Crown Prince. I said, You surprised me, by these opinions,
contradicted the voice of the world. You don't mean to set at naught good digestive ideas of the century. Mathematical reasons have long been considered equal reasons for excellence. 'Il y a à parièr,' dupin replied, quoting from Chamfort, 'que toute idée publique, toute convention reçue est une sottise, car elle a convenue au plus big nombre.' The mathematics, I grant you, have
done their best to enact the common error that you allude to, and that is not a lesser error for its enaction as the truth. With an art that deserves a better cause, for example, they have alluded to the term 'analysis' into applications for exaerals. The French are the initiate of this particular deception; but if a term is of any importance - if the wording has any value from appreability -
then 'analysis' conveys 'number' as much as, in Latin, 'ambitus' implies 'ambition', 'religio' 'religion', or 'homines honesti,' a collection of respectable people. You have an argument on your hands, I see, I say, with some of the number of Parisians; but proceed. I dispute the availability, and therefore the value, for that reason grown in any particular form other than reasonable
abstraction. I dispute, in particular, the reason educed by mathematical research. Mathematics is the science of form and quantity; Mathematical reasoning is merely logic that applies to observation when form and quantity. The big error lies in the assumption that even the truth of what is known as pure ao daimer, is abstract or general truth. And this error is so egregious that I am
confused at universality that it has been received. Ao learning is not the a topic of the general What is true about relationships- in terms of form and quantity- is often evidently wrong in relation to ethics, for example. In this second science, it is very often untrue that synthetic parts are equal to the whole. In chemistry there are also ao thethology of failure. In considering the engine
it failed; for two engines, each with a certain value, was not, necessarily, a value when unified, equal to the total value of their apart. There are many other mathematical truths that are just true within the limits of the relationship. But mathematics argue, from their limited truth, through habit, as if they were a perfectly generic application as the world actually imagined them to be.
Bryant, in his highly educated 'mythology', refers to a similar source of error, when he says that 'although pagan missionary stories are not believed, we forget ourselves constantly, and make infer infer infer infer infers from them as to existing reality.' With the ao daim out, however, who the pagans themselves are, the 'Pagan fables' are believed, and infer infer infer infer infers are
made, not so much through erphthrom of memory, as through an unaccountable addling of the brain. In short, I have never encountered only mathematics who can be trusted out of equal origin, or one who has not secretly kept it as a point of his faith that x2+px is completely and unconditionally equal to q. Tell one of these gentlemen, by experimenting, if you please, that you
believe that the occasions that can happen when x2 + px are not quite equal to q, and, have made him understand what you mean, out of his reach as quickly as convenient, since , beyond doubt, he will try to take you down. I mean to say, continued Dupin, while I just laughed at his last observations, that if the Minister were not more than a mathematician, the Crown Prince would
not need to let me examine this. I knew him, however, as both mathematicor and poet, and my measures were adapted to his abilities, with reference to the circumstances in which he was surrounded. I know him as a mystic, too, and as a bold intriguant. Such a man, I consider, can not help but be aware of the normal policy regime of action. He couldn't help but predict - and the
facts proved that he had not failed to predict the ways in which he suffered. He must have fores seen it, I've pondered, secret investigations into his premises. His frequent absence from home at night, hailed by the Crown Prince as certain aid to his success, I just considered ruse, to afford a thorough search for the police, and therefore sooner to impress them with the belief that
G- , in fact, finally came-to-believe that the letter was not on the basis. I also feel that the whole thought process, which I've been in some painful detail for you right now regarding the impermable principle of policy action in the search for concealed articles – I feel that this whole training of thought will necessarily go through the minds of It would oblige him to despise all the usual
nooks and crannies of concealment. He could not, I reflect, be so weak as not to find that the most complex and remote recess of his hotel would be opened as his most popular wardrobe to the eye, to probe, to gimlets, and microscopes of the Prescress. I see, in fine, that he will be driving, as a matter of course, to simply, if not intentionally cause it as a matter of choice. You'll
remember, perhaps, how desperate the Momenter laughed when I suggested, when our first interview, that it was only possible to mysteriously trouble him so much because it was being so self-evident. I said, Yes, I remember very well his fun. I really thought he was going to fall into convulsions. The physical world, continued Dupin, abounds with very strict analogies with non-
material; and therefore some color of truth has been given to rhetorical doctrine, that metaphor, or simile, can be made to enhance a debate, as well as to embellish a description. The principle of vis inertiæ, for example, seems identical in physics and metad figure. It is not true than in the former, that a large body is with more difficulty setting in motion than a smaller one, and that
its next momentum is commensurate with this difficulty, rather than, later, the wisdom of wider capacity, while more forced, more constantly , and more vibrant in their movements than the inferior class people, yet less easily moved, and more embarrassed and full of hesitation in the first few steps of their progress. Again: have you ever noticed the street signs, on the shops, are
the most intriguing of the attention? I never gave the matter a thought, I said. There is a game of puzzles, he continues, that are played on the map. A play party requires others to find a certain word- the name of the town, river, state or empire- any word, in short, when the motley and the confused surface of the chart. A new person in the game often seeks to shame his opponents
by giving them the names with the most minute letters; but adept at choosing words like stretching, in large characters, from one end to the other of the chart. These, like the over-largely worded signs and placards of the street, escape observation by dint being too obvious; and here the physical scrutiny is exactly the same as the moral understanding that wisdom has to endure to
overcome un heeded considerations that are too uncomfortable and too obvious to be self-evident. But this is a point, it appears, slightly above or below the understanding of the Placenies. He never once thought it might happen, or could, that the Minister had sent the letter just below the nose of the whole world, by best preventing any part of that world from recognizing it. But the
more I ponder D's bold, radiant, and discriminatory ingenuity—; in fact, the document must be was at hand, if he intended to use it for good purposes; and when there was decisive evidence, obtained by the Crown Prince, that it was not hidden within the limits of the normal search of that cymple-I am more satisfied that, to conceal this letter, the Minister had to take up the
comprehensive and sagacious necessity of not trying to conceal it at all. Full of these ideas, I prepared myself with a pair of green glasses, and called a nice morning, quite casually, at the ministry hotel. I found D- at home, yawning, lounging, and dawdling, as usual, and pretending to be in the last pole of ennui. He is, perhaps, the most truly energetic man now alive, but that is
only if no one sees him. To be even with him, I complained about my frail eyes, and lamented the need for glasses, under the guise of which I cautiously and thoroughly surveyed the entire apartment, while seemingly only intended when the conversation of my landlord. I pay special attention to a large writing desk nearby where he sits, and then lies confused, some incellular
letters and other papers, with one or two instruments and a few books. Here, however, after a long time and very deliberate monitoring, I found nothing to provoke particular suspicion. By the length of my eyes, in the circuitry of the room, fell into a trumpery fillagree card-rack of pasteboard, which dangling by a dirty blue ribbon, from a small copper knob just below the middle of the
mantel-piece. In this rack, which has three or four compartments, are five or six visitation cards and a solitary letter. This was finally much dirty and crumbling. It was torn almost in two, on the middle, as if a design, in the first case, to tear it completely up as worthless, was changed, or stayed, in the second. It had a big black seal, bearing the D-code, very consumnable, and was
settled, in a tiny woman's hand, to D-, minister, herself. It was pushed carelessly, and even, as it seemed, scorned, into one of the top parts of the rack. No sooner had I glanced over this letter, than I concluded it was in which I was looking. To be sure, it was, for all appearances, completely different from the one among which the Crown Prince had read us such a minute of
description. Here the seal is large and black, with the code D-; there it's small and red, with the ducal arm of the S. Family Here, address, to the Minister, tiny and feminine; there, the above index, for a certain royal figure, was markedly bold and decisive; Dimensions alone form a corresponding point. But, then, the radicality of these differences, which is excessive; dirt; the dirty
and torn condition of the paper, therefore, does not fit the D-method habits, and therefore suggests a design to deceive the beholder into an idea of the worthlessness of the material; these, along with the super-confusing situation of this document, are adequate in the view of visitation, and therefore exactly in accordance with the conclusions that I have come before; these things,
I say, were strongly corroborative doubts, in one who came with the intention of doubt. I prolonged my visit as long as possible, and, while I maintained a most animated discussion with the Minister on a topic that I knew also had never failed to interest and irritate him, I kept my attention really espoused upon the letter. In this exam, I am committed to memory the external
appearance and its arrangement in the rack; and also fell, at length, when a discovery that put in the rest anything trivial doubts I could have entertained. In a thorough examination of the edges of the paper, I observed that they were scratched more than it seemed necessary. They present the broken appearance that is manifested when a hard sheet of paper, which was once
folded and pressed with a folder, is folded in the direction of reversal, in the same wrinkle or edge that has formed the original fold. This discovery is sufficient. It was clear to me that the letter was turned on, like a glove, inside out, re-instructed, and re-sealed. I bade the Minister good morning, and got my departure at the same time, leaving a snuff-box of gold on the table. The
next morning, I called the snuff-box, as we continued, quite eagerly, the conversation of the previous day. Meanwhile taking part, however, a major report, as if of a pistol, was heard just below the hotel window, and was succeeded by a series of frightened screams, and the shouting of a frightened crowd. D- rushed to a casement, threw it open, and looked out. In the meantime, I
stepped on the card-rack, took the letter, put it in my pocket, and replaced it with a fac-simile, (so far related externals,) that I had carefully prepared in my accommodation-imitating D-crypto, very easily, by means of a seal formed of bread. The disturbance in the street was occasioned by the frenzied behavior of a man with a gun. He shot it in a crowd of women and children. It
proved, however, to have been without the ball, and the compatriot had to endure to go his way as a lunatic or drunk. When he left, D- came from the window, whither I followed him immediately when protecting the objects in sight. Soon I bade him farewell. The madman pretended to be a man who paid me for himself. But what purpose had you, I asked, in replacing the letter with
a fac-simile? Wouldn't it have been better, at the first visit, to have captured it publicly, and departed? Dupin replied, D—a desperate man, and a man of nerves. His hotel, too, is not without flight crew for his benefit. If I make the wild efforts you suggest, I may never have left the Minister's presence alive. The good people in Paris may no longer hear about me. I had an audience
beyond considerations. You know my political prejudices. In this matter, I act as a partisan of the woman concerned. For eighteen months, the Minister had her in the Now she has him in her because, unaware that the letter is not in his possession, he will proceed with his exactions as if it were. So he will surely commit himself, at the same time, to his political destruction. His
downfall, too, will not be more precipitable than cymplenal. It's all very well to say about facilis descensus Averni; but in all kinds of climbing, as Catalani talks about singing, it is a lot easier to get up than to go down. In the current case I have no sympathy, at least no pity- let people down. He is monstrum horrendum, an unscionical man of genius. I confess, however, that I should
have liked very well to know the exact character of his thoughts, when, being challenged by her that the chief terms 'a certain character' he was dropped to open the letter that I left him in the card-rack. How? Have you put any special things in it? Why—it doesn't seem entirely true to leave the interior blank—that might be offensive. D-, in Vienna once, made me an evil variable,
which I told him, pretty well-humoredly, that I should remember. So as I know he will feel some curiosity regarding the identity of the person who has outwitted him, I think it is a pity not to give him a clue. He is also acquainted with MS., and I just copied into the middle of the blank sheet the words- '- - - Un dessein si funeste, S'il n'est digne d'Atrée, est digne de Thyeste. They will
be found in Crebillon's 'Atrée'. The truth is stranger than fiction. TELL ME THE OLD SAYING. THERE are occasions, recently, in the course of several Oriental investigations, to consult tellmenow Isitsoornot, a work that (like Zohar's Simeon Jochaides) is rarely known at all, even in Europe; and have never been quoted, to my knowledge, by any American—if we except, perhaps,
the author of Curiosity of American Literature;—had the opportunity, I say, to turn over some pages of the first work mentioned so noticeably, I am not surprised to discover that the literary world has so far been so wrongly strange to the fate of the vizier's daughter, Scheherazade, as that fate is depicted on Arab Night; and that the accuser has given, if not entirely incorrectly, as far
as it goes, is at least to blame in not going so far. For full information on this interesting topic, I must introduce curious readers to Isitsoornot itself, but in the meantime, I will be pardoned for a summary of what I have discovered. It will be remembered, that, in the usual version of the story, a certain king has good reason to envy his queen, not only put her to death, but makes an
oath, by his beard and prophetic, to espouse every night the most beautiful young women in his territory , and the next morning to give her up to the mano. Have fulfilled this oath for many years letter, and with a edily religious and method that gives great credit upon him as a devout man and feeling great, he was interrupted one afternoon (no doubt at his prayers) by a visit from
his great vizier, to have his daughter, it appears, happened an idea. Her name is Scheherazade, and her idea is, that she will redeem the land from the population tax upon its beauty, or perish, after the fashion is approved by all heroines, in an attempt. Accordingly, and although we do not find it to be leap year (which makes much sacrifice merit), she deputes her father, the great
vizier, to make a proposal for the king of her hands. This hand the king eagerly accepted - (he had intended to have it at all events, and gave the matter from day to day, only through the prime minister's fears),-but, in accepting it now, he gives all parties very clear to understand , that, the chancellor or no great vizier, he has no smallest design of abandoning an iota of his oath or
his privileges. When, therefore, Scheherazade fairly insisted on marrying the king, and was actually married to him despite her father's great advice not to do anything of this kind- when she would and was married to him, I said, I will, nill me, it was with her beautiful black eyes as thoroughly open as the nature of the case would give Allowed. It seems, however, that this political
damsel (who was reading Machiavelli, beyond doubt), had a very ingenious little plot in her mind. On the night of the wedding, she tried, when I forgot what particular arrogance, let her sister occupy a couch close enough to the royal couple to admit the easy conversation from bed to bed; and, a little before the cock crowed, she took care to awaken the good king, her husband
(who carried her no worse will because he intended to squeeze his neck tomorrow),-she managed to awaken him, I say, (albeit on account of a capital conscience and easy digestion , he slept well) by the deep interest of a story (about a rat and a black cat , I think) that she was narrating (all in an undertone, of course) to her sister. When the day broke, it happened such that this
history was not completely complete, and that Scheherazade, in essence things could not complete it soon after, as it was high time for her to get up and be bowstrung-a very less pleasant thing than hanging , only a trifle over genteel. The king's curiosity, however, prevailed, I apologize to say, even on the principles of his sound religion, causing him for this once to delay the
performance of his oath until the next morning, for the purpose and in the hope of hearing that night how it fared eventually with the black cat (a black cat , I think it was) and the mouse. The night has arrived, however, the Scheherazade woman not only puts the finishing stroke to the black cat and mouse (the rat is colored but before she knew well what she was about, found
herself deep in the complexity of a narrative, having referenced (if I'm not completely confused) with a pink horse (with green wings) went, in a violent by the clock, and was wound up with an indigo key. With this history, the king is even more deeply concerned with the other - and, as the day broke before its end (despite all the queen's efforts to get through with it in time for
bowstring), there are again no resources, but to delay that ceremony as before , for twenty-four hours. The next night there was a similar accident with a similar result; and then next-and then again the next; so that, in the end, the good king, was inevitably deprived of all the opportunity to keep his oath for a period of no less than a thousand a night, or forget it altogether when this
time runs out, or be his absolved himself on a regular basis, or (what can happen) break it altogether , as well as the head of his father's chasm. At all the events, Scheherazade, who, as a descendant of Eve, fell heir, perhaps, to the entire seven talking baskets, which the woman later, we all know, picked up from under the tree in the garden of Eden-Scheherazade, I say, finally
won, and tariffs when beauty was abolished. Now, this conclusion (that's the story as we have it when recorded) is, without a doubt, too appropriate and pleasant- but alas! like a lot of pleasant things, is more pleasant than the truth, and I owe completely to Isitsoornot for the means of correcting bugs. Le mieux, says a French proverb, est l'ennemi du bien, and, in mentioning that
Scheherazade has inherited seven talking baskets, I should have added that she put them out with compound interest until they are up to seventy-seven. My dear sister, she said, on the second thousand nights, (I quote the language of Isitsoornot at this point, originally) my dear sister, she said, now that all the small difficulties about bowstring have blown over, and that this
obnoxious tax is very happily abolished, I feel that I have committed great indiscriminateness in with holding back from you and the king (the who I'm sorry to say , snoring-a thing no gentleman would do) the full conclusion of Sinbad sailors. This person has gone through many other and more exciting adventures that I am involved with; but the truth is, I felt sleepy on the particular
night of their narrative, and so was charmed into cutting their short–a grieving piece of misconduct, which I just believed Allah would forgive me. But even if it is not too late to overcome my great neglect and as soon as I have given the king a pinch or two to wake him up so far so that he can stop making that terrible noise, I will entertain you immediately (and him if he is satisfied)
with the next part of the very remarkable story This. Later Scheherazade's sister, as I have it from Isitsoornot, expressed no very specific intensity of satisfaction; but the king, was pinched enough, at length stopped snoring, and finally said, hum! and then hoo! When huang, huang, these words (without a doubt Arabic) to signi say that he was all attention, and would do his best not
to snor anymore–the queen, I say, had arranged these matters to his satisfaction, re-entering so, at the same time, into the history of Sinbad the sailors : 'Length, in my old age,' [these are the words of Sinbad himself, as retailed by Scheherazade]-'at length, in my old age, and after enjoying years of peace at home, I became once again possessing a desire to visit abroad; and
one day, without acquainting any of my family with my designs, I packed up some bundles of goods as the most precious and least bulky, and, taking a porter to carry them, went with him down to the coast, to wait for the arrival of any opportunity ship that would convey me out of the kingdom into some areas where I have not been explored. 'After sending the packages in the
sand, we sat down under some trees, and looked out into the ocean in the hope of getting off a ship, but in a few hours we didn't see anything. At length I fancied that I could hear a handful of buzzing or noisy sounds; and the porter, after listening for a moment, declared that he too could distinguish it. Currently it has grown louder, and then still louder, so we can no doubt that the
object that caused it was reaching out to us. In length, at the edge of the horizon we spotted a black spot, which quickly increased in size until we turned it into a giant monster, swimming with a large part of its body on the surface of the sea. It came to us with unimaginable agility, threw up huge waves of foam around its breast, and illuminated all the parts of the sea through which
it passed, with a long stream of fire extending far into the distance. 'When things get close we find it very clear. Its length is equal to three of the test trees sprouting, and it's as wide as the grand hall of the audience in your palace, the most amazing O and the munificent of the Caliphs. Its body, which is unlike that of ordinary fish, is solid like a rock, and of a black jetty throughout all
its parts that float on the water, except for a narrow red blood streak that completely begirdled it. The abdomen, floating beneath the surface, and in which we can get only a glimpse now and then when the monster rises and falls with billows, completely covered with metal scales, has a moon-like color in foggy weather. The back is flat and almost white, and from there expands to
over six spines, about half the length of the entire body. 'The horrible creature had no mouth that we could feel but, as if to make up for this deficiency, it was provided with at least four scores of eyes, protruding from their sockets like flying green dragons, and arranged all around the body in two one above the other, and parallel to the red blood streak, which seems to answer the
of an eyebrow. Two or three of these frightening eyes are much larger than others, and have the appearance of solid gold. 'Even though this beast has approached us, as I've said before, with the greatest quickness, it has to be moved entirely by necrosis–as it has no fins as a fish nor has a web leg like a duck, nor wings like shells being blown the way of a ship; it has not writhed
forward as well as the eels. Its head and tail are shaped exactly the same, only, not far from the later, are two small holes that serve the nostrils, and through which the monster bulges its thick breath with extraordinary violence, and with a scream, disagrees. 'Our horror at seeing this disgusting thing is enormous. , but it is even overtaken by our surprise, when getting a closer look,
we are aware of the return of this creature to a large number of animals in terms of human size and shape, and completely resemble them, except that they do not wear clothes (like men) , offered (by nature, without a doubt) with an ugly uncomfortable coating, a good deal like fabric, but very tightly suited to the skin, as to make the poor wretches laughably awkward, and put them
seemingly in severe pain. On the very advice of their heads were some square looking boxes, which, at first glance, I thought might have been intended to answer like turbans, but I soon discovered that they were too heavy and solid, and therefore I concluded they were design contrivances , by their large weight, to keep the heads of the animals stable and safe on their
shoulders. Around the neck of the creatures were fastened black collars, (insular signs of slaves, no doubt,) such as we keep on ours, only much wider and infinitely stiffer, therefore it is quite impossible for poor victims to move their heads in any direction without moving the body at the same time; and thus they were deped to ponder permanently about their nose—a puggish and
snubby look in a wonderful, if not positive, to a terrible extent. 'When the monster got close to the shore where we stood, it suddenly pushed out one of its eyes to a great extent, and ejed from it a terrible flash of fire, accompanied by a dense cloud of smoke, and a noise that I could compare to nothing , but thunder. As the smoke cleared away, we saw one of the exotic human-
animals standing near the head of the great beast with a trumpet in his hand, through which (put it in his mouth) he presently addressed us in loud, harsh, and disagreeable voices, that, perhaps, we should have been confused with language , if they do not come completely through the nose. 'Being talked so clearly, I was at a loss how to respond, as I could in no way understand
what was said; and in this difficulty, I turned to the porter, who nearly fainted through affright, and asked him his opinion as to what the monster it was, what it wanted, and what kind of creature it was so on your back. To this porter replied, just as he could for trembling, that he had once before heard of this sea beast; that it is a wicked demon, with a sulfur intestine and fire blood,
created by evil genii as a means of causing suffering to mankind; that the things on its back are pests, such as sometimes infesting cats and dogs, only slightly larger and more barbaric; and that these pests used them, even wicked—for, through the torture they inflicted on the beast by stinging and stinging them, it fell into that level of indignation, it was necessary to make it roar
and commit disease, and so fully implement the revenge and malicious plans of the evil genii. This account determined I had to go to my heels, and, without once even looking behind me, I ran at full speed up into the hills, while the porter ran the same fast, albeit almost in the opposite direction, so by these means , he eventually escaped with my bunch in which I have no doubt
he took great care- although this is a point I can't identify, as I don't mind that I ever saw him again. 'For myself, I was so hotly pursued by a swarm of man-vermin (who had come ashore in the boat) that I was very soon crossing, bound arms and legs, and transferred to the beast, which immediately swam out again into the middle of the sea. Now I bitterly repent of my madness in
abandoning a comfortable home to endanger my life in adventures like this; but regret is useless, I did the best of my condition, and exerted myself to secure the goodwill of the man-animal-owning trumpet, and who appeared to carry authority over his fellows. I succeeded so well in this effort, that, in a few days, the creature gave me various cards of his favor, and finally even
went to the hassle of teaching me the rudimentary of what it was useless enough to denomination its language; so that, at length, I was enabled to chat with it easily, and came to make it comprehend the ardent desire I had seen the world. 'Washish squashish squeak, Sinbad, hey-diddle diddle, grunt unt grumble, hiss, fiss, whiss,' said he to me, one day after dinner—but I beg a
thousand pardons, I had forgotten that your majesty is not conversant with the dialect of the Cock-neighs (so the man-animals were called; I guess because their language forms the connection between horses and roosters). With your permission, I will translate. 'Washish squashish,' and so forth:-that is to say, 'I'm happy to find, my dear Sinbad, that you really are a very
wonderful person; now we are doing something that is called going around the world; and since you are so eager to see the world, I will stress a point and give you a free passage the back of the beast. When Lady Scheherazade has conducted such a far, involving Isitsoornot, the king turns around from her left side to her right, and says: It is, in fact, very surprising, my dear
queen, me, You ignore, so far, the later adventures of Sinbad. Did you know I think they are extremely entertaining and strange? The King has shown himself thus we are told, Scheherazade fairly continues his history in the following words: Sinbad continues in this way with his story for the caliph -'I thank man-animals for its kindness, and soon find himself very much at home on
the beast , which swims at an extraordinary rate across the ocean; although the surface of the later is, in that part of the world, by no means flat, but round as a pomegranate, so we went-so to say-either up the hill or down the hill all the time. That I think, is very few, interrupts the king. However, it is quite true, answered Scheherazade. I have my doubts, re-joining the king; But,
pray, it's good to continue the story. I will, the queen says. 'Beast,' continued Sinbad to the caliph, 'swim, as I was concerned, up the hill and down the hill until, in length, we arrived on an island, hundreds of miles in the perimeter but, nevertheless, were built in the middle of the sea by a colony of small things like caterpillars' (*1) Hum! Tell the king. 'Leaving this island, we came to
another where the forests were of solid stone, and so hard that they shivered to pieces the finest-tempered axes with which we ended up to cut them down.' (*2) Hum! say the king, again; but Scheherazade, not noting him, continued in sinbad's language. 'Across this last island, we went to a country where there was a cave running to a distance of thirty or forty miles in the bowels
of the earth, and contained a huge number of palaces far more spacious and magnificent than found in all of Damascus and Baghdad. From the roofs of these palaces there are countless hanging gems, like diamonds, but larger than humans; and in the middle of the streets of towers and pyramids and temples, there are rivers as immense as black as ebony, and brimming with
fish without eyes.' (*3) Hum! the king said. 'We then swam into an area of the sea where we found a noble mountain, down there on either side there were streams of melted metal torrents, some of which were twelve miles wide and sixty miles long (*4); while from the abyss at the top of the mountain, issued such a huge amount of ash that the sun was completely obscured from
the sky, and it became darker than the darkest midnight; so that when we were even at a distance of 150 miles from the mountain, the whitest object could not be seen, however we kept it in our eyes. (*5) Hum! the king said. 'After leaving this coast, the beast continued its journey until we encountered a land in which the nature of things seemed to reverse–because we here saw a
large lake, at its bottom, more than a hundred feet below the surface water, which thrives in leaves full of a tall and luxurious forest of trees.' (*6) Hoo! the king said. A hundred miles further about takes us to a climate where the atmosphere is so dense that it is to maintain iron or steel, just as our feathers don't.' (*7) Fiddle de dee, the king said. Continuing in the same direction, we
have now arrived in the most magnificent area worldwide. Thereby meandering a glorious river for several thousand miles. The river has an ingold depth, and has richer transparency than amber. It has a width of 3 to 6 miles; and its banks that arise on either side to twelve hundred feet perpendicular height, have been crowned with always blooming trees and permanent sweet
flowers, which make the whole territory a gorgeous garden; but the name of this luxury land is the Kingdom of Horror, and to enter it is the inevitable death' (*8) Humph! the king said. 'We left the kingdom in a hurry, and after a few days we were surprised to notice countless freak animals with scythe-like horns on our heads. These hideous beasts dig vast burrows in the soil, have a
funnel shape and line their sides with stones, so treat them immediately, when attacked by other animals, thus precipiting them into the monster's burrow, where their blood is immediately sucked , and their bodies then throw out a huge distance from the cave of death. (*9) Pooh! the king said. 'Continuing our progress, we noticed a district with vegetables growing not on any soil
but in the air. (*10) There are others that grow out of the substance of other vegetables; (*11) others derived their substance from the body of living animals; (*12) and then again, there were others glowing everywhere with intense flames; (*13) others move from place to place in joy, (*14) and what is still more wonderful, we discover the flowers live and breathe and move their
limbs at will and there is, moreover, humanity's obnoxious passion for enslaving other creatures , and keep them in terrible and solitary prisons until the task is completed.' (*15) Pshaw! the king said. 'Leaving this land, we soon went somewhere else, in which the bees and the birds were mathematician of such genius and erudition, that they gave daily instructions in the science of
field of learning to the wise men of the empire. The king of this place gave a reward for the solutions of two very difficult problems, they were solved on the spot-one by the bees, and the other by the birds; but the king kept their solution secret, only after the most profound research and labor, and the writing of countless great books, in a long series of years, that the men-
mathematics at length came to the identical solution was launched when in place of bees and birds.' (*16) Oh, my! the king said. 'We barely saw this empire when we found ourselves near another empire, from their shores flew over our heads a flock of chickens a mile wide, and two hundred and forty miles long; so that, even though they flew a mile in every minute, it required no
less than four hours for the entire flock to pass us, including millions of chickens.' (*17) Oh fy! the king said. 'No sooner have we escaped these birds, which on our occasion were more upset, than we were frightened by the arrival of a chicken of a different kind, and infinitely bigger than even the rocs that I had met on my previous trip; because it's bigger than the largest dome on
your seraglio, oh, most munificent of caliphs. This terrible chicken has no head that we can feel, but is shaped entirely by the abdomen, has an extraordinary fatness and roundness, has a soft, smooth, bright and striped substance with various colors. In its claws, the monster has carried away to its eyrie in heaven, a house from which it has been knocked off the roof, and in the
interior we clearly see humans, who, beyond doubt, are in a state of terrifying despair at the terrible fate that awaits them. We shouted with all our strength, in the hope of scaring the bird into letting go of its prey, but it merely gave a snort or puff, as if of rage and then let fall on our heads a heavy sack that proved to be filled with sand!' The king said: Furniture! 'It was immediately
after this adventure that we encountered a continent of immense levels and extraordinary solidity, but, nevertheless, was fully supported on the back of a blue sky without less than four hundred horns.' (*18) The king said, that, now, I believe, because I've read something of sorts before, in a book. 'We came across just below the continent, (swimming in between the legs of the
cow), and, after a few hours, found myself in a really wonderful country in which I was informed by man-animals, which is his homeland, inhabited by the things of his species. This raised man-animals so much in my self-esteem, and in fact, now I'm starting to feel ashamed of the contemptuous familiarity with which I have treated him; for I find that man-animals are generally a
nation of the most powerful magicians, who live with worms in their brains, (*19) which, without a doubt, serve to stimulate them with painful writhing and writhing with the most miraculous efforts of the imagination!' Nonsense! the king said. 'Among magicians, some animals have been tamed; for example, there is a giant horse with a bone that is iron and has boiling blood. In place
of corn, he has black stone for his usual food; however, despite such a difficult diet, he was very strong and fast that will pull a load over the largest temple in this city, this, a flight pass rate of most birds.' (*20) The king said: Twattle! 'I also see, among these people, a hen without feathers, but bigger than a camel; instead of meat and bones, she had iron and bricks; Her blood, like
that of the horse, (which, in fact, she was almost related,) was boiling water; and like him, she eats nothing but wood or black stone. This hen is born very often, a hundred chickens during the day; and, after birth, they took up their residence for several weeks in their mother's stomach.' (*21) Fa! Lal! the king said. 'One of these nations of mighty conjurors created a man out of
brass and wood, and leather, and bested him with such ingenuity that he was able to beat at chess, all races of humanity with the exception of the great Caliph, Haroun Alraschid. (*22) One of the wizards builds (as material) a creature that sets to shame even the genius he has made it; for its reasoning powers were so great that, for a second, it made calculations so vast that they
would require the united labor of fifty thousand fleshy men in a year. (*23) But a conjuror is still more wonderful than his time a mighty thing that is either nor beast, but which has the brain of lead, interspersed with a black matter like pitch, and fingers that it uses with such incredible speed and dexterity that it will have no trouble writing down twenty thousand copies of The Koran
for an hour , and this with very subtle precision, that in all copies should not find one to change from the other by the width of the best hair. This is of extraordinary power, so that it erects or overthw the most mighty empire at a breath; but its power has been equally done for evil and for good.' The king said, That's ridiculous! 'Among these countries of necromancers there is also a
person who has in his veins the blood of salamanders; because he wasn't cautious when sitting down to smoke his chibouc in a red hot oven until his dinner was thoroughly roasted on its floor. (*24) Another has a faculty that converts popular metals into gold, not even looking at them in the process. (*25) Another has a subtle touch that he made a good wire so invisible. (*26)
Another was so quickly aware that he counted all the separate movement of an elastic body, while it was ingrown and moving forward at a rate of nine hundred million times in a second.' (*27) The king said: Silly! 'One magician, by means of a liquid that no one has ever seen, can make the corpses of his friends brandish their arms, kick out their legs, fight, or even get up and
dance to their will. (*28) Another person has cultivated his voice to the extent that he can make yourself hear from one end of the world to another. (*29) Another had an arm so long that he could sit down in Damascus and defy a letter in Baghdad - or indeed at any distance (*30) Another man commanded the lightning to come down to him from heaven, and it came according to
his calling; and serve him for a plaything when it comes. One took two loud sounds and out of them made a silence. Another built a deep shadow from two bright lights. (*31) Another made ice in a red hot oven. (*32) One directed the sun to paint his portrait, and the sun did. (*33) Another took this light with the moon and planets, and for the first time weighed them with cautious
precision, probing into their depth and discovering the firmness of the substance with which they were created. But wholes, indeed, are surprised at a necromantic possibility, that even their babies, nor their most common cats and dogs have any difficulty in seeing objects that do not exist at all, or that for twenty million years before the birth of the nation itself was blotted out of the
face of creativity. (*34) The king said: Ridiculous! 'The wives and daughters of these great and wise wizards are great,' Scheherazade continued, without being disturbed by these most frequent and unfortunate interruptions from her husband's side—'The wives and daughters of these famous sensuals are everything done and subtle; and will be all interesting and beautiful, but for
an unfortunate death that strengthens them, and from there even the miraculous powers of their husbands and fathers, to date, are not enough to save. Some deaths take a certain shape, and some in others, but this that I talk to has come in the shape of a hook.' The king said: Something? 'A hook' says Scheherazade. 'One of the evil genii, who is permanently on the watch to
cause disease, has put it to the heads of women who perform what we describe as the personal beauty included entirely in the protuberance of the area that lies not very far below the small underside of the back. The perfection of love, they say, is in direct proportion of the level of this tumor. There has long been possession of this idea, and supporters are cheap in that country,
the days have long gone because it was possible to distinguish a woman from a dromedary-' Stop! say the king-I can't stand it, and I won't. You gave me a terrible headache with your lies. Days, too, I'm aware, are starting to break. How long have we been married?—my conscience has become troubled again. And then that dromedary touch- do you consider me a fool? When the
whole, you can also get up and be throttle. These words, as I learned from Isitsoornot, both grief and surprise Scheherazade; but, as she knew the king was a man of prudent integrity, and quite unlikely to give up her promise, she sent to her fate with a good grace. She rooted, however, great consolation, (during the tightening of bowstring,) from that reflection for the most part
remains 100% uns told, and The petulance of her brute of a husband has reaped him a most just reward, in depriving him of many unimaginable adventures. The ways of God in nature, as in Providence, are not our way; nor are the models that frame us in any way commensurate with the vastness, profundity, and unsearchableness of His work, which has a greater depth in them
than the well of Democritus. Joseph Glanville. WE have reached the top of the highest crag. For a few minutes, the old man seemed too exhausted to talk. He said: Not long ago, and I may have guided you on this route as well as my youngest son; but, for about three years, it happened to me an event like never before to mortals—or at least no survivors to tell about—and the six
hours of deadly horror I endured shattered my body and soul. You think I'm an old man, but I'm not. It took less than a day to change the hairs from a black pier to white, to weaken my limbs, and to unstring my nerves, so that I trembled at least effortlessly, and brightened fear at a darkness. Did you know I can rarely look over this little cliff without getting giddy? The cliff is small,
when the edge that he has carelessly thrown himself down to the rest that heavier part of his body hangs over it, while he is only kept from falling by the term of his elbow on its extreme and slippery edge– this small cliff arises , a sheer unobstructed cliff of bright black rock, some fifteen or sixteen hundred feet from the world of crags beneath us. Nothing can tempt me within half a
dozen meters of its brink. In such profound truth that I am excited by the dangerous position of my companion, that I fall at full length on the ground, cling to the shrubs around me, and do not even dare to glide up the sky –while I struggle in vain to divest myself of the idea that the very foundations of the mountain are in danger from rage of the wind. That was long before I could
reason myself into being brave enough to sit up and look away. You have to pass the fancies, the tutorial says, because I brought you here that you can have the best possible view of the scene of the event that I mentioned and to tell you the whole story with the position right under your eyes. We're in now, he continues, in a special way that distinguishes him–we're near the
Norwegian coast–in the latitude of sixty-eight-in the great province of Nordland–and in the bleak district of Lofoden. The mountain we're sitting on top of is Helseggen, Cloud. Now lift yourself a little higher, cling to the lawn if you feel giddy, like that, and look out over the steam belt beneath us, into the sea. I looked dizzy, and saw an enlarged of the ocean, there is water wearing
such an inky color as to bring at the same time to my mind account of the geographer Nubia of Tenebrarum Mare. A more unfortunate panoramic picture of desolate without human imagination Conceived. On the right and left, as far as the eye can achieve, there are outstretched, ramon-like ramatures of the world, terrible black lines and beetling cliffs, whose characters of gloom
are but more and more forced illustrated by surfers that feed high up against its white and terrible peaks, howling and shrieking forever. Just opposite the promontory when the peak that we were located, and at a distance of about five or six miles at sea, could see a small, bleak looking island; or, rather, its location is clear through the wilderness of the mutation in which it has been
enveloped. About two miles close to the mainland, arises a smaller size, hideously craggy and barren, and is covered at different intervals by a cluster of dark rocks. The arrival of the ocean, in the space between the more remote island and the coast, had something very unusual about it. Although, at the time, such a powerful gale blew the mainland that a brig in the remote offing
was under a double reef trysail, and repeatedly sank his entire hull out of sight, there was still nothing like a regular swell , but only a short, fast, angry crossing dashing of water in all directions–as well as in the teeth of the wind the other way. Foam has very little except in the vicinity of the rocks. The island in the distance, continues the old man, called by the Norwegian Vurrgh.
One of the midway is Moskoe. It's a mile north of Ambaaren. Farther away are Islesen, Hotholm, Keildhelm, Suarven, and Buckholm. Farther between Moskoe and Vurrgh - are Otterholm, Flimen, Sandflesen, and Stockholm. These are the real names of places, but why it was said to be necessary to name them at all, is more either you or I can understand. Did you hear that? Do
you see any changes in the country? Now we were about ten minutes atop Helseggen, which we were up from the interior of Lofoden, so we came across no glimpse of the sea until it exploded as we arrived from the top. As the old man spoke, I was aware of a loud and ascending sound, like the groans of a giant herd of buffalo on an American meadow; and at the same time I
noticed that what sailor character chopped of the ocean beneath us, has quickly changed into a flow that sets to the east. Even when I look, this current gets a weird velocity. Every moment is added to its speed- to its headlong impetuosity. For five minutes, the entire sea, as far as Vurrgh, was lashed into ineso passable rage; but it was between Moskoe and the coast that the
main uproar kept its influence. Here vast beds of waters, seamed and scarred into a thousand conflicting channels, burst suddenly into phrensied-heaving convulsions, boiling, ú-gyrating in giant swirls and countless, and all whirling and plunging east with a rapidity that water never elsewhere assumes except in the root of the link In a few minutes, there were more scene of a
radical change. The common surface grows slightly smoother, and the whirlpools, one by one, disappear, while extraordinary foam streaks become clear where never been seen before. These streaks, in length, spread to a great distance, and combined, have themselves the gyratory motion of descending vortexes, and seem to form the germ of another wider species. Suddenly-
very suddenly- this assumes a distinct and certain existence, in a circle more than a mile in diameter. The edges of the vortex are represented by a wide belt of sparkling spray; but without this grain sliding into the mouth of the wonderful funnel, the interior, as far as the eye can understand it, is a smooth, bright, and jet-black wall of water, leaning towards the horizon at an angle of
about forty-five degrees, accelerating round and circular dizziness with a swaying and sweltering motion , and sent out the wind a horrible voice, half screaming, half roar, such as even niagara's mighty cataract ever lifted in its pain to heaven. The mountain trembled to its base, and the rock shook. I threw myself across my face, and clung to the meager herbage in an excessive
amount of nervous agitation. This, I say length, with the old man– this could be nothing more than the great whirlpool of Maelström. So it's sometimes called, he said. We Norwegians call it Moskoe-ström, from the middle island of Moskoe. The normal account of this whirlwind did not mean preparing me for what I saw. It's jonas ramus, which is perhaps the most detailed of any,
unable to convey the faintest conception either of splendor, or the horror of the scene-or of the novel's wild sense of bewilderment that beholder confounds. I'm not sure from what point of view the writer in question surveyed it, nor on what time; but it could not have been from the summit of Helseggen, nor in a storm. However, there are some of his descriptions, which can be cited
for their details, although their effects are extremely weak in conveying the impression of the spectacle. Between Lofoden and Moskoe, he said, the depth of water is between thirty-six and forty fathoms; but on the other side, towards Ver (Vurrgh) this depth decreases to inability to afford convenient travel for a ship, without the risk of detachment on the rocks, which occurs even in
the calmest weather. When flooding, streams flow up the country between Lofoden and Moskoe at a boisterous pace; but the roar of its impulsiveness into the sea is scarce equal to the largest and scariest cataract; noise is heard some tournaments out, and swirls or pits of such depth, that if a ship comes in its appeal, it is definitely absorbed and brought down to the bottom, and
there are defeats to pieces against the rocks; and when the water relaxes, their fragments are thrown up again. But the of the only tranquility in turn of ebb and flood, and in calm weather, and finally but a quarter of an hour, its violence gradually returned. When the stream is most boisterous, and its rage soars by a storm, it is dangerous to come within a mile of its Norway. Boats,
yachts, and ships were carried away by not protecting against it before they were within its reach. It also happens frequently, that the whale comes too close to the stream, and is overwhelmed by its violence; and then it is impossible to describe their ú and bellowings in their fruitless struggle to disengage themselves. A bear once, trying to swim from Lofoden to Moskoe, was
caught by the stream and subjected down, while he roared terribly, to be heard ashore. Large stocks of fir and pine, after being absorbed by the flow, rise back to broken and torn to the point as if feathers grow on them. This clearly shows the bottom to include ingested rocks, in which they are swirling to and fro. This stream is regulated by the flow and reflux of the sea - it is
constantly high and low water every six hours. In 1645, in the early morning of Sexagesima Sunday, it was raging with noise and resistance to the rocks of houses on the coast falling to the ground. Regarding the depth of water, I can not see how this can be determined at all in the vicinity of the whirlwind. The forty fathoms must have references only to parts of the canal near the
shore or of Moskoe or Lofoden. The depth in the center of Moskoe-ström must be infinitely greater; and there is no better evidence of this fact than can be obtained from even the long view into the abyss of the possible vortex from Helseggen's highest crag. Looking down from this climax when the phlegethon howled below, I couldn't help but smile at the simplicity that Jonas
Ramus honestly recorded, as a difficult matter of belief, the anecdecdies of whales and bears; as it appears to me, in fact, a self-evident thing, that the largest ship of the line in existence, coming in the influence of that deadly attraction, can resist it at least a feather storm, and must disappear body and at the same time. Efforts to explain this phenomenon—some of which, I
remember, seemed to me justi enough in sight—now wearing a very different and unseaworthy aspect. The common idea received is that this, as well as three smaller vortexes between ferroe islands, have no cause other than the collision of rising and falling waves, at currents and reflux, against a rocky ridge and shelves, which restrict water so that it precipitated itself as a
cataract; and therefore the higher the flood rises, the deeper the collapse, and the natural result of all is whirlpools or vortexes, the extraordinary attraction of which is sufficiently known by fewer experiments. —These are the words of encyclopædia Kircher and others imagine that at the heart of the Maelström Canal is an abyss of global infiltration, and released in some very
remote parts- the Gulf of Bothnia is somewhat named in one case. This opinion, idle in itself, is one that, as I look, my imagination most easily agrees; and, referring it to the tutorial, I was quite surprised to hear him say that, although it was viewed almost universally entertaining by norwegian themes, it was still not his own. As for the previous concept, he confessed to not being
able to understand it; and here I agreed with him—for, despite the paper's conclusion, it became completely ine kiemable, and even absurd, among the thunder of the abyss. You've got a good look at the whirl now, the old man says, and if you're going to climb around the crag, to get in lee of it, and deaden the roar of water, I'll tell you a story that will convince you I should know
something of Moskoe-ström. I put myself as desired, and he proceeded. Myself and my two brothers once owned a schooner-rigged smack of about seventy tons of burthen, which we had a habit of fishing between islands outside Moskoe, near Vurrgh. Of all the violent eddies at sea there is good fishing, at the proper opportunity, if one only has the courage to try it; but among the
entire Lofoden coastmen, we three are the only ones who have made a business of regularly going out to the islands, as I tell you. The usual grounds are a great way lower down south. There are fish that can be there at all hours, without much risk, and therefore these places are preferred. The choice points above among rocks, however, not only brings the best variety, but in
much greater abundance; so that we usually have in one day, what is more shy of the profession can not be scraped together for a week. In fact, we've made it a matter of desperate earlier-risk of life standing instead of labor, and courageously answering for capital. We keep smack in a cove about five miles higher than this coast; and it is our practice, in good weather, to take
advantage of the fifteen-minute slack to push through the main channels of Moskoe-ström, far above the pool, and then drop down when moored somewhere near Otterholm, or Sandflesen, where the eddies are not so violent as other places. Here we used to stay up until near the time for slack-water again, when we weighed in and made home. We never set out upon this
expedition without a steady wind side giving away and coming–one that we felt certainly wouldn't fail us before our return–and we rarely make a mis-calculation at this point. Twice, for six years we were forced to stay all night at the anchor on account of a dead calm, which is a rare thing the only thing is about here; and once we had to stay on the grounds for almost a week,
starving to death, by a gale that blew up shortly after our arrival, and made the channel too boisterous to be thought On this occasion we should have driven out to sea despite everything, (for whirlpools throwing us round and round so violently, that, by length, we fouled our anchor and pulled it) if it wasn't that we drifted into one of the countless flow-throughs here to day and go to
tomorrow–that drove us under Lee's Flimen , where, by luck, we put up. I cannot tell you the twentieth part of the difficulties we face 'on a basis'—it is a bad point to stay in, even in good weather—but we have always changed to run Moskoe-ström's own gloves without accident; although sometimes my heart was in my mouth when we happened to be a minute or so behind or
before slack. The wind was sometimes not as strong as we thought at the start, and then we made quite a little less way than we might want, while the current smack rendered un manageable. My eldest brother had an eighteen-year-old son, and I had two fat sons of my own. These will be great supports at such times, in the use of sweeps, as well as later in fishing— but,
somehow, although we took the risk ourselves, we did not have the heart to put young people in danger—for , after all being said and done, it's a terrible danger, and that's true. It is now within a few days three years since what I will tell you happened. It was on the tenth day of July, 18-, a day that the people of this part of the world will never forget–as it was the one that blew the
most terrible storm that ever came out of heaven. However, all morning, and indeed until late afternoon, there was a gentle and steady breeze from the southwest, while the sun shined brightly, so that the oldest sailors among us could not have anticipated what was to follow. The three of us—my brothers and myself—had crossed the islands around two p.m., and were soon
loading the smack with good fish, which, we all remarked, was more that day than we had ever known them. It was only seven, by my watch, when we weighed in and started for home, to make the worst of Ström in slack water, which we knew would be at eight. We set off with a fresh breeze on our right quarter, and for a while spanked along at a great pace, never dreamed of
danger, for really we saw not the smallest reason to arrest it. All at once we were taken aback by a breeze from over Helseggen. This was the most unusual—something that had never happened to us before—and I began to feel a little uncomfortable, without knowing exactly why. We put the boat on the wind, but could make no progress at all for the eddies, and I was when the
proposal to return to the anchorage when, looking backwards, we see the entire horizon covered with a singly copper color cloud that increases at the greatest velocity. In the meantime the wind has headed us away, and we have died becalmed, drifting about in all directions. This condition of the however, does not last long enough to give us time to think about it. In less than a
minute, the storm came to us—in less than two completely overcast skies—and what with this and the driving aerosol, it suddenly became so dark that we could not see each other in the banging. Such a storm then blows it is crazy to try to describe. The youngest sailor in Norway has never experienced anything like it. We let our sails go under the run before it skillfully took us;
but, at the first spraying, our whole mast followed the board as if they had been sawed off—the main mast carrying it, my youngest brother, who struck himself on it for safety. Our boat is the lightest feather of something ever sat on the water. It has a complete discharge deck, with only a small door near the bow, and this hatch is always our custom to polish down as it prepares to
cross Ström, by guarding the chopped waters. But for this situation, we should have the founder at the same time, since we lie completely buried for several moments. How my brother escaped from destruction I can not say, since I never had the opportunity to determine. For my part, as soon as I had let the foresail run, I threw myself flat on the deck, with my legs against the
narrow gunwale of the bow, and with my hand grabbed a round-bolt near the leg of the fore-mast. It was that instinct that prompted me to do this—certainly the best I could do—because I was too flurry to think. For some moment we were completely deluged, as I said, and all this time I held my breath, and clung to the bolts. When I could bear it no longer lifted me up above my
knees, kept holding with my hands, and so got my head clear. Currently our little boat has given itself a shake, just as one does in coming out of the water, and thus escaping himself, in some measures, of the sea. Now I was trying to get the better of the stupor that went through me, and to collect my senses to see what was done, when I felt someone grab my arm. It was my
brother, and my heart jumped up for joy because I was sure that he was into the sea–but the next moment all this joy turned into horror–for he put his mouth near my ear, and shouted the word 'Moskoe-ström!' No one knew what my feelings were then. I shook from head to toe as if I had the most violent fit of ague. I know what he means in a word that's clear enough—I know what
he wants to make me understand. With the wind that now drove us on, we were bound for the whirl of Ström, and nothing could save us! You notice that when crossing the Ström Canal, we always go a long way up the vortex, even in the calmest weather, and that must wait and watch carefully for the slack- but now we've been driving right over the pool itself, and in a storm like
this! ' To be sure,' I thought, 'we'll go there just about slack-there's some little hope in it'-but in the next moment I am I myself for being such a great fool to dream of hope at all. I know very well that we were destroyed, if we had ten times a ship ninety guns. At this point, the first wrath of the storm had experienced itself, or perhaps we did not feel it too much, as we had gone
through before it, but at all the events, the sea, at first held back by the wind, and lying flat and bubbling, was now up the absolute mountain. A singly change, too, has passed through the heavens. Around in all directions it's still as black as the pitch, but almost over high there erupts, all at once, a circular rift of clear skies–as I've ever seen–and of a deep-lit blue and through it
having blazed off the full moon with a lustre that I never before knew she was to wear. She lit everything about us with the greatest difference—but, oh God, what a spectacle to light! Now I've made one or two attempts to talk to my brother–but, in some ways that I can't understand, the din has increased so that I can't make him hear a single word, even though I shout at the top of
my voice in his ear. Now he shakes his head, looks as pale as death, and holds up one of his fingers, as if to say 'listen! At first I couldn't make out what he meant–but soon a hideous thought flashed upon me. I pulled my watch from its fob. He's not going anywhere. I glanced at his face by the moonlight, and then burst into tears as I threw it away into the ocean. It came down at
7:00! We were behind the time of the slack, and Ström's whirl was in full rage! When a well-built boat, properly maniated, and not deeply flooded, the waves in a strong wind, when it's going big, always seem to slide from beneath it—which seems very strange to a land man—and this is what's called horseback riding, in the phrase of the sea. Well, so far we have ridden the swell
very skillfully; but now a giant sea has happened to take us right under the counter, and carry us with it as it rises- up- as if to the sky. I wouldn't believe that any wave could soar so high. Then we went down with a sweep, a slide, and a plunge, which made me feel sick and dizzy, as if I was falling from some great peak in a dream. But while we were up I threw a quick look around–
and that one look was all enough. I saw our exact location right away. The Moskoe-Ström whirlpool about a quarter of a mile away is dead, but unlike the moskoe-Ström every day, rather than the vortex as you now see it as a mill race. If I don't know where we are, and what we have to expect, I shouldn't have realized this place at all. As it was, I close your eyes in horror. The lids
squeeze themselves together as if in a spasm. It couldn't get over two minutes later until we suddenly felt the waves subside, and were wrapped in foam. The boat made a sharp half turn to the larboard, and then fired off in its new direction like a thunderbolt. At the same time the rumbling noise of water completely drowned in a shriek shrill-like sound as you can imagine launched
by the waste-tubes of thousands of steam-ships, allowing their steam to be turned off all together. Now we are already in the belt of surfing that always surrounds the vortex; and I thought, of course, that another moment would push us into the abyss—down to which we could only see the clarity of the great velocity we wore with us. The boat did not seem to sink into the water at
all, but to glide like an air bubble on the surface of the mutation. Her starboard side is next to the whirlpool, and on the larboard arose the ocean world we had left. It stood like a giant writhing wall between us and the horizon. It may appear strange, but now, when we are in the jaws of the bay, I feel more composed when we just approach it. After deciding I had no hope, I escaped
so many horrors that I was initially un manomed. I suppose it's desperate that strung my nerves. It may look like bragging—but what I tell you is the truth—I begin to ponder how wonderful it is to die in such a way, and it is foolish in me to think of such bland considerations as my personal life , in view of such a wonderful manifestation of the power of God. I believe I blush with
shame when this idea crosses my mind. After a short time I became possessive with the most interested curiosity about the vortex itself. I feel positively a desire to explore its depth, even at the sacrifice I will make; and my main grief was that I would never be able to tell my old friends ashore about the mysteries that I should see. This, no doubt, is the singling fancies to occupy a
man's mind in such extremes– and I've often thought since then, that the revolution of sailing around the pool may have made me a little light-headed. There is another situation that tends to restore my ownership; and this is the cessation of wind, which is ins yet accessible to us in our current situation,because, as you have seen yourself, the belt of surfing is significantly lower
than the general bottom of the ocean, and the later is now high above us, a high, black, ridge. If you have never been at sea in a heavy gale, you can form no idea of the confusion of the mind on the occasion of the wind and spraying together. They are blind, deaf, and strangle you, and take away all the power of action or reflection. But now we have, in a great measure, escaped
these annoyances- just as those sentenced to death in prison are allowed to indulge in petty pampering, banning them while their doom remains uncertain. The frequency with which we carry the circuit of the belt is impossible to say. We trade Round and round for perhaps an hour, flying rather than floating, getting progressively more and more into the middle of the surge, and
then closer and closer to its terrible inner edge. I've never let go of the ring all this time. My brother was at the stern of the ship, holding on to a small empty water tank that had been there safety lashed under the counter's enclosure, and was the only thing on deck that wasn't swept into the sea when gale first took us. As we approached the brink of the pit, he let go of his hold upon
this, and made the ring, from which, in the pain of his terror, he tried to force my hand because it was not big enough to afford us both a safe grasp. I never felt deeper grief when I saw him try to act—even though I knew he was a madman when he did it—a fearful maniac. I don't care, however, to argue the point with him. I know it can make no difference whether either of us is
held above all; so I let him have bolts, and went towards the back of the barrel. This has no major difficulty in implementing; for smack flies round steadily enough, and on an even keel–just swaying to and fro, with immense sweeps and swelters of whirl. Rarely have I secured myself in my new position, when we were given a wild lurch to the right, and rushed headlong into the
abyss. I muttered a hasty prayer to God, and thought it was all over. When I felt the sick sweep of the root, I followed my tightening instincts on the barrel, and closed my eyes. For a few seconds I dare not open them—while I expect immediate destruction, and wonder that I am not yet in my death struggle with water. But moments after the moment passed. I'm still alive. The
feeling of falling is over; and the movement of the ship seems as much as it was before, while in the foam belt, except now she lies more of the same. I took courage, and looked again upon the scene. I will never forget the feelings of horror, horror and admiration that I look at myself. The boat seemed to hang, as if by magic, midway down, on the inner surface of a vast funnel in
perimeter, extraordinary in depth, and whose perfectly smooth side may have been confused with ebony, but for the bewildered quickness they turned around , and for the glittering and terrible radiance they shoot out, like the rays of the full moon, from which the circular rift between the clouds that I have described, lines in a flood of golden glory along the black walls, and down
into the deepest hollows of the abyss. At first I was too confused to observe anything correctly. The general outbursing of great grandeur is all I see. When I recovered myself a little, however, my look dropped in instinct downwards. In this direction, I was able to get an unstoppable look, from the way that smack hung on the tilted surface of the pool. She was pretty on an even
keel- that is to say, her deck was in a plane parallel to the water, but the later steep at an angle of more than forty-five degrees, so we seemed to be lying on our beam-finish. can't help but observe, however, that I was rarely harder at maintaining my hold and legs in this situation, than if we were when a person died and this, I suppose, is due to the speed at which we rotate. The
moon's rays seem to be searching for the bottom of the deep bay; but I can still make nothing clear, on account of a thick mist in which everything has enveloped, and on it hangs a wonderful rainbow, like the narrow and torn bridge that Mussulmen says is the only path between Time and Eternity. This fog, or spray, was certainly caused by the clash of the great walls of the funnel,
when they all met at the bottom—but the screams of heaven from that mist, I dare not try to describe. Our first slide into the abyss itself, from the foam belt above, brought us a huge distance downhill; but our further descent is by no means corresponding. Round and round we scan-not with any unified motion, but in dizzying swings and jerks, which send us sometimes only a few
hundred meters–sometimes almost the complete circuit of the vortex. Our progress going down, at every revolution, is slow, but very noticeable. Looking at me when the wide waste of liquid ebony that we were so, I was aware that our boat was not the only object in the arms of whirl. Both above and below us are visible fragments of ships, large volumes of building wood and
trunks, with many smaller posts, such as pieces of home furniture, broken boxes, barrels and staves. I described un natural curiosity as a substitute for my initial fear. It seemed to grow when I was attracted closer and closer to my terrible doom. Now I start watching, with a strange interest, a lot of things floating in our company. I must have been mesmerizing–for I even found
amusement in speculation when the relative velocity of some of their descent towards the foam below. 'This fir tree,' I found myself at the same time saying, 'surely the next thing that takes the terrible plunge and disappears,'-and then I was disappointed to see that the wreck of a Dutch merchant ship had passed it and gone down front. Finally, after making some predictions of this
nature, and being deceived in all this fact- the reality of my inerribable misconceptions– put me on a reflective train that made my limbs again tremble, and my heart pounded again. It is not a new fear that therefore affects me, but the dawn of a more interesting hope. This hope arises partly from memory, and partly from current observations. I called the mind a lot of floating issues
that strewed the coast of Lofoden, were absorbed and then thrown out by Moskoe-ström. So far the large number of articles have been broken in the most extraordinary way- so chafed and roughened as to have the appearance of trapped full of debris, but then I clearly recall that there were some of them without being deformed at all. Now I can't this difference except by
assumptions that Fragments are the only fragments that have been fully absorbed– that others have entered the vortex at the end of a tidal period or, for some reason, have descended so slowly after entering, that they did not reach the bottom before the turn of the flood arrived, or of ebb, as the case may be. I think it is possible, in both cases, that they can therefore be swirled
up again to the level of the ocean, without experiencing the fate of those who were drawn in sooner, or absorbed faster. I have also made three important observations. The first is that, as a general rule, the larger the bodies, the faster their descendants, the second, between two masses of equal degree, a thrombus and one of any other shape, the advantage of the landing speed
is with the orast - the third, between two volumes of equal size , a cylinder and other shapes of any other shape , the cylinder is absorbed more slowly. Since escaping, I have had several conversations on this topic with an old master of the district; and it was from him that I learned the use of the words 'cylinder' and 'sten.' He explained to me–although I had forgotten the
explanation–how what I observed was, in fact, the natural consequence of the form of floating debris–and showed me how it happened that a cylinder, swimming in a vortex, provided more resistance to its suction , and was drawn with greater difficulty than an equally bulky body, in any form. (*1) There is a surprising situation that has gone a great way in enforcing observations,
and makes me anxious to turn them into account, and this is, at every revolution, we have adopted something like a barrel, or someone else's yard or mast of a ship , while many of these things, which were on our level when I first opened my eyes when the terms of the whirlpool , have now climbed above us, and seem to have moved but little from their original station. I have no



hesitation in what to do. I am determined to lash myself safely to the barrel of water that I have now held, to cut it loosely from the counter, and to throw myself with it into the water. I caught my brother's attention with signs, pointed at the floating crates approaching us, and did everything in my power to make him understand what I was about to do. I think he understood my
design-but, whether this was the case or not, he shook his head desperately, and refused to move from his station by ring-bolt. Unable to contact him; emergency acknowledging no delay; and so, with a bitter struggle, I resigned him to his fate, fastened myself to the barrel by means of lashings that secured it access, and precipited myself with it into the sea, without a moment of
hesitation. The result is exactly what I had hoped for it can be. Because it's me who now tells you this story - as you can see that I escaped - and as you already own mode in which this escape was made, and therefore have to predict everything I have further to say – I will bring my story quickly to conclusions. It could have been an hour, or thereabout, after giving up my smack,
when, having descended to a vast distance beneath me, it made three or four wild gyrations in quick succession, and, bearing my dear brothers with it, plunged headlong, at the same time and forever, into the chaos of the foam below. The barrel at which I was attached sank very little further than half the distance between the bottom of the bay and the spot at which I jumped into
the sea, before a major change took place in the character of the whirlpool. The slope of the sides of the vast hopper becomes less and less steep. The gyrations of the vortex develop, gradually, less and less violently. By degrees, foam and rainbows disappear, and the bottom of the bay seems to slowly rise. The sky was clear, the wind was going down, and the full moon was
setting radiant in the west, when I found myself on the surface of the ocean, in full view of the shores of Lofoden, and above where the pool of Moskoe-ström was. It was hours of slack-but the sea still heaved in mountain waves from the effects of the storm. I was born violently into Ström's canal, and for a few minutes was rushed down the coast into the fishermen's 'base'. A boat
picked me up-exhausted from fatigue-and (now the danger was removed) speechless from the memory of its horror. The people who dragged me on the plane were my old friends and daily companions—but they didn't know me more than they would know a traveler from the land of souls. My hair was raven-black the day before, was as white as you see it now. They also say that
the whole expression of my area has changed. I told them my story—they didn't believe it. Now I say it to you—and I can hardly expect you to put more faith in it than lofoden's happy fishermen. AFTER the very minutes and construction paper of Arago, to say nothing about the summary in 'Silliman's Journal,' with the only detailed statement published by Lieutenant Maury, it would
not be said, of course, that in providing a few hasty remarks in reference to von Kempelen's discovery , I have any design to look at the topic in a scientific point of view. My object is simply, in the first place, to say a few words of Von Kempelen himself (to whom, a few years ago, I had the honor of a mild personal acquaintance), since everything related to him must necessarily, at
this point, be of interest; and, in second place, to look generally, and speculate, at the results of this discovery. It may be good, however, to the cursory observations that I have provided, by refusing, very decidedly, what seems to be a general impression (gleaned, as usual in a case of this kind, from the newspapers), that this discovery, astonishing as it is no doubt, is By reference
to 'The Diary of Sir Humphrey Davy' (Cottle and Munroe, London, page 150), it will be seen on pages 53 and 82, that this illustrious chemistry has not only shaped the idea now in question, but has actually made no insignificant, experimental progress , in the very identical analysis now to triumphantly bring to a problem of Von Kempelen, who although he did not , is, without a
doubt (I say it unhesitatingly, and can prove it, if necessary), indebted to 'Diary' for at least the first hint of his own commitment. Passages from 'Courier and Enquirer,' which is now going round the press, and which purports to claim invention for a Mr. Kissam, of Brunswick, Maine, appear to me, I confess, a little apocryphal, for various reasons; although nothing is impossible or
highly unlikely in the statement made. I don't need to go into detail. My opinion on the passage was established primarily in its way. It doesn't look true. People who are reporting events, rarely as special as Mr. Kissam seems to be, about the exact date and date and location. Besides, if Mr. Kissam really had come upon discovering he said he did, at the specified period-nearly
eight years ago- how does it happen that he took no steps, immediately, to reap the tremendous benefits that the merest bumpkin must have known would have resulted in him personally , if not for the world in general, from the discovery? It seems to me quite astonishing that any man of general understanding may have discovered what Mr Kissam said he did, and then acted so
like an owl as Mr Kissam admitted that he did. By the way, who is Mr. Kissam? and isn't the whole paragraph in 'Courier and Enquirer' a make up to 'make a talk'? It must be confessed that it has an incredible moon-hoaxy-air. Very little re depends is to be placed on it, in my humble opinion; and if I'm not well aware, from experience, how very easy the man of science is mysterious,
on points out of their usual range of common requirements, I should be deeply surprised to find a very famous chemistry like Professor Draper , discussing Mr. Kissam's (or is it Mr. Quizzem's?) pretensions to discover, in such a serious tone. But to return to Sir Humphrey Davy's diary. This book is not designed for the public eye, even if the writer's deception, as any person at all in
conversations with the author can satisfy himself at the same time by checking the smallest of styles. On page 13, for example, near the middle, we read, in reference to his studies of the protoxide of azote: 'In less than half a minute respiration is continued, descending and has been successful by analogy gentle pressure on all muscles.' That respiration is not 'diminished,' is not
only apparent by the next context, but by using the lot, 'be.' Sentence, no doubt, was therefore intended: 'In less than halfway respiration [continued, these feelings] subsided, and was succeeded by [a feeling] similar to gentle pressure on all muscles.' A hundred similar cases go to suggest that MS. to inconsiderately publish, merely a crude note-book, meant only for the writer's
eye, but a check of the book will convince almost any person to think of the truth of my proposal. The fact is, Sir Humphrey Davy is about the last man in the world to commit himself on scientific topics. He not only disliked controversy, but was also afraid to appear in experience; so, however completely he may have been convinced that he was on the right track in the matter now
in question, he would never have spoken out, until he had everything ready for the most realistic demonstration. I verily believe that his final moments would have been returned wretched, he may have doubted that his desire to involve burning this 'Diary' (full of crude speculation) would not be monitored; like, it seems, they were. I said 'his wish,' given that he was meant to include
this note-book among the director's lingoical papers 'to be burned,' I think there may be no doubt. Whether it escapes the fire by luck or bad, but remains to be seen. That the above citations, with other similar passages mentioned, gave Von Kempelen suggestions, I am not in the question of the smallest extent; but I repeat, it remains to be seen whether this important discovery
itself (important in any case) will be served or disastrous for humanity in general. That Von Kempelen and his direct friends would reap a rich harvest, it would be crazy to doubt for a moment. They will rarely be so weak as not to 'get out,' in time, by buying large homes and land, with other properties of inland value. In Von Kempelen's brief account that appeared in 'Home Journal,'
and has since been widely reproduced, some misapprehensions of the original German seem to have been made by translators, who claim to have taken passages from some of Presburg's last 'Schnellpost.' 'Viele' has clearly been misunderstood (as usual), and what the translator gives by 'sadness,' is probably 'lies,' in its true version, 'suffering,' which will give a completely
different skin to the entire account; but, of course, much of this is merely guessing, on my part. Von Kempelen, however, is by no means 'a misanthrope,' in appearance, at least, whatever he may be in fact. My acquaintance with him is perfectly normal; and I am rarely assured to say that I know him at all; but to have seen and chatted with a man of such an extraordinary not
notiable as he gained, or would achieve in a few days, is not a small matter, as time goes on. 'That's it. literature' talks about him, confidently, as a native of Presburg (deceived, perhaps, by accounts in 'The Home Journal') but I'm pleased in being to the positive state, since I have it from his lips, that he was born in Utica, in New York State, although both his parents, I believe, are
of Presburg descent. The family is connected, in a way, to Maelzel, of automaton-chess-player memory. In person, he is short and fat, with big fat, blue eyes, sandy hair and antennae, a wide but pleasant mouth, good teeth, and I think a Roman nose. There are several defects in one of his feet. His address is candid, and his whole way of notably bonhomie. Overall, he looks,
speaks, and acts less like 'a misanthrope' like any man I've ever seen. We were fellow-sojourners for a week about six years ago, at Earl's Hotel, in Providence, Rhode Island; and I guess that I chat with him, at different times, for about three or four hours altogether. His main theme was those of the day, and nothing that fell from him led me to doubt his scientific achievements. He
left the hotel in front of me, intending to go to New York, and from there to Bremen; it was in the city that his great discovery was first announced; or rather, it was there that he was first suspected of having made it. This is about everything I personally know about the immortal Von Kempelen now; but I did think even the few more would have interested the public. There can be little
question that most of the great rumors floating about this incident are pure inventions, entitled to as much credit as the story of Aladdin's lamp; however, in a case of this kind, as in the case of discoveries in California, it is clear that the truth may be stranger than fiction. The following anecd anecdymity, at least, is so well authentic, that we can get it implicitly. Von Kempelen has
never been even tolerably well off during his residency in Bremen; and usually, it is already known, he has been brought into extreme change to raise the amount of trifling. When great excitement occurred about the forgery on Gutsmuth &amp; Co.'s house, suspicion turned toward Von Kempelen, as he bought a significant property in Gasperitch Lane, and his refusal, when asked,
to explain how he became in possession of the purchase money. He was arrested, but nothing decided to appear against him, is finally set at freedom. Police, however, keep a strict watch when his movement, and thus discover that he leaves the house regularly, grabs always the same path, and always let his viewers slide in the neighborhood of the maze of narrow and winding
passages known by the flash name of 'Dondergat.' Finally, by great perseverance, they traced him to a garret in an old house of seven floors, in an alley called Flatzplatz,-and, until he suddenly, found him, as they imagined, in the middle of the fake activity I'm not going to do it His agitation was expressed so excessively that officers had no doubt about his guilt. After handcuffing
him, they searched or rather the room, for it appears he occupies all the mansarde. Opening the door to the garret where they caught him, is a wardrobe, ten feet by eight, equipped with several chemical devices in which the objects have not yet been identified. In one corner of the closet is a very small oven, with a glowing fire in it, and on fire a kind of duplicate cooker-two metal
syringe connected by a tube. One of these cookers is almost full of lead in a state of synthetic reaction, but does not reach the aperture of the tube, near the rim. Another cooker had some liquid in it, which, when the officers entered, seemed to be furiously dissipated in steam. They recount that, upon his arrest, Kempelen seized the pots with both hands (wrapped in gloves that
then turned out to be asbestic), and threw the contents on the tiled floor. It is now that they handcuff him; and before continuing to search the premises they searched for his people, but nothing unusual was found about him, except for a paper parcel, in his jacket pocket, containing what was later identified as a mixture of antimony and some unknown substances , in close, but not
quite, equal proportions. All attempts to analyze unknown substances have, so far, failed, but in the end it will be analyzed, not to doubt. Walking out of the closet with their inmates, the officers went through a kind of ante chamber, in which no material was found, to the chemistry's bedroom. They here rummaged through some drawers and boxes, but only discovered a few
papers, of no importance, and some good coins, silver and gold. In length, looking under the bed, they see a large body of hair, usually, without hinges, chopped or locked, and with the top lying carelessly on the bottom part. When trying to draw this trunk out from under the bed, they found that, with their solidarity power (there were three of them, all powerful men), they 'couldn't
stir it an inch.' Many were surprised by this, one of them crawled under the bed, and looked at the trunk, saying: 'No wonder we can't move it, why it's filled to the rim of the old bit of brass!' , while his companion pulled with all their trunks, with many difficulties, had slipped out from under the bed, and its contents checked. The hypothetical brass with which it is filled is all in small,
fine pieces, varying from the size of a bean to a dollar; but the pieces are unevenly shaped, although more or less look flat, according to the whole, 'a lot like lead looks when thrown to the ground in a melting state, and there is suffering to grow cool.' Now, not one of these officers in a moment suspects this metal is anything but brass. The idea of it is that gold never enters their
brains, of course; how a fancy Could such a wild have entered it? And their surprise can be well formed, when the next day it it known, across Bremen, that 'so much copper' that they were carted so disdainful to the sheriff's office, without putting themselves in the trouble of pocketing the smallest scraps, not just real gold-gold- but much better gold than any work in coinage-gold,
in fact, pure , virgin, without the most significant alloy. I don't need to go through the details of Von Kempelen's confession (as far as it went) and release, to those familiar to the public. That he was really realized, in spirit and effect, if not the letter, the old chimaera of the philosopher's stone, no sober person is free to doubt. Arago's comments, of course, enjoyed the greatest
consideration; but he is by no means ins faultless; and what he said about bismuth, in his report to the Academy, must be done grano salis. The simple truth is, up to this stage all the analysis has failed; and until Von Kempelen chooses to let us have the key to his own published mystery, it is more than possible that the problem will remain, for years, in statu quo. All that can not
be said is quite known is, that 'Pure gold can be made at will, and very easily from lead in connection with some other substance, in artifacts and proportions, unknown.' the mention of a growing interest in the issue of gold in general, by the late developments in California; and this reflection gives us certainly another- the inappropriate beyond von Kempelen's analysis. If many were
prevented from adventure to California, by the only apprehensiation that gold would be so materially off in value, on account of its abundance in mines there, as to make the earlier earlier claims to look for it a doubt- what impression will be hammered now , when the minds of those who are about to migrate, and especially when the minds of those who are actually in the mineral
area , by announcing this incredible discovery of Von Kempelen? a discovery that claims, in so many words, that in addition to its inland value for production purposes (whatever that value may be), gold is now, or at least soon will be (for it cannot be said that Von Kempelen could long keep his secret) , has no greater value than lead, and has a much lower value than silver. It is,
indeed, extremely difficult to speculate in the future about the consequences of the discovery, but one thing that can be positively maintained- that the publication of this finding six months ago will have a material effect in relation to the California settlement. In Europe, as yet, the most notable result has been a two percent increase. in lead prices, and nearly twenty-five percent. of
silver. WHATEVER doubts can still cover the reasons for Its surprising facts are now almost universally acknowledged. Of these later, people who Doubtful, is your only doubt by profession- an un-profitable and uncredited tribe. There can be no absolute waste of time than attempts to prove, to this day, that the man, only by carrying out the will, can impress his compatriots, as to
cast him into an unusual condition in which phenomena like very closely those of death , or at least resemble them almost as they do phenomena of any other normal condition in our perception; that, while in this state, very impressive people use only with effort, and then feebly, the external bodies of consciousness, but perception, with subtle insights, and through channels for
being unknown, problems beyond the scope of physical bodies; that, moreover, his intellectual faculty is wonderfully noble and inso suppose; that his sympathy for the person who impressed him was profound; and, finally, that its susiability to impress increases with its frequency, while, in the same proportions, the specially elicited phenomenon is more extensive and pronounced.
I say that these are the laws of enchanting in its general features– it would be supererogation to prove; i also won't cause when my readers so needless a rally; during the day. My purpose now is a very different one indeed. I am motivated, even in the teeth of a world of prejudice, to detail without commenting on the very remarkable substance of a colloquy, which occurs between
a sleep-waker and myself. I have long been in the habit of enchanting the person in question, (Mr. Vankirk,) and the usual acute sensitivity and exaltity of enchanting perceptions have supervened. For months, he has been laboring under confirmed phthisis, the more distressing effects of which have been relieved by my manipulations; and on the night of Wednesday, the 15th of
May, I was summoned to his bedside. Invalid people suffer from acute pain in the heart area, and breathe with great difficulty, having all the normal symptoms of asthma. In spasms like this, he has often found relief from applying mustard to nerve centers, but to this night has been tried in vain. When I entered his room, he greeted me with a cheerful smile, and although clearly in
pain many bodies, apparently, mentally, quite relaxed. I sent you to the night, he said, not so much to manage to sick my body, as to meet me in relation to certain psychological impressions that, of late, took the occasion for me to be more anxious and surprised. I don't need to tell you how cynical I have so far been on the immortal subject of the soul. I can't deny that there
always exists, as if in the very soul that I have denied, half the vague sentiment about its own existence. But this emotional half-time does not take up to belief. For the reason of there's nothing to do. All the efforts at the reasonable investigation resulted, indeed, in leaving me more skeptical than before. I was advised to study Cousin. I learned in his own works as well as in his
European and American echoes. For example, Mr Brownson's 'Charles Elwood' was put in my hands. I read it with profound attention. Throughout I found it reasonable, but parts that were not merely reasonable were unhappy the original 2015 2015 2015 book's original 2015 book. In his summing up it seemed obvious to me that the reason did not even succeed in convincing
himself. His end has clearly forgotten his beginnings, like Trinculo's government. In short, I was not long in the realm that if humans were to be intellectually convinced of his own immortality, he would never be so convinced by the only abstractions that have been so long fashioned by Britain's moralists, of France, and of Germany. Abstractions can amuse and exercise, but don't
hold on to mind. Here on earth, at least, philosophy, I am convinced, will always in vain call us to look at qualities like everything. Will be able to be uniform - soul-intellectual, never. I repeated, then, that I felt only half, and never intellectually believed. But then there was a certain depth of feeling, until it came so close to the consent of reason, that I found it difficult to distinguish
between the two. I activated, too, obviously to track this effect to mesmeric influences. I can not explain my meaning better by the hypothesis that mesmeric exaltability allows me to feel a train of ratiocination which, in my unusual existence, persuasive, but which, fully in accordance with the mesmeric phenomenon, does not expand, except through its effectiveness , into my
normal condition. In sleep-wake, its reasoning and conclusions- its causes and effectiveness- are present together. In my natural state, the cause disappeared, the effect only, and perhaps only a part, remained. These considerations have led me to think that some good results can occur from a series of well-directed questions given to me while being fascinated. You've often
observed the profound self-awareness evinced by the sleep-waker-extensive knowledge he displays on all points regarding the mesmeric condition itself; and this word self-awareness can be inferd suggestive of the appropriate behavior of a doctrine. I agree of course to make this experiment. Several passes threw Mr Vankirk to sleep. His breathing became easier immediately,
and he did not seem to suffer from physical discomfort. The conversation then:-V. in the dialogue represents the patient, and the P. himself. P. Are you asleep? V. Yes- no, I'd rather sleep better. P. [After a few more passes.] Are you asleep now? V. Yes. P. How do you think your current illness will lead? V. [After a long time of hesitation and speaking as if with effort.] I have to die.
P. The idea of death affect you? V. [Very quickly.] No, no, no, no, no, no, no, P. Are you happy with the prospect? V. If I'm sober, I should want to die, but now it's not a problem. The Such a condition is almost dead as to my content. P. I wish you could explain yourself, Mr. Vankirk. V. I am willing to do so, but it requires more effort than I feel possible to make. You do not ask me
properly. P. Then what do I ask? V. You have to start from scratch. P. The beginning! but where is the beginning? V. You know that the beginning is GOD. [This was said in a low tone, fluctuating, and with every sign of the deepest reverence.] P. Then what is God? V. [Hesitation for several minutes.] I can't tell you. P. Isn't that god's spirit? V. As I wake up, I know what you mean
spiritually, but now it seems that there is only one word—such as truth, beauty—a quality, I mean. Isn't God materialless? V. There's no non-materiality— it's just a word. That's not the problem, not at all, unless qualities are things. P. Is God, then, material? V. No [This answer startled me a lot.] P. Then what is he? V. [After a long pause, and muttering.] I see it, but it's hard to say.
[A long pause.] He is not spiritual, for he exists. Nor is it a problem, as you understand it. But there are hierarchies of problems that people know nothing about; the grosser impelling better, better pervading grosser. For example, the atmosphere promotes the principle of electricity, while the principle of electricity permeates the atmosphere. The change of color of matter increases
in rarity or fineness, until we come to an un chia-no-particles - inse can not divide - one and here the law of impulsiveness and permeability is amended. The ultimate material, or ine harmony, not only instills everything but also promotes everything, and therefore everything within itself. This matter is God. What men try to express in words of thought, is this problem in motion. P.
The metasynology maintains that all actions are reducible to motion and thought, and that the later is the source of the former. V. Yes; and now I see the confusion of ideas. Movement is the act of mind- not of thinking. The unparticled problem, or God, in quiescence, is (as close as we can conceive it) what men call the mind. And the power of self-movement (the effect equates to
human consciousness) is, in un divided matters, the result of its unity and popularity; how I did not know, and now clearly see that I will never know. But the unparticled issue, set in motion by a law, or quality, out there in itself, is thought. P. Can you give me no more accurate idea of what you call unparticled problems? V. The problem that humans are aware of, getting rid of the
senses in gradation. We have, for example, a metal, a piece of wood, a drop atmosphere, gas, calories, electricity, luminiferous ether. We now call all of this important, and embrace all issues in a general definition; but even so, there may not be two fundamentally different ideas that we attach to a metal, and that we attach to luminiferous ether. When we reach the later, we feel an
almost irresistible to layer it with spirit, or with nihility. The only consideration that restrains us is our conception of its atomic constitution; and here, even, we must seek help from our concept of an atom, as something possessed in infinite minuteness, solidity, palpability, weight. Destroy the idea of the atomic constitution and we can no longer regard ether as an an exercise, or at
least a problem. Because we want a better word, we can call it spiritual. Let's, now, one step beyond luminiferous ether-conceiving a much rarer problem than ether, as this ether is rarer than metal, and we come at the same time (despite all school doctrines) at a single volume–an unparticled problem. For although we can acknowledge the infinite smallness in the atoms
themselves, the infiniteness of the smallness in the space between them is a silly one. There will be a point- there will be a rare degree, at which, if the atoms are sufficiently numerous, the interspaces must disappear, and the mass is completely coalesce. But considering the atomic constitution is being taken away, the nature of mass certainly glides into what we conceive of the
spirit. However, it is clear that it is absolutely as important as before. The truth is, it is impossible to conceive mentally, since it is impossible to imagine what is not. When we flattered ourselves that we had formed its conception, we were merely deceiving our understanding by considering infinitely rarified issues. P. It seems to me an inescesiable objection to the idea of absolute
combination;-and that is the very slight resistance experienced by heavenly bodies in their revolution through space-a defining resistance, which is true, to exist to some extent , but it is, however, so mild that it has been quite ignored by even Newton's sagacity. We know that the resistance of the bodies, mainly, corresponds to their density. The absolute combination is the
absolute density. Where there are no interspaces, there may be no yielding. An ether, completely dense, would put an extremely effective stop to the progress of a star rather than an ether of adamant or iron. V. Your objection is answered with ease which is almost in its apparent unanswerability ratio.-Regarding the progress of the star, it can make no difference whether the star
passes through the ether or ether through it. No astronomical error is more uncountable than reconciling the known retardation of comets with the idea of their passage through an ether: since, however rarely is this ether thought, it will put an end to all marginal revolutions in a far shorter period of time than astronomers who have tried to slur through a slur the point where they find
it in ine cannot be understood. The real retardation experienced is, on the other, about which can be expected from the friction of ether in instantaneously through the ortho globe. In one case, in case, The force is temporary and complete within itself- in another it is endlessly cumulative. P. But in all this- in determining the mere problem with God- is nothing i respectable? [I was
forced to repeat this question before the person who woke up to sleep understood what I meant.] V. Can you say why the problem should be less reverent than the mind? But you forget that the problem that I say is that, in all respects, the very mind or spirit of the school, so far relates to its high capacity, and is, moreover, the problem of these schools at the same time. God, with
all the powers attributed to the spirit, is just the perfection of matter. P. You assert, then, that the unparticled issue, in motion, is thinking? V. In general, this movement is the universal thought of the universal mind. This thought creates. All things created are just god's ideas. P. You say, in general. V. Yes. The universal mind is God. As for the new personality, the problem is
necessary. P. But now you talk about minds and problems as well as metasyn %. V. Yes- to avoid confusion. When I speak mind, I mean the problem unparticled or final; by matter, I intend all other things. P. You have said that for new personal matters are necessary. V. Yes; for the mind, the present has not yet been united, merely God. To create individual, thought beings, it is
necessary to insn insothetic parts of the mind. So people are personalized. Divestment of corporate investment, he is God. Now, the specific movement of the incarnation parts of matter that are not divided is human thought; as the whole movement is God's. P. You say that divested man's body would be God? V. [After much hesitation.] I can't say this; it's a silly thing. P. [Mention
my notes.] You have said that divestment of the investment man of the company is God. V. And this is true. Man therefore divestment will be God- will not be personalized. But he can never be so divested–at least never will be-else, we must imagine an act of God returning upon itself–a purposeless and vain act. Man is a creature. Creatures are god's thoughts. That nature of
thought is i can't recover. P. I don't understand. You said the man would never extinguish the body? V. I said he would never be bodiless. P. Explain. V. There are two rudimentary and complete bodies; corresponds to two conditions of worms and butterflies. What we call death, but pain. Our incarnity is progressive, prepared, temporary. Our future is perfected, supreme, immortal.
The ultimate life is full design. P. But of the worm, we can be more aware. V. We are, sure- but not deep. The problem that our rudimentary body covers, is in ken of the the body's body; or, more obviously, our rudimentary bodies adapt to the problem of rudimentary body formation; but not for that to eventually be composed. The body eventually thus rids us senses, and we are
only aware of falling shells, in decay, from the inner form; is not the inner form itself; but this inner form, as well as the shell, is appreciated by those who have taken the last life. P. You often say that the mesmeric state is very similar to death. How is this? V. When I say that it's like death, I mean it's like the last life; for when I am intrigued, the senses of my rudimentary life are in
abeyance, and I am aware of things outside directly, without bodies, through a means that I will use in the last life, without organization. P. No organization? V. Yes; Bodies are contrivances by which individuals are brought into reasonable relationships with specific classes and forms of material, to exclude other classes and forms. Human bodies are adapted to their rudimentary
condition, and only with that; His ultimate condition, being un organized, is that understanding is not limited to all points, but one- the essence of God's will- that is to say, the movement of the matter unparticled. You will have a separate idea of the body eventually by conceiving it is the whole brain. This it is not; but a conception of this nature will bring you near an understanding of
what it is. A glowing body conveys vibration to luminiferous ether. The vibrations produce similar vibrations in the retina; these people again communicate similarly to the visual nerves. The nerves convey those similar to the brain; brains, also, people similar to unparticled problems that seep into it. The movement of the later is thought, in which perception is the first undulation.
This is the way in which the mind of rudimentary life communicates with the outside world; and this outside world, with its rudimentary, limited life, through the characteristics of its bodies. But in the last life, there was no organization, the outside world to the whole body, (it was an affinity for the brain, as I said,) there was no intervention other than infinitely rare ether than even
luminiferous species; and this ether– along with its whole-body vibration, set in motion unparticled problems that seep into it. It is the absence of characteristic bodies, so we must attribute almost unlimited awareness of the last life. For rudimentary creatures, viscera are the cages necessary to lock them up until official. P. You talk about rudimentary beings. Are there other
rudimentary thought creatures than humans? V. The diverse combination of rare matter into nebulas, planets, suns and other objects other than nebulas, the sun, nor the planet, is the sole purpose of providing pabulum for the individual style of the bodies of a my my my myst number of rudimentary organisms. But for the need rudimentary, before the last life, there will be no body
like this. Each of these is hired by a variety of organic, rudimentary, thought-out organisms. In all, different agencies with of the rental place. When dead, or, these creatures, enjoy the last life - the immortality and perception of all the secrets but one, act everything and pass everywhere by the only will:-indwelling, not the star, which for us seems the only palpabilities, and for the
accommodation that we blindly consider the space created- but the space itself- that incredibly in that vastness really essentially swallows up the stars-dark-blotting them out as no-cans from P. You say that but for the necessity of rudimentary life there will be no stars. But why is this necessary? V. In insotic life, as well as in general insotic matter, nothing hinders the action of a
single simple law – Heavenly Master. With the view of producing obstacles, organic and material life, (complex, significant, and law-entangled,) has been contrived. P. But again-why should this obstacle have been produced? V. The result of breaking the law is perfection—yes—negative happiness. The result of breaking the law is imperfect, wrong, painfully positive. Through
obstacles afforded by the number, complexity, and significant law of organic and material life, violations of the law are returned, to a certain extent, practical. Therefore, pain, which in in in real life is impossible, is possible in organic. P. But to wraps is so painfully rendered possible? V. Everything is either good or bad by comparison. A full analysis will show pleasure, in any case,
just the contrast of pain. Positive pleasure is just an idea. To be happy at any one time we must have suffered at the same time. Never suffering will never be blessed. But it has been proven that, in in inscruciable life, pain cannot therefore be the need for organicity. The pain of the original life of the earth, is the sole basis of the happiness of the last life in heaven. P. However,
there is one of your manifestations that I find it inetable –the true immenseness of infinity. V. This, perhaps, is because you don't have enough general conception of the term substance itself. We must not regard it as a quality, but as a sentiment:-it is perception, in senter thinking, of material adapting to their organization. There are many things on Earth, which would be nihility for
the inhabitants of Venus–many visible and tangible things in Venus, which we cannot be taken to appreciate as existing at all. But for insotic beings for angels, the whole thing is not divided as matter , that is, the whole thing we call space to them is the real subdimenial;-the stars, meanwhile, through what we consider to be their matter , escaping the angelic meaning, only the ratio
is that matter does not divide, through what we consider to be its materialism, avoid organic. As sleep-waker pronounced the words later, in a weak tone, I observed on his face a expression, which somewhat alarmed me, and caused me to wake him at the same time. No sooner had I done this, than, with a bright smile irradiated all his features, he fell back on his pillow and
expired. I noticed that in less than a minute then his corpse had all the stern hardness of the stone. His eyebrows are of the cold of ice. So often, if it appears, only after long pressure from azrael's hands. Has sleep-waker, indeed, in the back part of his discourse, been addressing me from out of the shadows? OF course I wouldn't pretend to consider it any matter for wonder, that
unusual case of M. Valdemar discussed excitedly. It would be a miracle if it didn't - especially in this situation. Through the wishes of all stakeholders, to keep the case from the public, at least for the present, or until we have had the opportunity further to investigate through our efforts to make this–a garbled or exaggerated account make its way into society , and became the
source of many nasty misrepresentations, and, very naturally, of a lot of disbelief. It is now essential returns that I give to events–as far as I comprehend them myself. They are, in short, these: My attention, over the past three years, has been repeatedly drawn to the theme of Mesmerism; and, about nine months ago, it occurred to me, quite suddenly, that in a series of
experiments carried out so far, there has been a very noticeable and unaccountable omission:–no person has been as yet enchanted in articulo mortis. It remains to be seen, first, whether, in such a condition, there exists in patients any susmity to the influence of words; secondly, whether, if any exist, it has been weakened or increased by this condition; third, to what extent, or for
how long, the invasion of Death may be captured by this process. There are other points to be identified, but my curiosities rejoice most–ultimately in particular, from the incredibly important character of its aftermath. In searching around me for some topics where I could examine the specifics, I was taken to think of my friend, M. Ernest Valdemar, the famous compiler of
Bibliotheca Forensica, and author (under the nom de plume of Issachar Marx) of the Polish versions of Wallenstein and Gargantua. M. Valdemar, who has resided primarily in Harlaem, N.Y., since 1839, is (or has) been particularly notable for his extreme sub-subsents like that of John Randolph; and, also because of the bright whiteness of his mustache, in stark contrast to the
black color of his hair—consequently the wig is often confused with a wig. His temperament was pronounced nervous, and made him a good subject for mesmeric experiments. On two or three times I've put him in sleep with little difficulty, but was disappointed in other outcomes that his special constitution had led me to anticipate. His will is that there is no positive time, or
radicality, under my control, and in relation to clairvoyance, I can carry with him nothing to be relied upon. I always attributed my failure at these points to his health disorders. For a few months before I became acquainted with him, his doctors announced him in a confirmed phthisis. It is custom of him, indeed, to speak calmly of his approaching insotropic, as of an inevitable
ancesiable issue nor regret. When the idea that I had the first allusion occurred to me, it was of course very natural that I should think of M. Valdemar. I know the stable philosophy of the man too good to arrest any scruples from him; and he has no relatives in America who will likely intervene. I spoke to him candidly on the subject; and, to my surprise, his interest seemed very
excited. I told my surprise, for, although he had always given his people a free way to test me, he had never before given me any sympathy cards for what I did. His illness is that of that character that will acknowledge the correct calculation for the era of its cessation in death; and finally it was arranged between us that he would send me about 24 hours before the time announced
by his doctor as of his deception. It is now quite over seven months since I received, from M. Valdemar himself, the subjoined note: DEAR my P—-, You can also come now. D-- and F-- agreed that I couldn't keep out-morrow midnight; and I think they have hit the time very close. VALDEMAR I received this note within half an hour after it was written, and in fifteen minutes I was in
the dying man's room. I had not seen him for ten days, and was horrified by the frightening change that short periods of time had wrought in him. His face wears a lead color; eyes are completely without lust; and emaciation is so extreme that the skin has been broken through by cheek-bone. Your expectations are excessive. The pulse is almost un noticeable. However, he
retained a very noticeable way, both mental strength and a certain level of physical strength. He talked to the difference-taking some reliever drugs without aid–and, when I entered the room, was occupied in a memoranda pencil in a bag-book. He was propped up on the bed by pillows. Doctors D—and F—attended. After pressing Valdemar's hand, I brushed these gentlemen
aside, and took from them for a minute to explain the patient's condition. The left lung has been for eighteen months in a semi-osseous state or cartilage, and is, of course, completely useless for all purposes of vitality. The right, in the upper part of it, is also part, if not thoroughly it turns out, while the lower area is merely a mass of purulent tubers, running one after another. A large
number of punctures exist; and, at one point, permanent adhesion to the ribs took place. Out. appearing in the right lobe is a relatively recent date. The process of oilization has proceeded at a very unusual rate; no signs of it had been detected a month earlier, and adhesion had only been observed for the previous three days. Independent of phthisis, patients with suspected aortic
aneurysm; but at this point osseous symptoms rendered an accurate diagnosis impossible. It is the opinion of both doctors that M. Valdemar will die around midnight tomorrow (Sunday). It was 7 p.m. on Saturday. When he dropped the bed of the invalid person to hold a conversation with himself, doctors D - and F - banned him from a final farewell. It was not their intention to
return; but, at my request, they agreed to look at the patient about ten nights later. As they went, I spoke freely with M. Valdemar on the subject of his imminent de-election, as well as, more specifically, about the proposed experiment. He still claims to be quite willing and even anxious to have it done, and urges me to start it at the same time. A male and a female nurse attended;
but I do not feel I am completely free to participate in a task of this character with no more credible witnesses than these people who, in the event of a sudden accident, can prove. Therefore, I postponed the activity until about eight nights later, when the arrival of a medical student that I had some acquaintances, (Mr. Theodore L-l,) reduced me from further embarrassment. It was
my design, initially, to wait for the doctors; but I was caused to proceed, first, by the urgent entreaties of M. Valdemar, and secondly, by my belief that I did not have a moment to lose, as he had clearly sunk quickly. Mr. L-l was so kind to engage in my desire that he would take notes of all that had happened, and it was from his memorandum that what I am now concerned about is,
for the most part, either condensed or copied originally. It wanted about five minutes eight when, taking the patient's hand, I begged him to state, as clearly as he could, to Mr. L-l, whether he (M. Valdemar) was fully ready that I should make the experiment of enchanting him in his later state. He replied feebly, but quite audibly, Well, I'd be. I fear that you have been fascinated—
adding soon after, delaying it for too long. While he said so, I began to go that I had found the most effective in conquering him. He was clearly affected with the first side stroke of my hand on his forehead; but even though I exerted all my powers, no more noticeable effects were caused until a few minutes after ten o'clock, when D- and F- doctors were called, according to the
appointment. I explained to them, in a few words, what I designed, and when they protested not to protest, saying that the patient was in painful death, I proceeded without hesitation-exchange, of course, the party goes for those who go down, and directs my look completely to the right of the sick. At this point, his pulse is ina can't be noticed and his breathing is stertorous, and
over the space of half a minute. This condition is almost unchanged for a quarter of an hour. However, at the end of this period, a natural, though very deep sigh escapes the mind of the dying man, and the unpleasant breath is over - that is, its porous stiffness is no longer clear; periods of unsymed. The patient's extremity is cold. At five minutes before eleven I was aware of
obvious signs of mesmeric influence. The glass roll of the eye has been changed given that the manifestation of unpleasant internal examination that is never seen except in case of sleep-waking, and that is quite unmistakable. With a few quick side passes, I made the lid tremble, as in sleep, and with a few more I closed them completely. I was unhappy, however, with this, but
continued the vigorous manipulations, and with the fullest effort of willpower, until I was completely hardened the limbs of the sleeper, after placing them in a seemingly easy position. The legs are of full length; arms almost so, and put back on the bed at a moderate distance from the tenderloin. The head is a bit high. When I did this, it was absolutely midnight, and I asked the
gentleman present to check on M. Valdemar's condition. After a few experiments, they admitted he was an unusually perfect state of mesmeric trance. The curiosity of both doctors was delighted. Dr. D- is determined to immediately stay with the patient all night, while Dr. F- on leave with the promise of returning at dawn. Mr. L., me and the nurses stayed. We left M. Valdemar
completely undisturbed until about three o'clock in the morning, when I approached him and found him in exactly the same condition as when Dr. F-went away- that is to say, he was in the same position; impulse is unsom noticeable; gentle breathing (rarely noticeable, unless through the application of a mirror to the lips); eyes are closed naturally; and rigid and cold marble-like
branches. However, the general appearance is certainly not death. When I approached M. Valdemar, I made a kind of half-effort to influence his right arm into my own pursuit, as I passed the following gently to and fro on his person. In such experiments with this patient, I have never been completely successful before, and certainly I have had little thought about success now; but
to my surprise, his arm was easy, though feebly, in every direction I delivered it to me. I'm determined to say a few words. M. Valdemar, I said, Are you asleep? He did not answer, but I felt a trembling about the lips, and therefore was caused to repeat the question, again and again. At the third iteration, his entire frame is provoked by a very slight trembling; non-closed eyelids so
far to show a white line of balls; ball; lips move slowly, and the word between them, in a barely heard whisper, has issued the words: Yes;-sleep now. Don't wake me!-let me die like that! I here feel limbs and find them more rigid than ever. The right arm, as before, follows the direction of my hand. I asked the person who woke up to sleep again: Do you still feel pain in the breast,
M. Valdemar? The answer now is immediate, but even less sound than before: Painless-I'm dying. I don't think it's advisable to annoy him further soon after, and nothing more was said or done until the arrival of Dr. F-, who arrived a little before sunrise, and expressed unbounded surprise at finding the patient still alive. After feeling the pulse and applying a mirror to his lips, he
asked me to talk to the sleep-waker again. I did so, say: M. Valdemar, are you still asleep? As before, some minutes passed ere an answer was made; and around the time the dying man seemed to be gathering his energy to speak. At my fourth iteration of the question, he spoke very faintly, almost i hearable: Yes; still asleep—dying. It was the opinion, or rather the desire, of the
doctors, that M. Valdemar should have suffered so as to remain undisturbed in his current seemingly quiet state, until death should be supervene-and this, it was generally agreed, must now take place within minutes. I concluded, however, to talk to him again, and only repeated my previous questions. As I talked, there was a marked change in terms of sleep-waker. The eyes
curled up slowly open, the students disappeared or more; the skin usually assumes a corpse color, like not so much paper as white paper; and the round busy point that, so far, has been strongly defined in the center of each cheek, going out at the same time. I use this expression, because the suddenness of their departure puts me in the mind of nothing so much as
extinguishing of a candle by a puff of breath. The upper lip, at the same time, writhes out of the tooth, which it has previously completely covered; while the lower jaw falls with a jerky sound, leaving the mouth wide open, and revealed in full view the swollen and black tongue. I guess that no member of the party then present was unaccustomed to death; but it's disgusting beyond
the notion that M. Valdemar's arrival at the moment, that there's a general shrinking from the bed area. Now I feel that I have reached a point of this story at which every reader will be startled into positive disbelief. It's my business, however, simply to proceed. No longer the weakest sign of vitality in M. Valdemar; and concluded he was dead, we sent him to take charge of the
nurses, when a strong vibration motion was observed in the tongue. This continues for perhaps a minute. At the end of this time limit, there is release from the distended function and a voice estate, such as it will crazy in me to try to describe. Yes, actually, two or three titled names that can be considered applied to it in part; I have to say, for example, that the sound is harsh, and
broken and hollow; but the whole disgust is insoretable, for simple reasons without the same sound that was ever jarred upon the ears of mankind. However, there are two specific characteristics that I think then, and still think, that can quite be stated as characteristic of intonation—as well as adapting to convey some ideas about its peculiarities. From the very beginning, voices
seemed to reach our ears—at least my—from a wide distance, or from a cave deep within the earth. In second place, it impressed me (I'm afraid, really, that it won't be able to make myself comprehend) like gelatinous or sticky issues that impress with the sense of touch. I spoke both sound and voice. I mean to say that sound is one of difference– even great, thrillingly different-
syllabification. M. Valdemar said-obviously to answer the question I had propounded with him a few minutes ago. I asked him, it will be remembered, if he is still asleep. Now he said, Yes;—no;—I slept—and now—I'm dead. No person present even affected to deny, or try to suppress, unutterable horror, shuddering that these few words, thus uttered, were very well calculated to
convey. Mr. L.,l (student) fainted. The nurse immediately leaves the chamber, and can not be caused to return. My own impression, I will not pretend to show understandable to the reader. For nearly an hour, we quietly disturbed us—without saying a word—in an attempt to revive Mr. L-l. When he came to himself, we addressed himself again to investigate the condition of M.
Valdemar. It remains in all respects as I have finally described it, with the exception that the mirror no longer affords evidence of respiration. An attempt to get blood from the arm failed. I should mention, too, that this genus was no further depending on my will. I tried in vain to make it under the direction of my hand. The only real sign, really, about the influence of mesmeric, has
now been found in the vibration motion of the tongue, whenever I solve M. Valdemar a question. He seemed to be trying to answer, but was no longer conscious enough. To query put him by anyone other than myself, he seemed completely emotionless– although I tried to put every member of the company in a mesmeric relationship with him. I believe I have now related all that is
needed to an understanding of the state of sleep-waker in this era. Other nurses were shopping; And at 10:00 I left the house with two doctors and Mr. L. In the afternoon, we all called back to see the patient. His condition remains exactly the same. Now we've had some discussions about and the feasibility of waking him up; but we had little difficulty in agreeing that there was no
the purpose will be served by doing so. It has been evident that, so far, death (or what is commonly known as death) has been captured by the mesmeric process. It seems clear to all of us that to awaken M. Valdemar will merely to ensure his immediate, or at least his rapid release. From this period until the end of last week—a period of nearly seven months—we continued to
make daily calls at M. Valdemar's home, accompanied, now, and then, by health and other friends. All this sleeper-waker is still exactly as I described him in the end. The attention of the nurses is constant. It was on the last Friday that we were finally determined to carry out the test of awakening or trying to wake him; and that is (probably) the unfortunate result of this later
experiment that gave a lot of discussion in private–to a lot of what I couldn't help but think unwarranted common sense. With the aim of reducing M. Valdemar from the mesmeric trance, I used the usual passes. These things, for a while, were unsuccessful. The first sign of the revival is spent by the root part of the i.m. It has been observed, especially notably, that the lowering of
this student is accompanied by an abundant outflow of a yellow ichor (from underneath the lid) of a pungent and very unpleasant odor. Now there is the opinion that I should try to affect the patient's arm, as before. I tried and failed. Dr. F-then intimated a desire to have me ask a question. I did the following: M. Valdemar, can you explain to us what your feelings or desires are now?
There is an immediate return of busy circles on the cheeks; the tongue trembles, or rather rolls violently in the mouth (although the jaw and lips remain rigid as before;) and the same disgusting voice I described, erupted: For the Lord!—hurry!—hurry up!—let me sleep—or, quickly!—wake me up!—hurry up!—I tell you I'm dead! I was completely unnerved, and for an immediate
remain un decided what to do. At first, I made an effort to re-compose the patient; but, failing to do this through total abeyance will, I retract my steps and as earnestly struggle to awaken him. In this effort, I soon found that I should be successful–or at least I soon fancied that my success would be complete–and I'm sure all in the room was prepared to see patients awaken. As for
what really happened, however, it is quite impossible that any human being could have been prepared. As I quickly made the mesmeric go, between ejaculation of death! Die! completely bursting from the tongue and not from the mouth lips of the sufferer, his entire frame at once-in the space of a single minute, or even less, miniature-collapse all rotting away at my hands. In bed,
before that whole company, there put an almost liquid mass of disgust- of detestable putridity. FOR the most wild, yet most homely narrative which I am about to pen, I nor expect nor for the most wild, yet most homely narrative which I am about to pen, I nor expect nor FOR the most wild, yet most homely narrative which I am about to pen, I nor expect nor FOR the Belief. Mad
indeed I would expect it, in a case where my very senses reject their own evidence. However, crazy I don't-and very surely do not I dream. But let me die tomorrow, and until the day I will unburthen my soul. My immediate purpose is to put before the world, clearly, briefly, and without comment, a series of family events only. In their aftermath, these events were frightened—
tortured—destroyed me. However, I will not try to explain them. To me, they presented little but horror-so many of them would seem less awful than barroques. The following, perhaps, some wisdom can be found that will reduce my phantasm to common places – some of the calmer, more reasonable, and less stimulating of my own, which will be aware, in those cases I detail with
awe, nothing more than a normal succession of very natural causes and effects. From an early age, I have been credited for the docile and humane of my layout. The tenderness in my heart was even so cons cons% visible to make me my companion. I especially liked animals, and was pampered by my parents with a variety of pets. With these I have spent most of my time, and
have never been as happy as when feeding and stroking them. This peculiarity of character grows with my growth, and in my humanity, I root it one of my main sources of joy. For those who have cherished an affection for a loyal and sagacious, I need hardly be in the hassle of explaining the nature or intensity of satisfaction that can therefore be captured. There is something in the
selfless love and self-sacrifice of a brute, which goes directly into the hearts of him who have had regular occasions to test the bland friendship and gossamer loyalty of the Only Man. I got married early, and was happy to see that my wife had a tendency to be in self-control with herself. Observing my part for domestic pets, she lost no chance of shopping the most pleasant types.
We have birds, goldfish, a good, rabbit, a small monkey, and a cat. The following is a remarkably large and beautiful animal, completely black, and sagacious to an incredible extent. When talking about her intelligence, my wife, who at the center is not a bit tinctured with superstition, regularly abuses the concept of ancient popularity, which regards all black cats as witches in
disguise. Not that she was ever serious at this point–and I mention the problem at all for no better reason than that it happens, right now, to be remembered. Pluto - this is the cat's name - is my favorite pet and player. I alone fed him, and he attended me wherever I went home. It was even with difficulty that I could stop him from following me through the streets. Our friendship
lasted, in this way, many years in which my general temperament and personality–through the instrumentality of Fiend's Intemperance were (I blush to confess it) experienced a radical change for the worse. I grew up, day by day, moodier, more, irritable, more regardless of other people's feelings. I have to endure myself to use intemperate language for my wife. I even suggested
she be personally abused. My pets, of course, were made to feel the change in my layout. I not only neglected, but ill-used them. As for Pluto, however, I retained enough concern to restrain me from maltreating him, as I had no scruple of maltreating rabbits, monkeys, or even, when by accident, or through affection, they came my way. But my illness developed when I-for what
disease was like alcohol!-and the length of even Pluto, who has now become old, and therefore somewhat peevish–even Pluto began to experience the effects of my sick temperament. One night, back home, much queer, from one of my obsessions about town, I fancied that the cat avoided my presence. I arrested him; when, in his fear of my violence, he inflicted a slight wound
on my hand with his teeth. The wrath of a demon immediately possessed me. I don't know myself anymore. My original soul seemed, at the same time, to take its flight from my body and a more cruel, gin-nourishing, thrilled every strand of my frame. I took from my waist coat pocket a pen knife, opened it, grabbed the poor beast by the throat, and deliberately cut one of its eyes
from the socket! I blush, I burn, I shiver, while I pen damnable brutality. When reason returned to the morning–when I had slept out of the smoke of the night debauch-I was experiencing half the sentiments of horror, half remorse, for crimes for which I was guilty; but it is, at best, a feeling of weakness and clarity, and the soul remains intact. I again fell into excess, and soon
drowned in alcohol all the memory of the action. Meanwhile the cat slowly recovers. The socket of the lost eye presents, it is true, a frightening appearance, but he no longer appears to bear any pain. He went home as usual but, as might be expected, fled in radical terror at my approach. I had a lot of my old heart left, as to be at first distressed by this obvious dislike on the part of
a creature that once loved me so much. But this feeling soon gave place to irritation. And then came, as if to overthrow my final and i can't recover, spirit of PERVERSENESS. In this spiritual philosophy there is no account. However, I'm not sure that my soul life, more than me that perverseness is one of the primitive impulses of the human heart–one of the insetomable
elementary school faculty, or sentiments, that give guidance to the character of the Man. Who has not, a hundred times, found himself committed a vile or absurd act , there's no other reason than because you know you don't Are we not a permanent inclination, in the teeth of our best judgment, to violate that law, just because we understand it to be so? This spiritual perverseness,
I say, came to my final overthrow. It is the soul's inesquent yearning to vex itself to provide violence with its own nature to make mistakes for just for the sake of that urges me to continue and finally to consummate the injury I have caused when brute unoffending. One morning, in cool blood, I noose around his neck and hung it on a branch;—hanging it with tears coming out of my
eyes, and with the bitterest remorse in my heart;—hanging it because I knew that he loved me, and because I felt it had given me no reason to sin;—hanging it because I knew that doing so , I have committed a deadly sin that would so endanger my immortal soul as to put it–if such a wearable thing could–even beyond the reach of God's infinite mercy most merciful and most
terrible. On the night of the day that this cruel act was performed, I was awakened from sleep by the cry of fire. My bed curtains were on fire. The whole house was on fire. It was with great difficulty that my wife, a servant, and myself, got rid of our fire. The destruction is complete. My entire worldly wealth was swallowed up, and I resigned myself from then on to despair. I am
above the weakness of seeking to establish a chain of cause and effect, between disaster and brutality. But I detail a sequence of events and do not want to leave even a link that may not be perfect. On the day of the fire, I visited the wreckage. The walls, with one exception, have fallen in. This exception was found in a partition wall, not very thick, which stood in the middle of the
house, and resisted that took a break from my nightstand. The plastering here, in large measure, against the action of the fire- a fact that I attributed to it has been spreading recently. About this wall a dense crowd was gathering, and many seemed to be examining a specific part of it with very minutely and eager attention. Strange words! Singly! and other similar manifestations,
stimulating my curiosity. I approached and saw, as if graven in relief bas on the white surface, the figure of a giant cat. The impression given with really great accuracy. There's a rope on the animal's neck. When I first saw this appition–because I could hardly regard it as less-my wonder and my terror was extreme. But at length reflects to my aid. The cat, I remember, was hanging
in a garden adjacent to the house. When alarmed by the fire, this garden was immediately filled by the crowd–by some of them the animal must have been cut from the tree and thrown, through an open window, into my chamber. This was probably done with the view that aroused me from sleep. The fall of other walls has compressed the victim of my cruelty into the substance of
the newly spreading plaster; lime in it, with flames, and ammonia from corpses, then finished the portrait as I saw it. Although I therefore easily explain my reasons, if not entirely my conscience, for the fact worthwhile of course only in detail, it has not failed to make a deep impression my favorite. For months, I could not get rid of the cat's mesoa teller; and, during this time, got
back into my half-emotional spirit that seemed, but not, remorseful. I went so far as to regret the loss of the animal, and looked at me, among the vile obsessions that I now frequent, for another pet of the same species, and having a slightly similar appearance, to provide its place. One night as I sat, half stunned to see, in a burrow of more than infamy, my attention was suddenly
drawn to some black object, reposing upon the head of one of Gin's immense hogsheads, or of Rum, which formed the apartment's main furniture. I have been looking steadily at the top of this hogshead for a number of minutes, and what now causes me surprise is the fact that I wasn't soon aware of that object. I approached it, and touched it by hand. It's a black cat - a very large
one - who is absolutely as big as Pluto, and almost identical to him in every way, but one. Pluto does not have a white hair on any part of the body; But this cat has a large splotch, albeit indefinitely of white color, covering almost the entire area of the breast. When I touched him, he immediately got up, cleansed loudly, rubbed into my hand, and appeared delighted with my
announcement. This, then, was the very creature that I was looking for. I immediately offered to buy it by the landlord; but he didn't claim it—knowing nothing about it—had never seen it before. I continued my caress, and, as I prepared to go home, the animal evinced a layout to accompany me. I allow him to do so; sometimes bend down and pat it as I proceed. When it came to
the house it tamed itself at the same time, and became immediately a great favorite with my wife. For my part, I soon found an dislike of it arising in me. This is just the wrong side of what I had anticipated; but—I don't know how or why—its obvious interest in myself is quite disgusting and unpleasant. By slow levels, feelings of disgust and discomfort increase into bitterness of
hatred. I avoided creatures; a certain sense of shame, and recalled my previous atrocities, preventing me from physically abusing it. I have not, in a few weeks, strike, or otherwise suffer from intense illness using it; but gradually—gradually—I came to look at it with unsymed disgust, and quietly fled from its obnoxious presence, as from the breath of the plague. What's more, no
doubt, to my hatred of the beast, is to discover, the morning after I brought it home, that, like Pluto, it had also deprived one of its eyes. This situation, however, only cherishes it for my wife, who, as I said, possesses, to a high degree, that humanity's feeling that was once the distinguishing characteristic of and the source of many of my simplest and purest pleasures. With my
ausm with this cat, however, its partiality for myself seems to increase. It followed in my footsteps with a that it would be difficult to make the reader understand. Whenever I sit, it will bend under my chair, or spring on my knees, covering me with its disgusting caress. If I get up to walk it will get between my feet and therefore almost throw me down either, tying its long and sharp
claws in my dress, clamber, this way, to my breasts. At such times, although I yearn to destroy it with a blow, I am retained from doing so, partly by a memory of my previous crimes, but mostly- let me confess it immediately—by the absolute fear of the beast. This fear is not exactly a fear of physical evil- and how should I be at a loss if not to define it. I'm almost ashamed to own-
have, even in the cell of this crime, I'm almost ashamed to possess-that the terror and horror that animals inspire me, has been enhanced by one of the merest chimaeras it will be able to conceive. My wife has called for my attention, more than once, to the character of the sign of white hair in which I spoke, and made the only visible difference between the exotic beast and the
one I was destroyed. Readers will remember that this mark, although large, was initially very indefinitely; but, by slowness—almost un noticeable, and for a long time, my Reason had struggled to magically deny—in the long run, it assumed a strict border difference. It is now representative of an object that I shudder to name–and for this, above all, I hate, and fear, and would have
rid myself of the monster that had I dared–it was now, I say, the image of a hideous-of a horrible thing-of-GALLOWS!-oh, mourning and terrible motivationy of horror and crime-of Agony and of death! And now I was really miserable beyond the wretchedness of mankind only. And a brute beast to work out for me—for me a man, fashioned in the image of the High God—so much of
insufferable wo! Alas! 100 not in the daytime nor at night know I am the blessing of rest anymore! In the past the creature left me no moment alone; and, later, I began, for hours, from unsomistpable scare dreams, to find the hot breath of things on my face, and its vast weight–an insubable Night-Mare that I had no power to shake off-incumbents permanently on my heart! Beneath
the pressure of torments like this, the faint remnants of good things in me have succumbed. Evil thoughts became my only intimate ones—the darkest and uestiest thoughts. The mood of my normal temperament increased the hatred of everything and of all mankind; while, from sudden, frequent outbreaks, and the incarnation of a rage that I now blindly abandoned myself, my non-
complaining wife, alas! is the most ordinary and patient person of the sufferer. One day she accompanied me, when some household work, into the cellar of the old building where our poverty forced us to live. The cat followed me down the steep stairs, and, almost threw me headlong, headlong, I'm going crazy. Uplifting an axe, and forgetting, in my rage, the childish fear that so
far still has my hand, I aim a blow to the animal which, of course, would have proved instantly fatal if it was down as I wanted. But this blow was caught by my wife's hand. Goaded, by interference, into a more demoniacal rage, I withdrew my arm from her grasp and buried the axe in her brain. She fell to her death on the spot, there was no moaning. This heinous murder is
complete, I put myself immediately, and with the whole discussion, with the task of concealing the body. I know that I can not remove it from the house, during the day or at night, without the risk of being observed by neighbors. Many projects have come to my mind. At one time I thought of cutting corpses into small fragments, and destroying them with fire. Elsewhere, I decided to
dig a tomb for it under the basement floor. Again, I weighed about casting it in the well in the yard–about packing it in a box, as if negotiating the goods, with the usual arrangement, and thus getting a porter to take it from home. Finally I hit upon what I considered a much better practice than either. I resolved to build it in the cellar—for the recorded middle-aged monks had become
their victims. For a purpose like this the cellar has been well adapted. Its walls are loosely constructed, and have recently been plastered transparently with a rough plaster, which the humidity of the atmosphere has prevented from hardening. Moreover, in one of the walls is a mat, caused by a fake chimney, or fireplace, that has been filled, and made to resemble the red color of
the cellar. I had no doubt that I could easily relocate the bricks at this point, insert the corpse, and wall the whole up as before, so that no eye could detect any suspicious things. And in this calculation I have not been deceived. By means of a crow-bar I easily disapried the bricks, and, having carefully sent the body to the inner wall, I propped it in that position, while, with little
hassle, I re-placed the whole structure as it originally stood. Having bought mortar, sand, and hair, with every possible precaution, I prepared a plaster that could not be distinguished from the old, and with this I very carefully went through new tiles. When I finished, I felt satisfied that all was right. The wall did not present the smallest appearance of being disturbed. Rubbish on the
floor was picked up with care. I looked around winning, and told myself-Here at least, then, my Labor wasn't in vain. My next step is to find the beast that has been the cause of so much misery; for I had, by length, resolute to put it to death. If I could meet with it, at the moment, there could have been no doubt about its fate; but it appears that the cunning animal has been alarmed
at force of my previous anger, and forebore to present itself in my I Mood. Inaln can't describe, or imagine, the profound, happy feeling of relief that the absence of hate creatures occasion in my heart. It did not appear in the night-and therefore for a night at least, since the introduction into the house, I sounded and quietly slept; aye, sleep even with the burden of murder upon my
soul! The second and third days passed, and still my tormentor did not come. Again I breathe like a free man. The monster, in horror, has fled the premises forever! We shouldn't look at it anymore! My happiness is supreme! The sin of my dark actionss bothered me but little. Some requests were made, but they were answered easily. Even a search was established, but of course
nothing was detected. I look at my future felicity as warranted. On the fourth day of the assassination, a group of police arrived, very unexpectedly, entered the house, and proceeded again to investigate the premises rigorously. Safe, however, in the inscrutability of my concealed place, I felt no embarrassment at all. The officers took me with them in their search. They leave nooks
or corners unsc explored. Length, the third or fourth time, they descend into the cellar. I trembled not in a muscle. My heart beats as calmly as that of one who sleeps in innocence. I walked the cellar from start to finish. I folded my arms over my chest, and wandered easily to and fro. The police were completely satisfied and prepared to leave. The glee at my heart was too strong
to be restrained. I burn to say if but a word, by winning, and to make sure their double guarantees my innocence. Gentlemen, I say finally, as the party steps up, I'm glad to have allayed your doubts. I wish you all health, and a little more courtesy. Bye, gentlemen, this is a very well-built house. [In the foolish desire to say something easily, I rarely know what I utter at all.] —I can say
an excellently built house. These walls-you're going, ladies and gentlemen?-these walls are firmly put together; and here, through mere bragging, I rap a lot, with a cane that I had in my hand, on the very brick behind which stood the corpse of my wife in my heart. But may God shield and rescue me from the fangs of Arch-Fiend! No sooner had the echoes of my blows sunk into
silence, than I was answered by a voice from inside the tomb!-by a cry, at first muffled and broken, like a child's sobbing, and then quickly swollen into a long scream , loud and continuous, completely unusual and in humane –a hand-to-hand-a-moan, half horror and half of victory, such as may have arisen just out of hell, conjointly from their throats dammed in their pain and that of
Demon that exult in damnation. In my own thoughts it is crazy to talk. Fainting, I staggered to the opposite wall. For an immediate party when when The stairs remain medgy, through the poles of terror and terror. In the next, a dozen stout weapons were toiling at the wall. It falls on the body. Corpses, heavily decomposed and blood clots, stood upright in front of the audience. On



its head, with its wide red open mouth and solitary eye of fire, sat the hideous beast whose profession had seduced me into murder, and whose voice reportedly sent me to the hangman. I've covered up as a monster in the tomb! Paint coeur est un luth suspendu; Sitôt qu'on le touche il rèsonne.. De Béranger. IN an entire day of dullness, darkness, and no sound in the fall of the
year, when the clouds hung low in heaven, I passed alone, on horseback, through a peculiarly bleak country road; and at length found myself, as the nuances of the evening drew on, in sight of usher's melancholy home. I don't know what it was like—but, with the first glimpse of the building, an intolerable feeling of gloom persdiated my spirit. I said I couldn't stand it; for the feeling
has been unrelieved by any that half interesting, because of poetic, emotional, that the mind often receives even the strictest natural images of desolate or terrible. I looked at the scene in front of me—when the house was merely, and the simple landscape features of the territory—on the gloomy walls—on empty windows like windows resembling a few poppies—and on some
decaying trunks—with a complete depression of the soul that I could compare to not having a sense of mortality rather, the dream after the opium returned—the bitter losing effect on everyday life—the abomomom. There is an iciness, a sinking, a sickening of the heart–an unredeemed dreariness of thought without goading of imagination that can torture into the aught of sublime.
What was it—I stopped to think—what worried me in contemplating the Usher House? It's an all-insoluble mystery; i also can't wrestle with those dark fancies that crowd when I like me pondering. I was forced to fall back upon unsym meet-up conclusions, that while, beyond doubt, there is a combination of very simple natural objects that have the power of thus affecting us, still
analyzing this strength among considerations beyond our depth. It is possible, I reflect, that a different arrangement of only the specifics of the scene, the details of the image, would be enough to modify, or perhaps to destroy its ability for sad impressions; and, acting on this idea, I restrained my horse to the brink of precipitation of a black tarpaulin and lurid lying in undisturbed
light by the house, and looking down—but with an even more thrilling shiver than before—when the remodeled and inverted images of the gray pine tree , and terrible trunks, and empty windows and eye-like. However This villa of bleak now I suggest to myself a temporary stay of some weeks. Its owner, Roderick Usher, was a my boon companions in my youth; but years have
passed since our last meeting. A letter, however, recently reached me in a remote part of the country– a letter from him, which, in its wildly importunate nature, has admitted nothing more than a personal answer. Ms. gave evidence of nervous agitation. The writer spoke of the acute body disease of a mental disorder that oppressed him - and about an earnest desire to see me, as
his best friend, and indeed his only personal friend, with the view of trying, by the fun of my society , some eased his illness. That's the way in which all this, and more, was said–it was the clear heart that went with his request–which allowed me no room for hesitation; and I followed immediately with what I still considered a very singly summons. Although, as sons, we were even
intimate collaborators, I really knew very little about my friend. His reserves were always excessive and routine. I was aware, however, that his very ancient family was noted, time out of mind, for a special sense of temperament, showing itself, through the ages, in many high-end artworks, and expressions, of late, in the repeated actions of the munificent but unobtrusive charity ,
as well as in a passionate dedication to the complex, perhaps even more so that the beauty is orthodox and easily recognizable, of music science. I have also learned a very remarkable fact, that the trunk of the Usher race, all times honored as it was, has given, at no time, any lasting ramifications; in other words, that whole family is in the direct line of descent, and has always
been, with very trifling and very temporary variations, so lain. It's this shortage, I consider, while running through in the perfect thought of keeping the characters of the base with people's recognized characters, and while diagnosing about the possible influence that one has, in the long losses of the century , may have taken upon another – it was this deficiency, perhaps, of
collateral problems, and undeviating transmission consequences, from royal directory to son, of the chief with the name, which has, in length, so determined the two are to integrate the original title of the estate in the ancient and obvious name of the House of Usher– a name that seems to include including, in the minds of farmers who use it, both family and family villas. I've said
that the only effect of my slightly childish experiment—which was looking down inside the canvas—deepened the first peculiar impression. There can be no doubt that the sense of rapid rise of my superstition- because why shouldn't I call it?-serves primarily to accelerate the increase itself. So, I've long known, is the law of paradox all sentiments have terrorism as a basis. And it
may have been for this only reason, that, when I again raised my eyes to his own home, from the image of it in the pool, having raised in my mind a strange fancy-a strange-a so ridiculous, really, that I but mentioned it to show the living force of the feelings that oppressed me. I worked my imagination really to believe that the entire mansion and its domain hung a special
atmosphere for myself and their vicinity—an atmosphere that had no relation to the atmosphere of heaven, but stinked from decaying trees , and gray walls, and silent asphalt—a vapor of pests and mysteries, dull, sluggish, faintly clear, and lead-hued. Shaking off from my spirit what must have been a dream, I swept narrower than the real aspects of the building. Its main feature
seems to be of an excessive ancient age. The recolor of the ages has been amazing. Minutes of mushrooms overspread the entire exterior, hanging in a good tangled-work site from the awning. However, all this was beyond any unusual dilapidated. No part of the mason fell; and there seems to be a wild contradiction between its perfect adaptation to parts, and the crumbling state
of individual stones. In this there is much that reminds me of the specious overall of old working wood that has rotting for years long in some neglected cellar, with no disturbance from the breath of the outside air. However, in addition to this sign of widespread decay, the fabric causes little instability. Perhaps the eye of a scrutiny observer may have discovered a barely noticeable
crack, which, stretching from the roof of the building in front, made its way down the wall in a zigzag direction, until it was lost in the sulking waters of the tarn. Noting these things, I rode on a short causeway to the house. A servant was waiting to pick up my horse, and I entered the Gothic arch of the hall. A servant, of sneaky steps, from there proceeded me, in silence, through
many dark and complex passages in my process to my master's studio. The majority that I encountered on the way contributed, I do not know how, to raise vague feelings that I said. While the objects around me–while carving the ceiling, the bleak tapesteries of the walls, the black ebon of the floor, and the phantasmagoric arsenal titles that rattled as I strode, were but matter
which, or so on, I was accustomed to my childhood while I hesitated not to admit how familiar it was all this– I still wondered to find out how unfamiliar are fancies that normally on one of the stairs, I met the family doctor. I think his face carries a mixed expression of insidiousness and low embarrassment. He accosted me with trepidation and passed on. The servant has now
opened a door and opened me to the presence of his master. The room where I found myself very large and noble. The windows are long, narrow, and pointed, and at great distances from the black oak floor is completely inscinable from In. Weak gleams of encrimsoned encrimsoned make their way through the trellissed panels, and serve to render enough distinct objects more
prominent around; Eyes, however, struggle in vain to reach the farther corners of the chamber, or the hollows of the vaulted and fretted ceilings. Dark curtains hanging on the wall. The furniture is generally abundant, comfortless, antique, and torn. Many books and instruments are scattered about, but don't give any vitality to the scene. I felt that I breathed an atmosphere of
sadness. An air of stern, deep and unforgivable gloom hangs over and spreads it all. As I entered, Usher stood up from a sofa on which he was lying at full length, and greeted me with a vivacious warmth that had much of it, I at first thought, of an overdone intimacy-of the ennuyé man's limited effort of the world. One look, however, on his side, convinced me of his perfect sincerity.
We sat down; and in some moments, while he said no, I looked at him with a feeling of half-pity, half horrified. Surely, humans have never before changed so terribly, in such a short period of time, as has Roderick Usher! It was with difficulty that I could bring myself to acknowledge the identity of the wan that was before I was with the companion of my early acence. However, the
personality of his face has been at all times remarkable. A corpse of skin; a large, fluid, and bright eye apart from the comparison; the lips are slightly thin and very pallid, but of a beautifully superior curve; the nose of a delicate Hebrew pattern, but with a width of unusual nostrils in the same formations; a finely molded chin, say, in its striking desire, of a want for moral energy; hair
of a web-like softness and tenuity; These features, with an in modeability expansion over the areas of the temple, form a completely unlivable facial expression. And now in the only exaggeration of the current characters of these features, and the expression they wont have to convey, lay a lot of changes that I suspect the person with whom I spoke. The now terrible pallor of the
skin, and lustre now the magic of the eye, on everything startled and even awed me. Silkworm hair, too, has been all unheeded, and as, in its wild gossamer texture, it floats rather than fall on the face, I can't, even with effort, connect its Arabesque expression with any idea of simple humanity. In the way of my friend, I was immediately struck with an inaherent-a contradiction; and I
quickly saw this arising from a series of weak and f vain struggles to overcome a habitual trembling—an excessive nervous agitation. For something of this nature I was actually prepared, not least by his letter, than by the rethymedness of some masculine characteristics, and by the infer from his distinctive physical shape and temperament. His actions were alternately vivacious
and sullen. His voice changes rapidly from a trembling hesitation (when the animal soul seems to be completely in the for that energetic concision species– that sudden, heavy, unhurried, and hollow-sounding enunciation– that lead, self-balancing and completely adjusting guttural words, which can be observed in lost drunkenness, or unsusiable intake of opium, during its most
intense excitement. Therefore, he spoke of the goal of my visit, of his earnest desire to meet me, and of the consolation he expected me to afford him. He walked in, at some length, into what he formed to be the nature of his illness. It was, he said, a constitution and a family evil, and one in which he was desperate to find a remedy-a-sentimental nerve only, he immediately added,
that would surely soon pass. It displays itself in a variety of un natural sensations. Some of these, as he detailed them, cared and bewildered me; although, perhaps, the terms, and the general way of narling have their weight. He suffered from many acute diseases of the senses; the most unsym ngon food is tolerated alone; he could only wear clothes of a certain texture; the smell
of all flowers is oppressed; his eyes were tortured by even a faint light; and there were special sounds, and these sounds from wired instruments, which did not inspire him with horror. For an unusual terrorist, I found him a bound slave. He said: I will perish, I must die in this pitiful madness. Thus, thus, and not otherwise, I will lose. I fear the events of the future, not in themselves,
but in their results. I shiver at the thought of any, even the most trivial, incident, that can act upon this unacceptable agitation of the soul. I have, indeed, no dangerous disgust, except in its absolute effect-in-terror. In this unnerved-in-this pitiful situation–I feel that the sooner or later period will come when I have to give up life and reason with each other, in some struggles with the
grim phantasm, FEAR. I learned, moreover, over time, and through broken and obvious hints, a singly feature of his mental condition. He has been fascinated by some superstitious impressions regarding the house he rented, and from where, for years, he has never ventured out–involving an influence that the hypothetical force was conveyed in conditions too dark here to be re-
declared–an influence that some peculiar in the form and substance of the family villa his, there was, by dint of long suffering, he said, obtained on his spirit–an effect that the physique of the gray walls and turrets, and of the faint tarn that they all looked down upon, yes, in length, brought upon the spirit of his existence. However, he admits that although with hesitation, much of the
particular gloom that therefore makes him miserable can traced to a more natural and more palpable origin—to the severe and prolonged illness—indeed to the apparently approaching breakup—of a tenderly loved sister—his only companion for many long years—his last and only relative on earth. time. deception, he says, with a bitterness that I can never forget, will leave him
(him hopeless and weak) the last of the ancient race of ushers. While he spoke, the Madeline woman (for so much as she called) came across slowly through a remote part of the apartment, and, without not noting my presence, disappeared. I treat her with a complete surprise not unmingled with fear–and yet I find it in innable for such feelings. A feeling until the experience
oppressed me, as my eyes followed in her retreat. When a door, at length, closes upon her, my winks look in instinct and eagerly face the brother–but he has buried his face in his hands, and I can only be aware that a more than usual wanness has overspread the emaciated fingers through which trickled many passionate tears. The madeline woman's illness has long confused
the skills of doctors. A resolved apathy, a gradual waste of the person, and often despite the fleeting affection of a partly cataleptical character, is the unusual diagnosis. So far, she has gradually endured the pressure of her illness, and eventually did not go to bed on her own; but, at the end of the evening I came home, she succumbed (as her brother told me at night with
inexpnribable agitation) with the power of the destroyer's tedation; and I learned that the glimpse I had of her people was probably the last thing I needed—so that the woman, at least while alive, would no longer be seen by me. Over the next few days, her name was not mentioned by either Usher or myself: and during this time I was busy in earnest attempts to alleviate my
friend's melancholy. We draw and read together; or I hear, as if in a dream, to the wild improvisations of his spoken guitar. And so, as a closer and still closer intimacy admitted I unreservedly into the recesses of his spirit, more bitterness made me aware of the vainness of all the attempts to cheer a mind from which darkness, as if a positive quality inherent , poured out on all
objects of the moral and physical universe, in a relentless radiation of gloom. I will ever bear on me a memory of the many hours of so much esteem so that I spent alone with the owner of usher house. However, I should fail in any attempt to convey an idea of the exact character of the study, or of the profession in which he relates to me, or leads me the way. An exhilarating and
very distempered ideal throws a sulfate lustre all over. His long improvised dirges will ring forever in my ears. Among other things, I keep pain in mind a certain singling perversion and amplification of the wild air of Von Weber's final waltz. From the paintings on which brooded fancy his groceries, and which developed, touch by touch, into vaguenesses at which I shuddered more
thrillingly, because I shuddered not knowing why;-from the paintings (vivid as their pictures are now before I would endeast in vain to educate more than a small part that should be in the compass of merely written words. By complete simplicity, by the nakedness of his designs, he captured and overawed attention. If you've ever drawn an idea, that mortal is Roderick Usher. For
me at least in the circumstances then around me–there arises out of pure abstractions that the contrived hypochondriac to throw into his fabric, an intensity of unbearable awe, no shadow in it feels I ever yet in contemplation of reveries certainly glowing but too specific of Fuseli. One of my friend's phantasmagoric concepts, the so rigid part of the abstract spirit, can be shadowed
out, though feebly, in words. A small image presents the interior of an incredibly long and rectangular tunnel or tunnel, with low walls, smooth, white, and uninterrupted or equipment. Some of the design's accessory points serve well to convey the idea that this excavation is located at depths beyond the earth's surface. No socket is observed in any part of its vast range, and no
torch, or other artificial light source is noticeable; but a flood of intense rays rolls throughout, and the whole bath in a terrible and inappropriate splendour. I just talked about the sickening condition of the auditory nerve which rendered all music unacceptable to sufferers, except for some effects of string instruments. It is, perhaps, the narrow limits by which he limits himself when the
guitar, which was born, in great measure, to the great character of his performances. But fervid base of his impromptus cannot be so accounted for. They must have been, and were, in the notes, as well as in the words of his wild fantasias (for he does not often accompany himself with rhyming improvisations verbally), the result of that intense mental gathering and focus that I had
previously alluded to was observed only in exceptional moments of the highest artificial excitement. The words of one of the rhapsodies I have easily remembered. I was, perhaps, more and more impressed with it, as he gave it, because, in the lower or mysterious line of its meaning, I imagined that I was aware of, and for the first time, a full sense on usher's part, of tottering of her
noble reason upon her throne. The verse, called The Haunted Palace, runs very close, if not exactly, so: Me. In our greenest valleys, By the good angels hired, Once a fair and stately palace- Radiant palace-fed its head. In the rule of the King of Thought- It stands there! Never seraph spread a pinion Over half cloth to fairness. II. The banner is yellow, glorious, yellow, on its roof
has floated and flowed; (This-all this-has been Long olden time) And every gentle air that dallied, In that sweet day, Along the plumed and pallid rama, A winged smell has disappeared. III. Those wanderers in that happy valley. two bright windows see Spirits move music to a lute's well-tunéd law, Round about a throne where to sit (Porphyrogene!) In his glorious state also fitting,
the Ruler of the kingdom was seen. IV. And all with pearls and glowing rubies Is the door to the fair palace, Through which comes flowing, flowing, flowing, and sparkling forever, an army of Echoes has the sweet task of being but to sing, In the voice of superior beauty, intelligence and wisdom of their king. V. But evil things, in the cloak of sadness, Assailed the king's high estate;
(Ah, let's mourn, for never morrow shall dawn upon him, desolate!) And, around our homes, the glory that blushes and blooms is just a faint story of buried old times. VI. And visitors now in that valley, through the red-litten window, see the vast form that moves fantastically to a tone of indigthuousness; While, like a terrible river fast, through the pale door, a hideous abom rushed
out forever, and laughed–but the smile was gone. I also remember that suggestion a arises from this ballad, which leads us into a train of thought which has become an expression of usher's opinion that I mention not so much on account of its novelty, (for other men * have thought so ,) as on account of pertinacity with which he maintains it. This opinion, in its general form, is of the
affection of all vegetables. But, in his turbulent fancy, the idea was to assume a bolder, and more intrusive, character under certain conditions, upon the kingdom of the organization. I lack the words to fully express, or seriously abandon my persuasion. The trust, however, was connected (as I had previously suggested) to the grey stones of his ancestor's home. The conditions of
affection were here, he imagines, accomplished in the collocation method of these stones in their orderly arrangement, as well as in which there are many fungi that overspread them, and of the decaying plants that stand around- above all, in the undisturbed long-term durability of this arrangement , and in its re-grafting in the still waters of tarn. Its evidence- emotional evidence-
was seen, he said, (and I here began when he said,) in the gradual but certain condensation of an atmosphere of his own about the waters and walls. The result was discoverable, he added, in that silence, but the terrible influence that for centuries had cast the fate of his family, and which made him what I now see him–what he was. Such comments do not need comment, and I
will make no. * Watson, Dr. Percival, Spallanzani, and especially Bishop Landaff.-See Chemical Essays, vol etc. Our books— books that, for years, have formed a significant part of the invalid person's mental existence— as may be said, strictly adheres to this characteristic of phantasm. We pored together on works like Gresset's Ververt et Chartreuse; Belphegor of Machiavelli;
Swedenborg's heaven and hell; underground by Nicholas Klimm of Holberg; Chiromancy by Robert Flud, by Jean D'Indaginé, and of De la Chambre; Tieck's journey into the blue distance; and the sun city of Campanella. A favorite volume is a small octavo version of Directorium Inquisitorium, by Dominican Eymeric de Gironne; and there are passages in Pomponius Mela, about
old African satyrs and OEgipans, which Usher would sit dreaming of for hours. His main pleasure, however, was found in the sight of an extremely rare and curious book in the Gothic quarto-manual of a forgotten church-Mortuorum Vigiliae secundum Chorum Ecclesiae Maguntinae. I can not help but think about the wild ritual of this work, and its possible influence on
hypochondriac, when, one evening, informed me suddenly that the Madeline woman was no longer, he declared his intention to preserve his corpse for two weeks, (formerly its final intervention ,) in one of the many cellars in the main walls of the building. The worldly reason, however, is indicated for this singly proceedings, which is one that I do not feel free to dispute. The brother
was led to his resolution (so he told me) by considering the extraordinary character of the late's illness, of some obtrusive and eager demands on the part of his medical man, and the distant situation and exposure of the family's burial-ground. I will not deny that when I call to pay attention to the sinister face of the person I met on the stairs, on the day I came home, I had no desire
to oppose what I considered the best but harmless, and by no means an un natural prevention. At Usher's request, I personally helped him in arranging for temporary entombment. The body was shrouded, the two of us alone brought it to the rest of it. The cellar that we put it (and was opened so long that our torch, half smothered in its oppressed atmosphere, gave us little chance
to investigate) was small, wet, and there was absolutely no means of admission to the light; located, at great depth, just below that part of the building, which is my own sleeping apartment. It was used, apparently, in distant feng shui times, for the worst purposes of a donjon hold, and, in the days that followed, as a deposit place for powder, or some other highly flammable
substance, as part of its floor, and the entire interior of a long archway through which we achieved it , was carefully covered in bronze. The door, made of large iron, was similarly protected. Its enormous weight causes an unusually sharp mesh sound, as it moves on its hinges. After placing the burden of our mourning upon tressels in this area of horror, we partly turned aside the
unscrewed lid of the coffin, and looked at the tenant's face. A striking similitude among siblings hours first captured my attention; and Usher, di fortune teller, perhaps, my thoughts, murmured murmured a few words from which I learned that the late and myself were twins, and that sympathy of a rarely understandable nature had always existed between them. However, our view
rested shortly when the person died—for we could not consider her unsymed. The disease that has therefore buried the woman in the maturity of youth, has left, as usual in all maladies of a strictly cataleptical character, the mockery of a faint blush on the chest and face, and that suspicious smile lingering on the lips that is so terrible in death. We replaced and screwed the lid,
and, having secured the iron door, made our way, with toil, into the rarely less bleak apartment of the upper part of the house. And now, some days of bitter grief have passed, an observed change that is coming across the features of my friend's psychosis. His normal manners are gone. His normal career was neglected or forgotten. He wandered from chamber to room with hasty,
inequality and un objective walking. The pallor of his face had assumed, if possible, a more terrible color, but the luminousness of his eyes had completely gone out. The once occasional huskiness of his tone was heard not much; and a shaky quaver, as if extremely terrorist, often characterized his words. There were times, really, when I thought his relentlessly agitated mind was
labored with some oppressive secrecy, to reveal which he struggled for the necessary courage. Sometimes, again, I was supposed to settle it all into just indeliable vagaries of madness, let me see him look at the vacancy for hours, in an attitude of the deepest attention, as if listening to some fantasy sound. It's no surprise that his condition was so frightening—that it infected me. I
feel creeping when I, by slow but certain degrees, the wild effects of superstition are great but impressive on their own. It was, in particular, when I retired late Saturday night or on the eighth day after the set of madeline lady in donjon, that I experienced the full power of such emotions. Sleep came not near my couch—while the hours weakened and weakened. I struggle to reason
out the stress that has dominated over me. I try to believe that much, if not all that I feel, is due to the bewildering influence of the room's bleak furniture–of dark and torn draperies, which, tortured into motion by the breath of a rising storm, sway fitfully to and fro on the walls , and rustled uneasily about the bed's decorations. But my efforts didn't work out. An i can not suppressed
trembling gradually spreads in my frame; and, at length, having sat on my heart an incubus of utterly alarm Trembling with a panting and a struggle, I lifted myself up on the pillow, and, looking seriously open in the intense darkness of the room, harkened–I don't know why, except for a spirit of instinct reminding me–to some low and indefinitely sounds that come To the pause of
the storm, for long periods of time, I do not know from where. Overwhelmed by an intense sentiment of horror, unaccountable but unendurable, I threw in my clothes with hastyness (for I felt that I should sleep no more during the night), and attempted to arouse myself from the pitiful condition that I had fallen, by pacing quickly to and fro through the flat. I made but several turns this
way, when a slight step on an adjacent staircase captured my attention. I now recognize it as Usher's. Soon after, he rapped, with a gentle touch, at my door, and walked in, carrying a lamp. His facial look is, as usual, dead-wan but, moreover, there is a crazy hilarious species in his eyes–a clearly cons limiting hysteria in his entire attitude. His atmosphere horrified me—but
anything more appropriate to the loneliness I had endured long ago, and I even welcomed his presence as a relief. And you have not seen it? he said suddenly, after having stared at him for some moments in silence–you didn't then see it?-but, stay! You'll make it. So, say, and having carefully bulbed his lights, he rushed to one of the casements, and threw it freely open to the
storm. The impulsive rage of strong winds almost lifted us off our feet. It was, indeed, a tempestuous but sternly beautiful night, and a wildly few in its terror and its beauty. A whirlwind seems to have gathered its forces in our vicinity; because there are frequent changes and violence in the direction of the wind; and the excess density of the clouds (which hung so low as to hit the
turret of the house) did not prevent us from being aware of the life-like velocity they were flying from all points together, without passing away into the distance. I say that even their excess density does not prevent us from being aware of this—but we do not have a glimpse of the moon or stars—nor do we have any flashes. But the beneath surfaces of slightly agitated large
volumes, as well as all objects on the ground immediately around us, have glowed in the un natural light of a faint and clearly visible exhalation of gas that hangs around and covers the castle. You're not-you won't see this! I said, shudderingly, to Usher, as I led him, with a gentle violence, from the window to a seat. These appearances, which bewilder you, are merely electrical
phenomena that are not uncommon– or it is possible that they have their terrible origins in the ranking miasma of tarn. Let us close this casement;-cold and dangerous air for your frame. This is one of your favorite romances. I'll read, and you'll listen;-and so we'll over This terrible night together. The ancient mass that I have taken up is Mad Trist by Sir Launcelot Canning; but I've
called it a favorite of Usher more in jest sad than in earnest; because, in truth, there is little in the uncouth prolixity and its fan fanth that there might have been interested in my friend's noble ideals and spirit. It is, however, the only book immediately at hand; and I indulged a vague hope that the excitement that now provokes hypochondriac, can find relief (for the history of
psychosis is filled with the same anotic) even in the harshness of madness that I should read. I could have judged, indeed, by the wild tense air of vivacity that he harkened, or seemed harkened, to the words of the story, I might as well have congratulated myself upon the success of my design. I got to the famous part of the story that Ethelred, Trist's hero, sought in vain for
peaceful admission to the heredity's housing, proceeding to make a good entrance by force. Here, it will be remembered, the words of the story run so: And Ethelred, who was naturally of a doughty heart, and who has now been mighty dry ring, on account of the power of alcohol that he was drunk, waiting no longer to keep negotiating with the hereds , who, in sooth, was a
deliberate and malice event, but, feeling rain on his shoulders , and fearing the rise of the storm, lifted his cane up completely, and, with the blows, quickly gave way in the plank of the door for his glove hand; and now pull that with strong, very cracked, and ripped, and tore all asunder, that noise of dry and hollow wood-sounding alarummed and reverted throughout the forest. At
the end of this verse I begin, and for a moment, pause; for it appears to me (although I at the same time concluded that my excited fancy had deceived me)-it appeared to me that, from some very far away part of the villa, had come, unclear, my ears, what might have been, in the exact similarity of the character , echoes (but a stifled and a dull certainty) of the very cracked and
ripped sound that Sir Launcelot has specifically described. It is, beyond doubt, coincidence alone that has captured my attention; for, between the sash of casements, and the usual commingled noise of the storm is still increasing, the sound, in itself, is nothing, for sure, that should have interested or disturbed me. I continued the story: But good champion Ethelred, now stepping
inside the door, was painfully angry and surprised to notice no signal of herstide malice; but, instead, a dragon of a scaly and extraordinary style, and of a fiery tongue, which sate in protection before a golden palace, with a silver floor; and on the wall there hangs a shield of bronze with this enwritten legend-Ai entereth here, a conqueror hath bin; Who kills dragons, shields he will
win; And Ethelred uplifted his rod, and hit the dragon's head, which fell in front of him, and gave up his pesty breath, with such a terrible and harsh shriek, and withal so piercing, that Ethelred took fain to close his ears His hands against terrible noise it is, like whereof has never been heard before. Here again I stopped abruptly, and now with a wild sense of surprise–as there can be
no doubt that, in this case, I've actually heard (although from what direction it conducts I find it impossible to say) a low and seemingly distant , but harsh, prolonged, and most unusually screaming or grating sound-the exact partner of what my fancy has evoked for this unscribural shriek of dragons as depicted oppressed, as I surely am, when the appearance of this second and
most extraordinary coincidence , by a thousand conflicting feelings, of which wonder and extreme terror are predominant, I still retain enough presence of mind to avoid the interesting, by any observation, the sensitive stress of my companion. I was by no means sure that he had noticed the sound in question; although, inevitably, a strange change had, in the last few minutes,
taken place in his attitude. From a position in front of my own, he gradually brought round his chair, to sit with his face on the door of the chamber; and so I could but partly feel his characteristics, although I found that his lips trembled as if he were muttering i cannot hear. His head had fallen on his breast- but I knew that he wasn't asleep, from the enlargement and rigidity of the
eye as I caught a glimpse of it in the record. The movement of his body was no different from this idea—as he shook from side to side with a gentle but constant and uniform sway. After quickly paying attention to all this, I continued the story of Sir Launcelot, thus proceeding: And now, the champion, having escaped the terrible wrath of the dragon, thinking about the blatant shield,
and breaking the spell that was on it, taking the body out of the way in front of him , and bravely approached on the silver pavement of the castle to the place where the shield was on the wall; which in tarried sooth not until his full, but felt down under his feet on the silver floor, with a great and terrible majestic bell sound. No sooner had the syyst through my lips, over-as if a bronze
shield had actually, at the moment, fallen heavily on a silver floor–I became aware of a distinct, hollow, metallic, and clangorous, but seemingly muffled reverberation. Completely unnerved, I jumped to my feet; but Usher's measured rocking motion was not disturbed. I rushed to the chair in which he sat. His eyes were bent fixed in front of him, and throughout his entire face there
reigned for a rocky stiffness. But, when I put my hand on his shoulder, there was a strong shiver over his whole being; a shaky sick smile on his lips; and I saw that he spoke in a low whisper, rushed, and gibbering, as if unconscious of my presence. Bend tightly him, I at drink lengths in the hideous import of his words. Didn't hear it?—Yes, I heard it, and heard it. Dài—dài—dài—
nhiều Dài—dài—dài—nhiều many hours, days, I've heard it—but I dare not—oh, pity me, miserable for me!-I dare not—I dare not speak! We have placed her alive in the tomb! Say I'm not that my senses are acute? Now I tell you that I heard her first weak moves in the empty coffin. I've heard them—many, many days ago—but I dare not—I dare not speak! And now-to-night-
Ethelred-ha! ha!—the breaking of the heredica's door, and the death cry of the dragon, and the clangor of the shield!-say, rather, rending his coffin, and the netting of the iron hinge of his prison, and his struggle in the coppered archway of the cellar! Oh whither I'll fly? She's not going to be here, is she? Is she in no hurry to upbraid me for my rush? I didn't hear your footsteps on
the stairs? I don't discriminate that heavy and terrible beating of your heart? Crazy! —here he angrily stood up, and shouted his syymouss, as if in an attempt he had forsn forske his soul—Madman! I tell you that now she stands without the door! As if in the superhuman energy of his words there was going to be the potential of a huge ancient spell-pannels that the person spoke
only, throwing slowly back, immediately, ponderous jaws and their ebony. It was the work of rushing strong winds - but then without those doors stood the submingle and ever-suffered of the Madeline of Usher woman. There was blood on her white robe, and evidence of some bitter struggles when each part of her frame emaciated. For a moment, she still trembled and reeled on
the doorstep- then, with a low groan, fell heavily inside her brother's body, and in her violent and now final death pains, brought him to the floor a corpse, and a victim of the fears he had anticipated. From that room, and from that mansion, I ran away. The storm was still abroad in all its rage as I found myself crossing the old causeway. Suddenly there was a shot along the path of
a wild light, and I turned to see from where such an unusual ray of light might have issued; for the vast house and its darkness was alone behind me. The radiance is of the full moon, setting, and red blood, which now shines lively through which once barely clear fission, which I have before said as extending from the roof of the building, in a zigzag direction, to the base. As I
watched, this crack quickly widen—there was a fierce breath of whirlwind—the entire satellite orast exploded immediately upon seeing me—my brain was reeling as I saw the majestic walls flowing down—there was a long chaotic shouting sound like the voice of a thousand waters—and the deep tar under my feet I closed sulkingly and quietly on the fragments of the House of
Usher. ALCMAN. Sleeping peaks; Thung cliffs and caves are silent. LISTEN to me, the devil said when he put his hand on my head. The area I say is a bleak area in Libya, on the border of the Zaire River. And there 100% silent there, nor silent. The waters of the river have a turmeric and ailing color; and they flow not back into the sea, but beat the bare breasts forever and
forever under the red eye of the sun with a chaotic and convulsive motion. For many miles on either side of the river's oozy bed is a pale desert of giant water lilies. They sighed together in that loneliness, and stretched toward their long and terrible ancient heaven, and nodded and fro their eternal heads. And there is an ingerly whisper that comes out from between them like the
rush of groundwater. And they sighed one after the other. But there is a boundary to their kingdom—the boundaries of the dark, terrible, noble forest. There, like the waves of the Hebrides, low wood is constantly agitated. But there is no wind throughout heaven. And the tall, rocky stems are forever here and there with a crashing and mighty sound. And from their peak, one by one,
dropping eternal dew. And at the roots of exotic flowers lie writhing in sleep disorders. And over high, with a rustling and loud noise, gray clouds rush west forever, until they roll, a cataract, on the firewall of the horizon. But there is no wind throughout heaven. And on the banks of the Zaire River is not quiet or silent. It was night, and rain fell; and fell, it rained, but, having fallen, it
was blood. And I stood in the morass between high and rain falling on my head–and lilies sighing one to the other in the esteem of their devastation. And, all at once, the moon arises through terribly thin fog, and crimson color. And my eyes fell on a large gray rock that stood by the river, and was lit by the light of the moon. And the rock is grey, and terrible, and tall-and the rock is
gray. On its front are characters engraved in stone; and I passed by the water lilies, until I approached the shore, so that I might read the characters on the stone. But I can't decypher them. And I went back into morass, when the moon shined with a fuller red, and I turned around and looked back on the rocks, and when the characters;-and the characters were DESOLATION. And
I looked up, and there was a man standing on top of the rock; and I hid myself among the lilies so that I could discover the man's actions. The man is tall and classy in shape, and is wrapped up from his shoulders to his feet in the toga of the old Rome. And the outline of his figure is unclear, but his features are the features of a god; for the mandation of the night, and the fog, and
of the moon, and the dew, has left the discovery of features of his face. And his eyebrows are noble with thought, and his wild eyes with care; and, in the few grooves on his cheeks, I read stories of sadness, and fatigue, and disgust with humanity, and a yearning after loneliness. And the man sitting on And leaned his head against his hand, and looked out on the devastation. He
looked down at the unquiet low bush, and up into the tall, and higher,000-year-old tree in the rustling sky, and into the crimson moon. And I lay near the inside of the shelter of lilies, and observed the man's actions. And the man trembled in loneliness;-but the night weakened, and he sat on the rocks. And the man turned his attention from heaven, and looked out over the bleak
river Zaire, and over the terrible yellow waters, and upon the pale legion of water lilies. And the man listened to the sighs of the water lilies, and the whisper appeared from among them. And I lay near the inside of my secret and observed the actions of the man. And the man trembled in loneliness;-but the night weakened and he sat on the rocks. Then I went down to the hollows
of the morass, and waded far in the wilderness of lilies, and called on hippos that lived among the fens in the hollows of morass. And hippopotami heard my call, and came, with giants, to the feet of stones, and roared loudly and feared under the moon. And I lay near the inside of my secret and observed the actions of the man. And the man trembled in loneliness;-but the night
weakened and he sat on the rocks. Then I cursed the elements with the curse of chaos; and a terrifying storm gathered in heaven, where previously, there was no wind. And heaven comes alive with the violence of the storm—and the rain hits people's heads—and the flood of the river comes down—and the river is tormented into foam—and the lilies scream in their beds—and
the forest falls before the wind—and the lightning rolls down—and the rock shakes to its foundation. And I lay near the inside of my secret and observed the actions of the man. And the man trembled in loneliness;-but the night weakened and he sat on the rocks. Then I became angry and cursed, with the curse of silence, the river, and the lilies, and the wind, and the forest, and
the heavens, and the thunder, and the sighs of the water lilies. And they become cursed, and still. And the moon no longer sparkles the way to heaven—and the thunder is dead —and the lightning does not flash—and the clouds hang m out—and the water sinks to their level and remains—and the trees are no longer rocky—and the lilies are no longer heard—and the whisper is
no longer in their midst. , as well as any sound darkness throughout the vast desert. And I looked at the characters of the stone, and they were changed;-and the characters were silent. And my eyes fall in the man's face, and his face is wan with terror. And, in a hurry, he raised his head from his hand, and stood out on the rock and listened. But there is no voice throughout the
vast desert, and the character on the rock is SILENCE. And the man shivered, and turned around go away, and flee in a hurry, so that I no longer see him. Now there are good stories in the Mage's episodes in the Mage's melancholy, iron-bound book collections. Which, I say, is the glorious history of Heaven, of the earth, and of the mighty sea-and of Genii that over-ruled the sea,
and the earth, and the noble heaven. There are too many legends in the sayings spoken by Sybils; and holy, holy things have been heard of age by the translucent leaves that tremble around Dodona, but, as Allah liveth, that TV story that demon told me as he sat next to me in the shadow of the tomb, I kept being the most amazing of all! And when the Demon ended his story, he
fell in the cavity of the tomb and laughed. And I couldn't laugh with the Devil, and he cursed me because I couldn't laugh. The lynx lived forever in the tomb, went out from there, and lay at the feet of the Devil, and looked him steadily in the face. Red death has long ravaged the country. No plague has ever been so fatal, or hideous. The blood is his God and his seal- red and horror
of blood. There are sharp pains, and sudden dizziness, and then multiple bleeding in the pores, with disintegration. The bright red stain on the body and especially on the face of the victim, is the ban on the pest that shuts him out of the aid and from the sympathy of his compatriots. And the whole seizures, progressing and terminating the disease, are incidents of half an hour. But
Prince Prospero was happy and dauntless and sagacious. When his domains were halved, he summoned to his presence a thousand hale and gentle friends from among the knights and dames of his court, and with the retirement to the profound reclusiveness of one of his founding monasteries. This is a vast and magnificent structure, creating an eccentric but August taste of the
prince. A strong and noble wall tied it in. This wall has an iron gate. The myotic, having entered, brought the furnace and the big hammer and welded the bolts. Their determination to leave means not to infiltrate or come out of sudden conflicts of despair or frenzy from within. The monastery was amply supplied. With such precautions the court court may tender challenges to
infection. The outside world can take care of itself. In the meantime it was crazy to grieve, or to think. The prince has provided all the equipment of pleasure. There are buffoons, there are improvisatori, there are ballet-dancers, there are musicians, there is beauty, there is wine. All this and security is inside. No Red Death. It was at the end of the fifth or sixth month of his
reclusiveness, and while the plague raged most violently abroad, that Prince Prospero entertained thousands of his friends at a masked ball of the most unusual splendour. It's a porn scene, which is fake. But first let me talk about the that it was organized. Yes Yes Yes royal room. In many palaces, however, such suites form a long and straight setting, while the folding doors slide
back almost like the walls on both hands, so the view of the entire level is virtually unenstoppable. Here very different cases; as might have been expected from the duke's strange love. The apartments were treated so unusually that the vision accepted but less than one at a time. There is a sharp variable at every twenty or thirty yards, and at each turn a novel effect. On the right
and left, in the middle of each wall, a tall and narrow Gothic window overlooks a closed corridor pursuing the coil of the order. These windows have colored glass of different colors in accordance with the current color of the orthograph of the chamber in which it opens. That at the eastern end has been hanging, for example, the vivid blue and blue is its window. The second
chamber is purple in its orn decorations and ortho taprugs, and here the panels are purple. The third is green throughout, and so are casements. The fourth was fitted and lit in orange—the fifth was white—the sixth was purple. The seventh apartment is tightly covered in black velvet carpets hanging from the ceiling and down the walls, falling into heavy folds on a carpet of the
same material and color. But only in this chamber, the color of the window does not correspond to the decorations. The plates here are bright red, a deep blood color. Now in none of the seven apartments there were any lights or candelabrum, amid the popularity of gold ortho decorated scattered to and fro or dependent from the roof. There is no light of any kind inging from lamps
or candles in the room set. But in the corridors that followed the set, there stood, facing each window, a heavy trim, carrying a fire brazier that illuminated its rays through colored glass and thus clearly illuminated the room. And so has produced countless generous and wonderful appearances. But in the western chamber or the black influence of the fire light that lines on the
hanging last night the blood-colored panels, is terrible in the extreme, and produces such wild look at the appearance of those who enter, that there are few companies bold enough to set foot in its area at all. It is in this apartment, also, that there stands against the western wall, a giant clock of ebony. Its pendulum swings to and away with a dull, heavy, monotonous clang; and
when minute needles made the circuits of the face, and the hour was stricken, there came from the brazen lungs of the clock a sound that was clear and loud and deep and extremely musical, but very special a note and emphasized that, at each ion of an hour, the musicians of the orchestra were limited to pause , momentarily, in their performances, to listen to the sound; and
therefore the perforce waltzers stop their evolution; and have a summary of the entire gay company; and, while the bells of the clock have not yet ringed, it has been observed that giddyness becomes pale, and the older and sedate pass their hands on their eyebrows as if in confused reverie or meditation. But when the echo was completely over, a slight laugh at the same time
overwhelmed the council; the musicians look at each other and smile as if at their own tension and madness, and make whispers, each other, that the next chiming of the clock should produce in them no similar feelings; and then, after the blemity of sixty minutes, (which embraces three thousand and six hundred seconds of time that flies,) there is yet another chiming of the clock,
and then the same disconcert and trembling and meditation as before. But, despite these things, it's a gay and wonderful pleasure. The duke's tastes are very special. He had a good eye for color and effects. He ignores decora of fashion only. His plan was bold and fiery, and his conception glowed with savage light. There were some who would have thought he was crazy. His
followers felt that he was not. It is necessary to hear and see and touch him to make sure he does not. He directed, in large part, the embellished move of seven rooms, on this great fete occasion; and it's his own flavor guide that has given character to masqueraders. Make sure they were ridiculous. There is much glare and glitter and piquancy and phantasm – much of what has
been seen since the sighting in Hernani. There are arabesque characters with inappropriate limbs and appointments. There are crazy fancies like madman fashion. There are many beautiful, many wanton, many exotic, something of awful, and not a bit of which may have been excitedly disgusting. To and fro in seven rooms with stalks, in fact, countless dreams. And these
dreams- writhing in and about, taking colors from the rooms, and causing the orchestra's wild music to seem to be echoes of their steps. And, anon, there are ebony clock strikes that stand in the hall of velvet. And then, for a moment, it all remained, and all silently saved the voice of the clock. Dreams freeze hard as they stand. But the echo of the bell rang—they endured but
immediately—and a gentle, gentle laugh floated after they left. And now again the music swells, and dreams live, and writhing comes and fro more fun than ever, taking color from the colorful windows through which lines the rays from the trim. But to the room located to the west most of the seven, there are now none of those who wear risk masks; for the night is weakening; and
there flows a ruddier light through blood-colored sheets; and the black of the drapery appals sable; and with him there are paws falling on the sable carpet, having come from the close clock of ebony a more luxuriously muffled peal stronger than any that reaches their ears who in gaieties further of other apartments. But the other apartments were densely crowded, and in them
beat feverishly the center of life. And reeds went whirlingly on, until at length there began sounding by midnight on the clock. And then the music ended, as I said; and the evolution of waltzers was quiet; and there was a nasty cessation of everything as before. But now there are twelve strokes heard by the bell of the clock; and therefore it happened, perhaps, that many thoughts
crept, with much time, into contemplation of thoughtfulness among those revelled. And so, too, it happened, perhaps, that before the final echo of the bell finally completely sank into silence, there were many individuals in the crowd who found it entertaining to become aware of the presence of a masked character who captured the attention of no single individual before. And
rumors of this new presence have spread itself whispering around, having arisen at length from an entire company buzz, or whisper, expression of disapprobation and surprise–then, finally, of terror, horror, and disgust. In a board of phantasms as I drew, it can also be said that no normal appearance can have such a sense of joy. In truth the forged license of the night is almost
unlimited; but the figure in question was out-Heroded Herod, and beyond the limits of even the prince's indefinitely decorum. There are cymyms in the heart of the most desperate that can not be touched without emotion. Even with complete loss, that life and death are the same jests, there are problems that no jest can be done. The whole company, indeed, seems now profound
to feel that in the costumes and carries of strangers strangers less wit nor true legality exists. The figure is high and gaunt, and shrouded from head to toe in the habiliments of the tomb. Mask concealed visage was made to closely resemble the shape of a hard corpse that the closest scrutiny had to difficulty detecting fraud. However, all this could have been endured, if not
approved, by the crazy revellers around. But the muzzle went so far as to assume the kind of red death. His vesture was dabbled in blood and his wide eyebrows, with all the features of his face, were besprinkled with scarlet horror. When Prince Prospero's eyes fell into this spectral image (which with a slow and momentous movement, as if fuller to maintain its role, stalking came
and fro between waltzers), he was seen convulsing, in the first moment with a powerful shudder or of terror or dislike; but, in the next, his eyebrows red again with rage. Who dares? he asks the raucous of the deity who stands near him-who dares to offend us with this mockery? Grab him and expose him to them Maybe know whom we must hang at sunrise, from battlements! It is
in the east or blue room in which the Prince stands when he uttered these words. They rang across the seven rooms loudly and clearly—for the prince was a bold and strong man, and the music became discreet as he waved. It was in the blue room where the prince stood, with a group of pale myotics beside him. At first, as he spoke, there was a slight rush motion of this group in
the direction of the intruder, who at this time was also close at hand, and now, with deliberate and momentative steps, gets closer to the speaker. But from some anonymous horror that the crazy assumptions of the muzzle inspired the group, no one found the hand to arrest him; so that, unbidden, he went through in a yard of the prince's people; and, while the vast council, as if
with an impulse, narrowed from the center of the room to the walls, he made his way constantly, but with the same respectful and measured steps that distinguished him from first, through the blue chamber to purple-through purple to green-through green to orange-through this again to white-and even from there to purple, ere a decisive movement was made to arrest him. It was
then, however, that Prince Prospero, maddening with rage and the shame of his own momentless cowardice, rushed through six rooms, while no one followed him on account of a deadly terror that had seized upon all. He carried a dagger drawn, and approached, in quick impetuosity, to within three or four feet of the retreat figure, when the later, had reached the extreme of the
velvet flat, turned abruptly and confronted his pursuer. There was a powerful cry and the dagger fell glistening on the sable carpet, which, soon after, fell in the death of Prince Prospero. Then summon the wild courage of despair, a throng of revellers at once throwing themselves into the black apartment, and, seizing the mummer, having high numbers upright and estateing in the
shadow of ebony clocks, panting in unutterable horror at finding the tomb-cerements and mask-like corpses they dealt with with such a violent rudeness , untenanted by any tangible form. And now recognized the presence of the Red Death. He came like a thief in the night. And one by one abandoned revellers in the bedewed hall the blood of their amusement, and each died in
the desperate position of his fall. And the life of the ebony clock went out with gay life in the end. And the flame of the trim has expired. And Darkness and Decay and Red Death have taken infinite dominate over it all. The thousand injuries of Fortunato I have suffered as best I can; but when he risked being offended, I vowed revenge. You, who very well know the nature of my
soul, would not assume, however, that I spoke for a threat. The length I will be paid this is a definitive point of resolution- but very definitively that it has been addressed, discouraging the idea of risk. I I not only punishment, but punishment with punishment. A mistake is not overcome when revenge overtakes its fixer. It's equally unsomed when the avenger doesn't make himself
feel the same way to him for making a mistake. It must be understood, that either verbally nor in action I gave Fortunato cause to doubt my goodness. I continued, as my wont, to smile in his face, and he was not aware that my smile was now at the thought of his immolation. He has a weakness - this fortunato- although in other respects he is a respected and even feared man. He
prides himself on his discerning in wine. Few Italians have a real virtuoso spirit. For the most part their enthusiasm is passed to suit the time and opportunity to practice impersonation when British and Austrian millionaires. In painting and gemmary, Fortunato, like his compatriots, is a quack-but in old wine matters he was sincere. In this way, I'm no different from him materially: I've
been skilful in Italian vintages myself, and bought the majority whenever I could. It was about dusk, an evening in the supreme madness of the festive season, that I met my friends. He accosted me with excessive warmth, for he was drinking a lot. The man in motley. He had on a tight parti striped skirt fit, and his head was crossed by conical lids and bells. I was happy to see him,
which I thought I should never have done wringing his hand. I told him-fortunato my dear, you are lucky to meet. How significant you are looking to date! But I've achieved a pipeline of what goes for Amontillado, and I have my doubts. How? he said. Amontillado? A pipe? Impossible! And in the middle of the festival! I replied, I have my doubts; and I was silly enough to pay the full
Amontillado price without consulting you in this matter. You have not been found, and I was afraid of losing a bargain. Amontillado! I have my doubts. Amontillado! And I have to please them. Amontillado! When you get engaged, I'm on my way to Luchesi. If anyone has an important turn, it's him. He'll tell me Luchesi can't tell Amontillado from Sherry. However, some fools will have
it that his taste is a match for your own. Come, let's go. Whither? To your vault. My friend, no; I will not impose on your good nature. I noticed you were engaged. Luchesi- I have no engagement;—come. My friend, no. It is not participation, but severe cold that I noticed you are affected. The cellar is insufferably wet. They are encrusted with nitre. However, let's go. The cold is
merely nothing. Amontillado! You have been imposed on. And for Luchesi, he is indothi distinguishable with Amontillado. So say, Fortunato owns himself of my arm. Wearing a black silk mask, and drawing a tight roquelaire on my people, I was rushed by him to my palazzo. There are no flight candidates at home; they have fled to make fun in the honor of Time. I told them that I
should not return until morning, and ordered them clearly not to be stirred from home. These orders are sufficient, I know well, to ensure their immediate disappearance, one and all, as soon as my back has been turned on. I took from their sconces two flambeaux, and gave one to Fortunato, crouching him through several suites to archway leading into the cellar. I passed on a
long and winding staircase, asking him to be cautious as he followed. We came at the length to the base of the root, and stood together on the wet ground of the catacombs of Montresors. My friend's gaity is unstable, and the bell on his lid jingled as he strode. The pipeline, he said. It is farther across, I say; but observe the white-working site that gleams from the cave walls. He
turned toward me, and looked me in the eye with two filmy orbs that distilled rheum of intoxication. Nitre? he asked, at length. Nitre, I answered. How long have you been coughing? Ugh! Ugh! ugh!-ugh! Ugh! ugh!-ugh! Ugh! ugh!-ugh! Ugh! ugh!-ugh! Ugh! Ugh! My poor friend couldn't answer for hours. It was nothing, he said, in the end. Come, I say, with the decision, we'll come
back; your health is precious. You are rich, respected, admired, loved; you're happy, as once I was. You are a man to be ignored. For me it's not a problem. We'll be back; you will be sick, and I cannot be held responsible. Besides, there is Luchesi- Enough, he said; cough is just one nothing; It's not going to kill me. I'm not going to die of coughing. I replied, True. and, indeed, I do
not intend to unsymngedly alert you—but you should exercise all appropriate caution. A tangle of Medoc's mess will protect us from dampness. Here I knocked out the neck of a bottle that I drew from a long row of its fellows that lay on the mould. Drink, I say, give him wine. He lifted it onto his lips with a leer. He stopped and nodded to the familiar me, while his bell jingled. I drank,
he said, to bury that repose around us. And I for your long life. He took my hand again, and we continued. These vaults, he said, are vast. I replied, The Montresors family is a great family and many people. I forgot your arm. A giant human foot d'or, in an azure field; crushed paws an aggressive snake with fangs that are seeped into the heel. And the motto? Nemo I impune
lacessit. Good! he said. Wine sparkled in his eyes and jingled bells. My own fancy has become warm with Medoc. We went through the walls of the pile of bones, with barrels and puncheons interspersed, into the deepest hollows of the catacombs. I stopped again, and this time I boldly grabbed Fortunato with an arm above the elbow. The nitre! I said, See, it Up. It hangs like moss
in the cellar. We're in the riverbed. Droplets of moisture drip between the bones. Come on, we'll be back too late. Your cough, It is nothing, he said; let us On. But first, another tangle of Medoc. I broke and reached him a flagon of De Grâve. He emptied it in one breath. His eyes flashed with a fierce light. He laughed and threw the bottle over with a gesticulation I didn't understand. I
looked at him in amazement. He repeated the movement- a ridiculous movement. Don't understand? he said. Not me, I replied. Then you're not a brother. How? You are not a builder. I said, Yes, yes, yes. You? Impossible! A builder? A builder, I replied. A sign, he said. It was this, I replied, producing a trowel from underneath the folds of my roquelaire. You jest, he exclaims,
recoiling a few steps. But let's go to Amontillado. It could be so, I say, replacing the stuff underneath the robe, and again offering him my arm. He relied on it a lot. We continue our route in search of the Amontillado. We pass through a series of low arches, down, pass back, and descend again, to a deep catacomb in which the stench of air causes our flambeaux rather than flames.
At the farthest end of the catacombs appear a little more spacious. Its walls were lined with human remains, piled into over high tunnels, according to the fashion of Paris's great catacombs. The three sides of this interior crypt are still decorated in this way. From Wednesday the bones were thrown down, and located promiscuously on earth, formed at one point a mound of some
size. In the wall therefore exposed by the replacement of the bone, we noticed a still interior cavity, about four feet deep, three feet in width, six or seven in height. It seems to have been built for no special use in itself, but formed merely around the time between two of the giant supports of the roof of the catacombs, and is supported by one of the walls surrounded by solid granite.
It is in vain that Fortunato, raising his dull torch, attempts to pry into the depths of recess. Ending its weak light did not allow us to see. Proceed, I say; This is Amontillado. For Luchesi- He was a ignoramus, interrupting my friends, as he stepped un firm forward, while I followed immediately at his heels. Immediately he reached the pole of the niche, and found his progress captured
by stone, standing stupidly bewildered. One more moment and I fettered him to granite. In its surface are two iron items, about two feet apart, horizontally. From one of these depends on a short chain, from one lock to another. Throwing the link back to his waist, it was but the work of a few seconds to secure it. He was too astounded to resist. Withdrawing the key I stepped back
from recess. I said, Put your hands over the wall; you can't help but feel nitre. Indeed it is very wet. again let me beg you to come back. Not? Then I have to actively leave you. But first I have to make you all that little attention in my power. The ejaculation my friend, has not recovered from his surprise. That's right, I answered; Amontillado. As I said these words I busied myself in
the pile of bones that I had spoken before saying. Throwing them aside, I soon discovered a number of construction stones and mortar. With these materials and with the help of my trowel, I started strongly to wall up the entrance of the niche. I had rarely laid the first floor of my mason when I discovered that the intoxication of Fortunato was there in a wonderfully worn measure.
The earliest sign I have about this is a low moan from the depths of the niche. That's not the cry of a drunkard. Then there is a long and stubborn silence. I set the second, and third, and fourth floors; and then I heard the angry vibrations of the chain. The noise lasted for several minutes, in which, with which I could hear it with more satisfaction, I stopped my labor and sat down on
the bone. When the clanking finally dropped, I continued to trowel, and finished uninterrupted Thursday, Friday, and seventh floor. The wall is now almost on a level with my breasts. I again stopped, and kept flambeaux on mason-work, throwing a few feeble rays when the numbers were inside. A series of loud screams and deafening, suddenly bursting from the throat of the
chained form, seemed to push me back violently. For a brief moment, I was heeding—I trembled. Unsheathing my rapier, I started groping with it about recess: but the thought of one immediately reassured me. I put my hand on the solid fabric of the catacombs, and felt satisfied. I rebuilt the wall. I answered the screams of him, who screamed. I repeated—I helped—I overcame
them in volume and strength. I did this, and clamorer grew still. It's midnight, and my task has been drawn to a close. I finished the 8th, 9th and 10th floors. I finished part of the last and eleventh sections; there remains but a single stone is equipped and plastered. I struggle with its weight; I put it partly in its fateful position. But now there comes the proper word out a low laugh that
erected the hairs on my head. It was succeeded by a sad voice, which I had trouble recognizing as fortunato noble. Voice: Ha! Ha! ha!—him! he!-a very good joke really-a great jest. We'll have plenty of rich laughs about it at palazzo-he! He! He!-over our wine, mr! He! He! Amontillado! I told you. He! He! He!-he! He! You!-yes, Amontillado. But doesn't it get late? Won't they wait for
us at the palazzo, Lady Fortunato and the rest of us? Let's go. I said, Yes, let's go. For the love of God, Montressor! I said, Yes, for the love of God. But to these words I hearkened uselessly for an answer. I became impatient. I'm calling. Fortunato! No answer. I'm calling back- Fortunato! No answer remains. I pushed a torch through the other aperture and let it fall inside. In. came
out in return only a jingling of bells. My heart became sick—because of the dampness of the catacombs. I hurriedly terminated my work. I tied the last stone to its place; I plastered it. Against the new mason, I rebuilt the old ramsis of the bones. For half a century, no mortal would bother them. In requiescat speed! IN THE review of the faculty and impulse-of-prima mobilia of the
human soul, the phrenologists have failed to make way for a trend that, although clearly present as a radical, primitive, irreversible sentiment, has been equally ignored by all the moralists who have gone before them. In pure arrogance of reason, we all ignore it. We have endured its existence to escape our senses, only through the will of faith;-whether it is faith in Revelation, or
faith in Kabbala. Its idea has never happened to us, simply because of its supererogation. We felt there was no need for urge—for trends. We couldn't feel the need for it. We can't understand, that is to say, we can't understand, had this concept of mobile primum ever obtruded itself;-we couldn't have understood how it could be done to continue the object of humanity, either time
or eternity. There is no denying that phrenology and, in large measures, all super edi has been concoding a priori. Intellectual or logical people, rather than understanding or observers, put themselves in fantasy designed to dictate purpose to God. Having so fathomed, to his satisfaction, jehovah's intentions, out of these intentions, he has built countless of his mind systems. In the
matter of phrenology, for example, we first determined, naturally enough, that it was the design of god that humans should eat. We then assign the man an agency of alimentiveness, and this body is the scourge that God forces the man, would-me nill-I, into eating. Secondly, after ackling it is God's will that man should continue his species, we discover an agency of amativeness,
immediately. And so with combativeness, with ideals, with cause and effect, with constructiveness,-so, in short, with each agency, whether representing a tendency, a moral sentiment, or a faculty of pure wisdom. And in principia's arrangements of human action, spurzheimites, whether right or wrong, in part, or when whole, have but followed, in principle, the footsteps of their
predecessors: infer and establish everything from the premeduous fate of man, and on the ground of the objects of his Creator. It would be wiser, it would be safer, to classify (if classified we must) on the basis of what ordinary or sometimes human beings did, and always do, rather than on the basis of what We took it for the gods who intended him to do it. If we cannot
comprehend God in his visible works, how then in his unimaginable thoughts, which call working into reality? If we can not understand him in his objective creatures, how then in his real mood and stages of creativity? Ind birth, a posteriori, would have carried phrenology admittedly, as an innate and primitive principle of human action, something paradoxical, which we might call
perverseness, for wanting a more characteristic term. In the sense I intend, it is, in fact, a cell phone without a motor, an engine without motivirt. Through its promptings, we act without an easy-to-understand audience; or, if this is understood to be contradictory in terms, so far we can amend the proposal as to say, that through its promptings we act, for reasons that we should not.
In theory, no reason could be more unreasonable, but in fact, there is no stronger reason. With a certain mind, under certain conditions, it becomes completely irresistible. I'm not sure that I breathe, rather than the assurance of the mistakes or mistakes of any action that are often one of the unconquerable forces that impels us, and alone impels us to its prosecution. Nor does this
trend overwhelm to make mistakes for the sake of the wrong person, acknowledge analysis, or settle into ulterior factors. It is a radical, a primitive pulse-elementary. It will be said, I am aware, that when we persist in behavior because we feel we should not exist in them, our behavior is but an amendment of that often comes from the combativeness of phrenology. But a glimpse
would show the mistake of this idea. The phrenological combativeness has its essence, the need for self-defense. It's a safeguard against our injuries. Its principles relate to our well-being; and therefore the desire to be healthy is rejoiced simultaneously with its development. It follows, that the desire to be good must be rejoiced simultaneously with any principle that will merely be
an amendment of combativeness, but in the case of something that I term perverseness, the desire to be good not only does not awaken, but a strong antagonist sentiment exists. An attraction to one's own heart is that, after all, the best answer to sophistry is only noticed. No one trusts counseling and thoroughly questions his own soul, will be dealt with to reject the whole
radicalization of the trend in question. It is not more confusing than special. There are life without men at some time who have not been tormented, for example, by an earnest desire to tantalizing a listener by circumstruding. The speaker was aware that he was unhappy; he has every intention to please, he often curt, correct, and clear, the most laconic and bright language is
struggling for speech on his tongue, it is with difficulty that he restrains himself from giving it flow; he feared and opposed the anger of the person he addressed; however, the thoughts attack him, that by some involutions and brackets this anger can be created. That's the only thought that's enough. The urge increases a desire, a desire, an uncontrollable desire and longing (to deep
regret and mortification of the speaker, and despite all the consequences) to be pampered. We have a task ahead of us that must be done quickly. We know that it will be ruined to make delays. The most important crisis of our lives calls, trumpet-tongued, for immediate energy and action. We glow, we are consumed with eagerness to start work, in anticipation of whom the whole
glorious result of our soul is burning. It's right, it will be done until the day, but we put it away until tomorrow, and why? There is no answer, except that we feel spoiled, using words with no understanding of principle. To-morrow comes, and with it a more impatient anxiety to do our duty, but with this very anxious increase comes, also, a name, a positive fear, because
unfathomable, longing for delay. This craving gathers power when moments fly. The last hour for action is at hand. We tremble with the violence of conflict within us, of identifying with indefinitely the substance with darkness. But, if the competition has proceeded so far, it is the shadow that prevails, - we struggle in vain. Clock point, and is the knell of our welfare. At the same time,
it is chanticleer-noted ghosts that have long overawed us. It flies - it disappears - we are free. Old energy returns. We're going to work right now. Alas, it's too late! We stand on the brink of a cliff. We look into the abyss—we get sick and dizzy. Our first impulse was to shrink from the danger. Can't count us still. By the extent of our slow illness and dizziness and horror become



merged in a cloud of feelings of unesuable. By gradations, still more indescenable, this cloud assumes shape, as well as vapor from the bottle out of which arises the genius of the Arab night. , but it's just a thought, albeit one of fear, and one that chills our bone marrow with the fierceness of the joy of its horror. It is merely the idea of what will be our feeling during the far-reaching
precipitation of a fall from such a height. And this fall, this hasty destruction - for the very reason that it relates to one of the most heinous and heinous images of all the most heinous and disgusting images of death and suffering that have ever expressed itself to our imagination - for this very cause , we now desire it in the most dynamic way. And because of our reasons violence
prevents us from the brink, thus making us approach it. There is no passion in nature so demoniacally impatient, like that of him, shuddering upon the edge of a preciate, thus meditating on a Plunge. To enjoy, for a moment, in any thought effort, is certainly lost; to ponder but urge us to endure, and so I say that we cannot. Without friendly arms to test us, or if we we in an abrupt
attempt to overlay ourselves backward from the abyss, we plunge, and are destroyed. Considering the same actions as we would, we will find them results only from the spirit of perverse. We cause them because we feel that we shouldn't. Beyond or behind this there are no easy-to-understand principles; and we could, indeed, regard this perverseness as a direct instigation of
Arch-Fiend, which was not occasionally known to operate in further good. I've said a lot, that in some measures I can answer your question, which I can explain to you why I'm here, that I can assign you something that will have at least the faint aspect of a cause for me to wear these fetters , and my cell rental condemned. If I wasn't so prolix, you might have misunderstood me
completely or, with rabble, had fancied me crazy. As it is, you will easily realize that I am one of the victims who does not count much of the Imp of perverse. There cannot be any action that can be taken with a more thorough discussion. For weeks, for months, I pondered the means of murder. I declined a thousand plans, because their achievements involved a discovery
opportunity. Finally, when reading some French Memoirs, I found an account of an almost fatal disease that occurred with Madame Pilau, through the bodies of a candle accidentally poisoned. This idea hit my favorite at the same time. I know the habit of reading in the victim's bed. I also know that his apartment is narrow and poorly ventilated. But I don't need to vex you with
insolent details. I don't need to describe the easy artifices that I replace, in his bed-standing candle room, a wax-light of my own making one that I have found. The next morning, he was found dead in his bed, and the Coroner's verdict was Death by the Visitation of God. Inheriting your fortune, it's all been going well for me for years. The idea of detection never once entered my
brain. Among the rest of the fatal taper I had myself carefully handled. I have left no shadow of a clew that it would be possible to convict, or even doubt me about the crime. It is inexcessable how rich an affection of satisfaction arises in my heart as I reflect upon my absolute security. For a very long time, I was accustomed to having fun in this sentiment. It gives me real joy over
all the worldly advantages that only accumulate from my sins. But there comes to the length of an era from which interesting sensations develop, by rarely noticed gradations, into a haunting and harassing thought. He's harassed because he's obsessed. I can rarely get rid of it immediately. It is a fairly common thing to be so uncomfortable with bells in the ears we, or rather in our
memory, of the burthen of some ordinary song, or some unpressed snatches from an opera. Nor will we be less tormented if the song in itself is good, or the opera air merits. In this way, in the end, I will forever catch ponder my safety, and over and over again, in a low tone, the phrase: I am safe. One day while sauntering along the streets, I caught myself in the act of murmuring,
half aloud, the custom dyn sounds. In a fit of petulance, I remodelled them as such; I'm safe—I'm safe—yes—if I'm not stupid enough to confess publicly! No sooner had I said these words, than I felt a cold creep ice into my heart. I've had some experience in these fits of perversity, (by nature I've been in some trouble to explain), and I clearly remember that in any case I was
successful against their attacks. And now my own normal self-suggesting that I could probably be fool enough to confess to the murder that I was guilty of, confront me, as if his very ghost that I had murdered–and beckoned me to death. At first I made an effort to shake off this nightmare of the soul. I walked strong—faster—still faster—the length I ran. I felt a maddening desire to
shriek aloud. Every successful wave of thought overwhelms me with new terror, for, alas! I also, too understandably, to think, in my situation, was lost. I'm still quickened by my speed. I'm tied up like a madman through busy streets. Finally, the people were alarmed, and chased me. I felt then consummated of my destiny. I could tear my tongue out, I would have done it, but a
rough voice rang out in my ear–a rough catch grabbed me by the shoulder. I turned around- I gasped. For a moment, I experienced all the choking; I was blind, deaf and giddy; and then some invisible fiend, I thought, hit me with his wide palms on his back. The secret of long imprisonment exploded from my soul. They said I spoke with a separate pronunciation, but with
pronounced emphasis and passionate hasty, as if in fear of disruption before the brief end, but pregnancy sentences that consigned me to hangman and hell. Having related all that is needed for the most complete judicial conviction, I fell into a swoon. But why should I say more? To-day I wear necklaces, and am here! To-morrow I'll be fetterless!-but where? Nullus enim locus sin
genio est.—Servius. LA MUSIQUE, Marmontel says, in these Moraux Contes (*1) which in all our translations we have emphasized when called Moral Tales, as if in their spiritual mockery-la musique est le seul des talents qui jouissent de lui-meme; tous les autres veulent des temoins. He here confounds the joy that can be derived from the sweet sound with the ability to create
them. No more than any other talent, is for music susceptible to complete enjoyment, where there is no second party to appreciate its fitness. And it's just something in common with other talents that it creates that can be fully enjoyed in loneliness. The idea that the raconteur was either not clearly entertained, or sacrificed in his expression to his national love of points, is, without a
doubt, very very one of the higher order of music is the most thoroughly estimated when we are exclusively alone. The proposal, in this form, will be acknowledged at the same time by lovers of lyre for its own benefit, and for its spiritual purposes. But there is a joy still within reach of fallen mortality and perhaps only one–that owes even more music to emotional accessories of
separation. I mean happy experience in admiring the natural landscape. In truth, men will look right at God's glory on earth right in that lonely looking glory. For me, at least, the presence– not just of human life, but of life in any form other than the green things that grow on earth and without a voice–is a stain on the landscape–is at war with the genius of the scene. I love, indeed,
to consider the dark valleys, and the gray rocks, and the silently smiling waters, and the forests that sigh in uncomfortable sleep, and the wary mountains that look down on all-I like to regard this as themselves, but the giant members of a whole vast animation and a whole being have form (that of the orbs) is the most perfect and most inclusive of all; there are paths that are
between linked planets; their gentle servant was the moon, the middle sovereign was the sun; that their life is eternal, that the thought of a God; that enjoyment is knowledge; that their fate is lost in immense, whose own perception is the same as with our own perception of animalculae that infests the brain–an organism that we, in consequence, regard as completely intuition and
much material in the same way as the animalculae therefore must relate to us. Our telescopes and our mathematical investigations assure us in every way—despite the intervention of the fourth class—that space, and therefore in large numbers, is an important consideration in the eyes of the Alm absolutely. , without collisions, the largest possible number of bodies. The form of
these bodies is exactly like, in a given surface, to include the largest possible amount of material;–while the surface itself is so treated as to accommodate a dense densest population can be accommodated on the same surface if not arranged. Nor is it any claims in large quantities as an object to God, that space itself is infinite; because there may be a myth of matter to fill it. And
since we clearly see that the donation of matter with vitality is a principle- indeed, as far as our judgment extends, the leading principle in the activities of god--it is rarely reasonable to imagine it cons limited to areas of minutes , that we daily track it, and don't extend to those of Aug. When we find cycles in cycles without endings, but all revolve around a distant center that is God-
head, maybe we do not similarly assume in the same way, life in life, the less in the greater, the more, all in the Spirit? In short, we're frantically erring, through self-esteem, in trusting men, in either his time or future fate, to be of more moment in the universe than the vast clod of valleys that he tills and contemns, and that he rejects a soul for no deeper reason than he doesn't see
it in action. (*2) These fancies, and like this, have always given my reflection among the mountains and forests, by rivers and oceans, a bit of what the everyday world will not fail in great terms. My wandering between such scenes was much, and far from searching, and often solitary; and the interest that I had strayed through many dim, deep valleys, or looked at heaven reflected
by many bright lakes, was a deeper concern by the thought that I had strayed and looked alone. What flippant Frenchman is that it said in allusion to Zimmerman's famous work, that, la solitude est une belle chose; mais il faut quelqu'un pour vous dire que la solitude est une belle chose? The symbols cannot be reached speaking; but necessity is one thing that does not exist. It
was during one of my lonely journeys, between a remote area of the mountain locked in the mountains, and sad rivers and melancholy tarn writhing or sleeping in all-that I happen upon a certain rivulet and island. I arrived when they suddenly in June leaves, and threw myself on the turf, beneath the branches of an unknown smelling shrub, which I could doze as I planned the
scene. I felt that I should therefore just look at it—that's the characteristic of the phantasm it wears. On all sides- save to the west, where the sun has about sunk-arises the lush walls of the forest. The small river spins sharply in its direction, and therefore immediately loses sight, seemingly with no exit from its prison, but is absorbed by the deep green foliage of the trees in the
east - while in the opposite area (so it appears to me as I lie down and glance up) there pours down no fuss and constantly Into the valley, a rich yellow and crimson waterfall from the sky's sunset fountain. Around the middle of the short vista that my dreamy vision was in, a small circular island, profusely verdured, reposed upon the heart of the stream. So blending banking and
darkness there that each seemed pendulous in the air, so mirrored like glass water, that it was rarely possible to tell at what point when the slope of the emerald turf dominated its crystals began. My location allows me to include in a single view both the eastern and western branches of the island; and I observed a pronounced difference in their aspects. The following is all a
radiant logistics of garden beauties. It glows and blushes under the eyes of tilted sunlight, and is quite laughable with flowers. Short grass, spring, sweet aroma and Asphodel alternately. The trees are lithe, mirthful, erect-bright, slender, apricot, graceful, of eastern figures and foliage, with smooth, glossy bark, and parti-colored. There seems to be a profound sense of life and joy
about it all; and although there was no air blowing from the sky, things moved through the gentle sweep to and fro of countless butterflies, which would have been confused with tulips with wings. (*4) The other end or east of the island was wheezing in the darkest shade. A bleak, but beautiful and peaceful here spreads everything. The trees are darkly colored, and mourned in form
and attitude, wreathing themselves into sad, formal, and spectral shapes that convey the ideas of earthly sorrow and untimely death. The grass wears the deep color of the cypress, and its blade tip hangs droopingly, and here and thither among them are many unsuishable small hillocks, low and narrow, and not very long, there are aspects of the tomb, but not; although over and
all about them rue and clambered rosemary. The shade of the plant falls heavily on the water, and seems to bury itself in it, impregnated the depths of the element with darkness. I like that each darkness, when the sun descends lower and lower, sulkingly separated from the trunk that gave birth to it, and is therefore absorbed by the stream; while other shadows were issued
immediately from the trees, substitutes for their predecessors were thus regally buried. This idea, having once grasped my fancy, was delighted with it, and I lost myself instantly in reverence. If ever the island was fascinated, I told myself, this is it. This is the obsession of few gentle Fays still from the wreck of the race. Are their green graves?-or do they surrender to their sweet
lives as mankind surrenders its own? In death, do they not instead waste away mournfully, rendering unto God, little by little, their existence, as these trees make darkness after darkness, running out of their substance to fulctially ally? What wasted tree is the water that imbibes its shade, grows so blacker by what it preys upon, can't Fay's life be to the death that engulfs it? As I
thought, with their eyes half closed, while the sun sinks quickly to rest, and the eddying flow of career circles and island circles, bearing on their big, brilliant chests, white pieces of fig-flakes bark that, in their diverse position on the water, a quick imagination could have transformed into whatever it pleased , while I am so mused, it appears to me that the form of one fays so much
about whom I have slowly entered the darkness from the light at the western end of the island. She stood upright in a flimsy canoe, and urged it only with the ghost of a paddle. While under the influence of prolonged rays of sunlight, her attitude seemed to be a sign of joy—but sadness deformed it as she passed through in the shade. Slowly it glides and at a length around the isle
and back to the light area. The revolution has taken by Fay, my resume, musingly, is the cycle of the short year of her life. She has floated through her winter and through her summer. She was a year close to death; for I have not failed to see that, when she enters the shade, her shadow falls from her, and is swallowed in dark water, making its blacker. And again the boat
appears and Fay, but about the attitude of the later there is much care and uncertainty and little elastic pleasure. She emerges again from beyond the light and into the darkness (which deepens during this time) and again her darkness falls from her into the ebony water, and becomes absorbed into its black color. And again and again, she has made the circuit of the island, (while
the sun rushes down to her sleep), and at each enacted into the light there is more sorrow about her people, while it has grown feebler and more faint and more unclear , and at every passage into the darkness there falls from a darker shadow than hers, which has become whelmed in a darker black shadow. But at length when the sun was completely departing, Fay, now just the
ghost of her old self, went disconsolately with her boat into the area of the ebony flood, and that she issued from there at all I could not say, for the darkness fell on everything and I saw her magical figure no longer. Stay here! I won't fail. To see you in that empty vale. [Exequy on the death of his wife, by Henry King, Bishop of Chichester.] ILL-FATED and mysterious man!-
bewildered in the blazing of his own imagination, and falling into the flames of his own youth! Again in fancy I looked at you! Again your form has relived before me!—no—oh, oh, in the cold and dark valley—but as you should have—wasting a magnificent meditative life in that faint city, your own Venice—it's a beloved Elysium of the sea, and the vast windows of their Palladian
palaces look down with a profound and bitter meaning for the secrets of her silent waters. Have! I repeat that- as you should have. Surely there are worlds other than this- thoughts other than the thoughts of the crowd-speculates other than the speculations of sophist. Then who will call your behavior into question? who blames you for your visionary hours, or denounces the
profession as a waste of life, which has been but brimming with your eternal energy? It was in Venice, beneath the covered archway called Ponte di Sospiri, that I met for the third or fourth time whom I spoke to. It was with a confused recollection that I brought to mind the circumstances of that meeting. However, I remember-ah! how should I forget?-midnight deep, Bridge Sighs,
the beauty of the woman, and the Genius of Romance that lurks up and down narrow canals. It was an unusually bleak night. Great watches Piazza's echoed the fifth hour of the Italian evening. Campanile Square lies silent and desolate, and the light in the old Ducal dying. I came home from Piazetta, by the Grand Canal. But when my gondola came opposite the San Marco Canal
gate, a female voice from its recesses broke suddenly at night, in a wild, hysterical, and long continued shriek. Startled by the sound, I sprang up on my feet: while the gondolier, to his only oar slide, lost it in pitchy darkness beyond a chance of recovery, and so we left the guidance of the present that here put the bigger word into the smaller channel. Like some large and sable-
feathered condor, we were slowly drifting down towards the Sighs Bridge, when a thousand flambeaux flashed from the windows, and down the stairs of the Ducal Palace, turning all at once that deep gloom into a livid and preternatural day. A child, slipping out of his mother's arms, fell from an upper window of the noble structure into deep and translucent canals. The calm waters
have closed placidly on their victims; and, although my own gondola was the only one in sight, many fat swimmers, already in the stream, were looking in vain on the surface, treasure was found, alas! just in the abyss. On the vast black marble flagpole at the entrance of the palace, and a few steps above the water, stands a figure that no one then sees possible since forgotten. It
was Marchesa Aphrodite-the all-gayest admiration of the most gay-lovely place where all are beautiful,but still the young wife of the old and attractive Mentoni, and the mother of the fair child that, first and only of her, who now, deep beneath the murky water, was thinking in the bitterness of her heart when stroking her sweet , and depleted her tiny life in the struggles to call her
name. She stood alone. Her small, bare and silver legs sparkle in the marble black mirror beneath her. Her hair, less than half loosened for the night from its glossy room plate, grouped, amid a diamond shower, rounded and rounded her classic head, in curls like that of the young hyath. A snowy white curtain and gauze-likeness seem to be almost the only coating for her delicate
shape; but between summer and midnight the air is hot, sullen, and still, and there is no movement in the form of the statue itself, stirring even the folds of raiment that steam that hangs around it like heavy marble hanging around Niobe. However, it is strange to say!—her big shiny eyes did not turn down on that tomb, in which her brightest hope was buried—but ri ri ried in a much
different direction! I think the Prison of the Old Republic is the most important building in Venice, but how can that woman stare at it, when underneath she lies strangling her only child? Yon dark, appropriately gloomy, too, yawns right opposite his chamber window- what, then, may be in its shadow-in its architecture-in its ivy-wreathed and esteemed-that Marchesa di Mentoni didn't
wonder at a Last time? Nonsense!-Who doesn't mind that, at a time like this, the eye, like a broken mirror, mirrors the images of its sorrow, and sees the my lot of distant, miserable places that are close at hand? Many stepped on Marchesa, and in the arch of the water gate, standing, in full costume, figures like Satyr's Mentoni himself. He was occasionally occupied in thrumming
a guitar, and seemed ennuye to the very death, as around the time he was guiding the recovery of his child. Stupified and aghast, I had myself no power to move from the upright position I had assumed when I first heard the screams, and must have presented to the group's eyes agitated a spectrum and appeared ominous, as with pale appearance and rigid limbs , I floated down
among them in the funeral gondola. Every effort has proven to be in vain. Many of the most energetic in the search have been relaxing their efforts, and giving way to a bleak sadness. There seems to be little hope for the child; (how much less than the mother!) but now, from the inside of the dark niche that was mentioned as forming part of the old Republican prison, and as
fronting the network of Marchesa, a figure strangled in a robe, stepped out within reach of the light, and, pausing for a moment on the brink of giddy descent , plunge headlong into the channel. As, soon after, he stood with the child still alive and breathing at his fingertips, when the marble flagstones next to Marchesa, his robe, heavy with wet water, became un quick, and, falling
into folds about his feet, discovered to the wonder-stricken audience the charm of a very young man , with the sound of the name that much of Europe then rings. There are no words to say the rescuer. But marchesa! Now she'll take her baby—she'll press it in her heart—she'll hold on to its little shape, and extinguish it with its caress. Alas! Other people's arms took it from
strangers–other people's arms took it away, and carried it away, un heeded, into the palace! And marchesa! Her beautiful lips trembled: tears were flowing in her eyes—Pliny's acanthus-like eyes, soft and almost loose. Have! tears are gathering in those eyes—and seeing! The whole woman thrilled throughout the soul, and the statue has begun to come to life! The pallor of the
marble area, the swelling of the chest of marble, the very purity of the marble paws, we look suddenly more flushed with a tide of inmissiable crimson color; and a little shivering about his exquisite frame, like a gentle atmosphere in Naples about the rich silver lilies on the grass. Why does that woman have to blush! To ask this there is no answer, except that, having left, in the
eager and terrorist rush of a mother's heart, the privacy of her own boudoir, she neglect to enthral her tiny feet in their slippers, and completely forget to throw over her Venetian shoulders that drapery it is Do. What other reason could there be for her to blush so?-for the look of these attractive wild eyes? because of the unusual chaos of that throbbing heart?—because of the
convulsive pressure of that trembling hand?—that hand fell, when Mentoni accidentally entered the palace, accidentally, on the hands of strangers. What reason could have been for the low-tone singly low of the unmeaning words that the lady uttered hastily in bidding him adieu? You conquered, she said, or the whispers of the water deceived me; You conquered—an hour after
sunrise—we'll meet—so let it happen! The chaos had subsided, the light had died away in the palace, and strangers, whom I now recognize, stood alone on the flags. He trembles with unimaginable agitation, and his eyes glance around in search of a gondola. I couldn't do less than give him my own service; and he accepted civilization. After obtaining an attic at the water gate,
we continued together to his residence, while he quickly regained his ownership, and talked about our former little acquaintance of great apparent intimacy. There are some objects that I have fun in being minutes. Stranger's man—I call him by this title, who for all the world is still a stranger—the stranger's person is one of these subjects. In terms of height, he could have been
below rather than above medium size: although there were moments of intense passion when his frame actually expanded and belied affirmation. Light, almost as slender as the symmetry of his figure, promises more that ready operation that he evinced at the Sighs Bridge, than the Herculean power that he has been known to wield without effort, when there are more dangerous
emergencies. With the mouth and chin of a god-singling, wild, full, loose-eyed, there are shadows that vary from pure hazel to intense and brilliant jets, and a profusion of curling, dark hair, from which a forehead of unusual width gleamed out at all-time periods of light and ivory-he is the feature that I have seen no more often than classical , except, perhaps, the marble people of
Emperor Commodus. However, his form is, however, one that everyone has seen at some point in their lives, and has never seen again. It has no special – it has no predominantly settled expression that is fastened to memory; a visible and instantly forgotten face-but forgotten with a vague desire and never stop recalling it to mind. Not that the spirit of each passion quickly failed,
at any time, to throw its distinct image on that face, but the mirror, like the mirror, retained no relic of passion, when the passion had departed. When he left Our adventure, he solicited me, in what I thought urgently, to call him very early the next morning. As soon as the sun rises, I find myself fit at his Palazzo, one of the Giant structure of bleak, but wonderful pomp, which towers
over the water of the Grand Canal in the vicinity of Rialto. I was shown up a winding staircase wide of insweage, into an apartment that splendidly burst through the open door with an actual glare, making me blind and dizzy with elegance. I know my acquaintances are wealthy. The report spoke of his assets in terms that I even risked to insnate terms of ridiculous exaggeration. But
when I looked at me, I couldn't bring myself to believe that the wealth of any theme in Europe could have provided the princely splendor that burned and blazed around. Although, as I say, the sun has arisen, the room is still brightly lit. I judged from this situation, as well as from an air of exhaustion in the face of my friend, that he had not retired to sleep throughout the night before.
In the architecture and embellishing of the chamber, the design was obviously so dazzling and astounding. Little attention has been paid to decora of what is known as technical retention, or to the rights of nationality. The eye wanders from one object to another, and rests on the air- 100%- not the singly of Greek painters, nor the sculptures of the best Italian days, nor the huge
carvings of untutored Egypt. The curtains are abundant in every part of the room trembling before the vibration of low, melancholy music, of 100 undout origin. The senses were oppressed by mixed and contradictory perfumes, reeking up from strange convolute censers, along with multitudinous flaring and flickering tongues of emerald and purple fire. New rays of sunlight pour
into the whole, through the windows, form each a crimson glass plate. Glancing to and fro, in a thousand reflections, from curtains that roll from their cornices like cataracts of melted silver, the glorious beams naturally mingle at lengths consistent with artificial light, and lie weltering in conquering mass on a rich, liquid-looking carpet of yellow chilli cloth. Ha! Ha! Ha!—ha! Ha! Ha! —
laughed at the owner, took me to a seat when I entered the room, and threw myself back to full length when an ottoman. I see, he says, aware that I can't immediately reconcile myself to bienseance so few a welcome–I find you're surprised at my apartment-at my statue-my-my-unique conception in architecture and upholstery! totally drunk, eh, with my splendor? But sorry, dear
sir, (here your voice has dropped to the very spirit of intimacy,) sorry for my laughable laughter. I was surprised. Besides, some such things are absolutely ridiculous, that a man must laugh or die. To die laughing, must be the most glorious of all glorious deaths! Sir Thomas More-a very good man was Sir Thomas More-Sir Thomas More dead laughing, you remember. Also
absurdities of Ravisius Ravisius There is a long list of characters that have come to the same great ending. Did you know, however, that continuing he musingly, that at Sparta (which is now Palæ; ochori,) in Sparta, I say, to the west of the stronghold, amid a chaos of rarely visible ruins, is a kind of socle, which remains clear of the letters AAEM. They are definitely part of
PEAAEMA. Now, in Sparta are a thousand temples and temples for a thousand different gods. How extremely bizarre that the altar of Laughter should have survived all the others! But in the current case, he continues, with a singly change of voice and way, I have no right to be happy at your expense. You may also have been surprised. Europe can't produce anything nice like
this, my little regal cabinet. My other apartment is due to the lack of means of the same order-ultras only of fashion insipidity. This is better than fashion- is it not? However, this has but to be seen to become rage, that is, to those who can afford it at the expense of their entire fore grown-up. I have defended, however, against any such profanity. Except for one exception, you are
the only human being next to myself and my servant, who has been acknowledged in the mysteries of these royal areas, since they have been bedizzened as you can see! I bowed my head in acknowledgment—because of the glorious feeling and perfume, and the music, along with the unexpected eccentricity of his address and manners, prevented me from expressing, verbally,
my appreciating of what I could understand into a compliment. Here he continued, arising and leaning on my arm as he sauntered around the apartment, these are paintings from the Greeks to Cimabue, and from Cimabue to the present hour. Many were chosen, as you can see, with little respect for Virtu's comments. They are all, however, suitable for rugs for a chamber like this.
Here, too, are some d'oeuvre chefs of great unknown; and here, the unfinished design of the man, celebrated in their day, which very named perspicacity of the academy has left to silence and to me. What do you think, he says, turns abruptly when he says-what do you think of madonna della Pieta? It's Guido's own! I say, with all the enthusiasm of my nature, for I have been
poring over its excess loveliness. It's Guido's own!-how can you get it?-she is definitely in painting what venus is in sculpture. Ha! Thoughtfully speaking, Venus—beautiful Venus?—The Venus of medici?—the girl of the little head and gilded hair? Part of his left arm (here his voice drops to be heard with difficulty,) and all on the right, is recovered; and in the coquetry of the right
arm lies, I think, the essence of all affection. Give me Canova! Apollo, too, is a copy- can't no doubt its blind fool that I, who can't see Apollo's bragging inspiration! I can't help-pity me!-I can't help but like Antinous. Not that Socrates said. The statuary found his statue in the marble block? Then Michael Angelo is by no means original in his couplet: 'Non ha l'ottimo artista alcun
concetto Che un marmo solo in se non circunscriva.' It was, or should be commented, that, in the gentleman's way indeed, we were always aware of a difference from vulgar bearing, which was not at the exact same time able to determine in what such differences included. Allowing remarks that have applied in their full force to the outward attitude of my acquaintances, I felt it, on
that vibrant morning, still fully applied to his moral temperament and personality. Nor could I more clearly define that peculiarity of the spirit that seemed to put him so fundamentally apart from all other human beings, than by calling it a habit of intense and constant thought, pervading even his most trivial actions–infiltrating his dalliance-and interweaving moments itself with his very
flashing merriment-like adders that adders writhing from the eyes of smiley masks in the surrounding cornices however, I couldn't help but observe, through the blended tone of contempt and formality that he quickly descanted when matters were less important, a certain air of trembling–an unction nerve level in action and in speech–an unquiet stimulus of the way that appeared to
me every time unaccountable, and when some occasions even filled me with alarm. Often, too, pausing in the middle of a sentence that he has seemingly forgotten, he seems to be listening in the deepest attention, as if in a visitor's momentful expectations, or to the sound that must have existed in his imagination alone. It was in one of those reveries or apparent abstract pauses,
that, in turning over a page of Politian poets and scholars of the beautiful tragedy The Orfeo, (the first Italian indigenous tragedy,) that lay near me when an Ottoman, I discovered an underlined passage in pencil. It's a passage at the end of the third act—a passage of the most heart-thened excitement—a passage that, though unclean, no man is read without new feelings—no
woman does not sigh. The whole page was blotted with fresh tears; and, when interspersed opposite, are the following English lines, written in a very different hand than the special characters of my acquaintance, which I had some difficulty in recognizing it as his own:- Tho tho have been that all with me, love, which my soul has informed- A blue island in the sea , love, a fountain
and a temple, all wreaths with fairy fruits and flowers; And all the flowers are mys. Ah, the dream is too bright to last! Ah, star Hope, which didst arise But to be overcast! A voice from the future cries, Onwards! —but the past (Fuzzy Bay!) spirit I hovered lying, dumb—medgy—horrified! For alas! Alas! to me The light of life is o'er. No more—no more—no more, To sand on the
shore,) Will bloom explosive thunder trees, Or affected eagles soar! Now all my hours are trances; And all my nightly dreams are where black eyes glance, and where your footsteps sparkle, In what elegant dance, By What Italian Springs. for that cursed time They bring you billow o'er, From love to title age and crime, And an unholy pillow!- From me, and from our foggy clime,
Where to cry silver willow! That these lines are written in English-a language that I didn't believe their author acquainted– gave me little problem for surprise. I was overly aware of the extent of his acquisitions, and the singly pleasure he hid them from observation, to marvel at any similar discoveries; But where to date, I must confess, on the occasion I was not surprised. It was
originally written London, and then carefully overscored-not, however, so effectually as to hide slowly from a scrutiny eye. I said, on this occasion I'm not surprised; since I also remember that, in a previous conversation with a friend, I specifically asked if he had any meeting at any time in London Marchesa di Mentoni, (who in a few years before her marriage had resided in that
city,) when his answer, if I mistakenly , let me understand that he has never visited the capital of the United Kingdom. I can also mention here, that I have more than once heard, (without, of course, giving credit for a report involving a lot of improbabilities,) that the person with whom I speak, not only by birth, but in education, an Englishman. There's a painting, he said, that's not
aware of my announcement of the tragedy–there's still a picture that you haven't seen. And throwing aside a cloth, he discovered a long portrait full of Marchesa Aphrodite. Human art could do nothing more than to define her superhuman beauty. The same elegant figure that stood in front of me the night before the steps of the Ducal Palace, stood before me again. But in the
expression of the outing, which is beaming all over with smiles, remains hidden (unusually inseparable!) that consistent traces of melancholy that will ever be found inseparable from the perfection of beauty. Her right arm was folded over her chest. With her left, she points down a curiously fashioned vase. A small, fairy-tale paws, alone visible, barely touching the earth; and, rarely
clearly in the dazzling atmosphere that seemed besieged and enshrine his loveliness, floated a pair of the most exquisitely imagined wings. My look fell from the picture down to the image of my friend, and the powerful words of Chapman's Bussy D'Ambois, trembling in instinct on my lips: He was up there like a Roman statue! He will stand until death makes people marble! Come,
he said at length, divert to rich and enamelled silver tables, on which are a few fantastically fantastically fantastically goblets along with two large Etruscan vases, fashioned in the same extraordinary pattern as in front of the portrait, and filled with what I consider to be Johannisberger. Come, he said, suddenly, let's drink! It's early, but let's drink. It really is premature, he continues,
musingly, like a cherub with a heavy gold hammer making round the apartment with the first hour after sunrise: It really is premature, but what matters it? Let us drink! Let's pour out a give yon the sun that the genie lights and censors are eager to conquer! And, having made me commit him in a bumper, he swallowed consecutive quick several wine mugs. To dream, he continued,
resying the tone of his desultory conversation, when he held up to the rich light of a censer one of the magnificent vase-to-dream that was the business of my life. I have therefore framed myself, as you can see, a bower of dreams. In the heart of Venice could I have erected a better one? You look around you, it's true, a medg of architectural embellishments. The chastity of Ionian
was insulted by antediluvian devices, and the sphynxes of Egypt were outstretched on the golden carpet. However, the effect is unreasonable with timidity alone. Ownership of this place, and especially time, are bugs that scare mankind from the contemplation of mamnity. Once I was myself a decorist; but the sublimation of that madness has diminished my soul. All this is now
fitter for my purposes. Like arabesque moderators, my spirit is writhing in flames, and the fascity of this scene is fashionable for me for wilder visions of the land of dreams that really whither me now quickly departing. He here stopped abruptly, bowed his head to his chest, and seemed to listen to a sound that I could not hear. At length, erecting his frame, he looked up, and
ejaculation the lines of the Bishop of Chichester: Stay for me there! I won't fail to see you in that empty vale. Immediately, confessing the power of wine, he threw himself to full length when an ottoman. A quick step was heard on the stairs, and a loud knock quickly succeeded. I rushed to anticipate a second disturbance, when a page of the Mentoni family stormed into the room,
and faltered, in a choking voice with emotion, inconherent words, my Mistress!—my mistress!—Poisoned!—poisoned! Oh, beautiful, beautiful Aphrodite. Bewildered, I flew to the ottoman, and tried to arouse the sleeper with a sense of surprising intelligence. But his limbs were rigid—his lips were vivid—his recent dawning eyes were ridied in death. I staggered back to the table—
my hand fell on a cracked and black cup—and a sense of the whole truth was terrible sudden flashes on my soul. Impia tortorum longos hic turba furores Sanguinis innocui, not satiata, aluit. Sospite nunc patria, fracto nunc funeris antro, Mors ubi dira fuit vita salusque patent. [Quatrain composed for of a market erected on the site of Jacobin Club House in Paris.] I WAS sick-sick to
death with long-term pain; and when they at length unbound me, and I was allowed to sit, I felt that my senses had left me. The fear-sentence of death-is the last of the distinct accentuation that reaches my ears. Then the sound of curious voices seems to esmounce in an ambiguous dreamy ambiguous ambiguous ambiguity. It conveyed to my soul the idea of revolution–perhaps
from its association in fancy with the burr of a mill wheel. This is only for a short time; for now I do not hear much more. However, for a while, I saw; but with terrible magnity! I saw the lips of the judges in black. They appear to me white-white over sheets where I track these words–and thin even to grotesqueness; thin with the intensity of their expression of their solidity- of the
inesquest resolution of the stern contempt of human torture. I see that the decree of what to me is fate, still released from those lips. I see them writhing with a deadly locution. I see them fashioning the syming of my name; and I shivered because there was no sound of success. I saw, too, for a few moments of delusional horror, soft and almost inescionable waving of sable
draperies that enwrapped the walls of the apartment. And then my revelation fell on the seven candles high on the table. At first they wore aspects of charity, and apparently white and slender angels who would save me; but then, all at once, there came a most deadly nausea on my spirit, and I felt every strand in my frame thrilled as if I had touched the wire of a galvanized
battery, while the angel form became meaningless spectres, with the head of the flame , and I saw that from them there would be no help. And then there's the thieves on my fancy, like a rich musical note, thinking about what the sweet rest must have in the tomb. The thought comes gently and stealthily, and it seems long before it achieves full appreciatia; but just as my spirit
came in time to feel and entertain it, the numbers of judges disappeared, as if miraculously, from before me; tall candles sink into nothingness; their fire has come out completely; the darkness of darkness is surrounded; all the sensations appear swallowed up in a crazy rush root like that of the soul into Hades. Then silence, and stillness, night is the universe. I fainted; but still
won't say that all consciousness has been lost. What's still there I'm not going to try to identify, or even to describe; but all was not lost. In the deepest sleep - no! In fasc enthnticing - no! In a fainting - no! In death - no! even in the tomb all is not lost. Other without immortality people. Aroused from the deepest of sleep, we break the gossamer site of some dreams. However, for a
second afterwards, (so frail may be the web already), we remember not that we had dreamed. In the return to life from fainting there are two stages; first, it is mental or spiritual consciousness; second, that that physical consciousness, existence. It seems possible that if, when the second stage is reached, we can recall the impressions of the first, we should find eloquent
impressions in the memories of the bay further away. And what's that bay? How can we at least distinguish its darkness from those in the tomb? But if the impression of what I have called the first stage, is not, at will, recalled, but, after a long period of time, they do not come unbidden, while we are surprised from where they came from? He has never fainted, not the one who finds
strange palaces and extremely familiar faces in glowing coal; not the one who sees floating in the air sad visions that many may not see; not the person pondering the perfume of some novel flower–not that he has developed brain bewilderment with the meaning of some musical cadence that has never before captured his attention. Between regular and thoughtful efforts to
remember; amidst serious struggles to get some signs of the seemingly nothingless condition that my soul had ficified, there were moments when I dreamed of success; there were brief, very short periods when I was evoking memories that the wise reason of a later era assured me could only refer to that seemingly unconscious condition. The darkness of memory said, unclearly,
of the high numbers that lifted me up and carried me in silent down-down-still-down-until a hideous dizziness oppressed me at the only idea of the interminableness of the root. They also spoke of a vague horror in my heart, for the un natural stillness of that heart. Then comes a sudden sense of eru estate throughout everything; as if the people who carried me (a terrible train!)
were running faster, in their descent, the limits of limitlessness, and pausing from the wearisomeness of their toil. I later called to the flat and wet mind; and then all is the madness-madness of a memory that busy itself among forbidden things. Very suddenly there was my soul's back motion and the chaotic sound-movement of the heart, and, in my ears, the sound of its beating.
Then a pause in which all is blank. Then again the sound, and movement, and a touch-a tingling sensation filled my frame. Then the only sense of existence, without thinking- a condition that lasts long. Then very suddenly, thinking, and shivering terrorism, and making serious efforts to comprehend my true state. Then a strong desire to disable into emotionlessness. Then a hasty
revival of the soul and a successful attempt to move. And now a full memory of the trial, of the judges, of the sable draperies, of judgment, of illness, of the swoon. Then the whole forgetfulness of all what followed; of all that a day later and much serious effort has allowed me ambiguity to recall. So far, I have not opened my eyes. I felt that I was lying on my back, unbound. I put
my hand out, and it fell heavily on something wet and hard. There I had to endure it to stay for several minutes, while I tried to imagine and what I can be. I longed, but did not dare to use my vision. I'm afraid of the first look at the objects around me. It's not that I'm afraid to look at terrible things, but that I've grown aghast for fear of having nothing to see. Length, with a wild despair
at heart, I quickly unclosed my eyes. My worst thoughts, then, were confirmed. The darkness of eternity enveloped me. I struggled to breathe. The intensity of darkness seemed to oppress and strangle me. The atmosphere of intimacy is unacceptable. I remained lying quietly, and attempting to make my reasons. I brought to mind the curious proceedings, and tried from that point
to defer my true condition. The verdict has passed; and it appeared to me that a very long period of time had passed. However, not for a moment did I suppose myself really die. Such a hypothesis, despite what we read in the novel, is completely inconsistent with the true existence;-but where and in what state is I? Those sentenced to death, I know, often perish at autos-da-fe,
and one of these was held on the night of my trial. Have I been remanded to my dungeon, to wait for the next sacrifice, which will not take place for months? This I at the same time found impossible. The victims were asked immediately. Moreover, my dungeon, as well as all the condemned cells in Toledo, have stone floors, and the light is not completely excluded. A scary idea
now suddenly drove blood in torrents upon my heart, and in a short time, I again relapsed into emotionlessness. After recovering, I immediately began to reach my legs, trembling convulsions in each strand. I pushed my arms wildly above and around me in all directions. I don't feel anything; but scared to move a step, for fear I should be hindered by the walls of a tomb. Sweat
broke from every pore, and stood in large cold particles on my forehead. The pain of suspense has increased at unbearable lengths, and I cautiously move forward, with my arms extended, and my eyes straining from their sockets, in the hope of catching some faint rays of light. I proceed in many steps; but still it's all black and vacancies. I breathe more freely. It seemed obvious
that I wasn't, at least, the most disgusting of fates. And now, as I continue to thronging cautiously onwards, there has been thronging upon my recollection of a thousand vague rumors of the horrors of Toledo. In the dungeon there were strange things to be told—legends that I've always considered to be them —but still strange, and too terrible to repeat, save in a whisper. I have
been abandoned from hunger and thirst in this dark underground world; or what fate, perhaps even fear waiting for me? That result would be death, and a death of more than bitter customs, I knew too well the personality of my judges to doubt. Mode and now is all that occupies or distracts me. My outstretched hand at length encountered some solid congestion. It's a wall, it looks
like a stone mason- very smooth, smooth, and cold. I watched it; step with all the careful insu belief that some ancient stories have inspired me. This process, however, gave me no means to determine the size of my dungeon; as I can make its circuit, and return to the point that I set, without being aware of the reality; so completely unified seems the wall. As a result, I searched for
the knife that was in my pocket, when it was led into the investigation chamber; but it's gone; My clothes were exchanged for a wrapper of raw serge. I was thinking of tying the blade for a few minutes the crevice of the mason, to determine my point of departure. However, difficulties are only trivial; although, in the disorder of my fancy, it seemed at first insuperable. I tore part of the
hem from the cloak and put the debris at full length, and in the right corner into the wall. In groping my way around the prison, I couldn't help but encounter this rag after completing the circuit. So at least I thought: but I did not count on the level of dungeons, or upon my own weaknesses. The ground is wet and slippery. I staggered onwards for a while, when I stumbled. My
excessive fatigue made me still overdid; and slept early past me as I lay. When I woke up, and stretched out an arm, I found next to me a loaf of bread and a pitcher with water. I was too exhausted to think about the circumstances, but ate and drank with avidity. Soon, I continued my tour around the prison, and with much toil came the last upon the fragments of serge. Until the
time when I fell, I counted fifty-two steps, and as I continued walking, I counted forty-eight more steps;—when I reached the rag. There are in all, then, a hundred steps; and, admitting two steps to the yard, I considered the dungeon to be fifty meters in the circuit. I met, however, with many angles on the wall, and therefore I could form no guess at the shape of the cellar; for vault I
can't help but assume it is. I've had fewer subjects–certainly no hope-in studies; but a vague curiosity prompted me to continue them. Leaving the wall, I was determined to cross the enclosure. At first I proceeded with extreme caution, for the floor, although it appeared to be solid material, very dangerous with mucus. However, for my part, I was courageous and did not hesitate to
walk firmly; Attempt to pass in as direct a line as possible. I made progress about ten or twelve steps this way, when the rest of the torn hem of my robe became entangled between my legs. I walked into it, and fell violently on my face. In the confusion of attending my fall, I didn't immediately grasp a somewhat startling situation, which yet, for a few seconds afterwards, and while I
was still lying in a professed lie, captured my attention. That's this—my chin is on the prison floor, but my lips and upper head, though seemingly at lower than the chin, do not touch anything. At the meeting the time my forehead seemed to bathe in a clammy vapor, and the distinctive smell of decomposed mushrooms a arises into my nostrils. I put out my arm, and shivered to see
that I had fallen to the brink of a circular pit, to some extent, of course, I have no means to identify at this time. Groping about the mason just below the margin, I succeeded in knocking out a small piece, and let it fall into the abyss. For several seconds I heard its echo as it plunged into the sides of the abyss in its root; At length there was a sullen plunge into the water, succeeded
by loud echoes. At the same time there is a sound like a quick opening, and quickly closes over high, while a faint ray of light flashes suddenly through the darkness, and suddenly disappears. I clearly saw the doom that had been prepared for me, and congratulated myself on the timely accident that I had escaped. One more step before I fell, and the world no longer saw me. And
death is only avoided, is that of that very character that I have considered wonderful and frivolous in the inquisition respectful story. For the victims of its specialism, there was the choice of death with its direst physical pain, or death with its most heinous moral horror. I was dedicated to the later. By long my nervous suffering was unstrung, until I trembled before the sound of my
own voice, and became in every respect a suitable subject for the torture species that awaited me. Trembling in each genus, I groped my way back to the wall; solved there to perish rather than the terrorist risk of the well, in which my imagination now pictures much in different locations of dungeons. In other conditions of mind I may have had the courage to end my suffering at the
same time by plunging into one of the abyss; but now I'm the veriest of cowards. Nor can I forget what I had read about these pits—that the sudden extinction of life was not part of their most terrible plan. Mental agitation kept me awake for long hours; but the length I slept. When irritated, I found next to me, as before, a loaf of bread and a vase of water. A burning thirst consumed
me, and I emptied the ship at a draught. It must have been drugged; for rarely did I get drunk, before I became irresistible sleepiness. A deep sleep fell on me, a sleep-like death. How long it lasts of course, I do not know; but when, once again, I closed my eyes, the objects around me were visible. By a wild sulphurous light, the source that I couldn't at first identify, I was activated
to see the level and aspect of the prison. In its size, I was confused a lot. The entire circuit of its walls does not exceed 25 yards. For some actual minutes this occasion gave me a world trouble in vain; useless indeed! because what could be less important, in the terrible circumstances that my surroundings, then the only size of my dungeon? But my soul was interested wild in
trifles, and I am myself in an attempt to account for the errors I have committed in my measurements. The truth at length flashes upon me. In my first attempt at exploration I counted fifty-two steps, to the stage when I fell; Then I must have been in a speed or two of the debris of the serge; in fact, I've almost made the circuitry of the cellar. I then slept, and when I woke up, I must
have come back when my step, thus assumptions nearly doubled what it really was. Confusion in my mind prevented me from observing that I began my tour with the wall on the left, and ended it with the right wall. I was deceived, too, for the shape of the enclosure. In feeling my way, I have found many angles, and thus infer an idea of great anolyses; such a strong is the effect of
complete darkness when one arouses from lethargy or sleep! The corners are simply those of a few mild depressions, or niches, over odd periods of time. The general shape of the prison is square. What I've done for the mason seems to now be iron, or some other metal, in large plates, that have sutures or joints on the occasion of depression. The entire surface of this metal
enclosure has been rudely daubed in all the heinous and disgusting devices that charnel superstitions of monks have increased. The numbers of fiends in aspects of the threat, with skeleton forms, and other images are actually scarier, overspread and deformed walls. I observed that the contours of these monsters are distinct enough, but the colors seem to fade and blur away,
as if from the influence of wet air. Now I notice the floor, too, that's rocky. In the center yawn round holes from the jaws that I have escaped; But that's the only one in the dungeon. All this I found unclear and by many efforts: because my personal condition was greatly changed during sleep. Now I lie on my back, and at full length, on a low frame species of wood. To this I was
safely bound by a long strap like a surcingle. It passed in many convolutions about my limbs and body, leaving only my head free, and my left arm to the extent that I could, by dint of much effort, provide myself with food from a soil dish that lay next to me on the floor. I saw, to my horror, that the vase had been removed. I speak with my horror; for I have been consumed with
unbearable thirst. This thirst it seemed to be designed by my bullies to stimulate: because the food in the dish was small. Looking up, I surveyed my prison ceiling. It's some 30 or 40 feet above, and builds as much as the side walls. In one of its plates a very few figures riveted my entire attention. It is the painted figure of Time as he is often represented, save that, in place of a
picked, he held what, at a normal glance, I was supposed to be the image of a big pendulum as we see on the antique clock. There is something, however, in the appearance of this which caused me to consider it more intently. While I looked directly up on it (for its position was immediately over my own) I fancied that I saw it in motion. Soon after, the fancy was confirmed. Its scan
is concise, and of course slow. I watched it for a few minutes, somewhat scared, but more in wonder. Wearied at length with its dull motion observations, I turned my eyes when other objects were in the cell. A slight noise attracted my message, and, looking down at the floor, I saw some giant rats passing through it. They were issued from the well, which lies only in my right
vision. Even then, while I looked, they arrived in the army, hurried, with predatory eyes, allured by the scent of meat. From there it requires a lot of effort and attention to scare them away. It could have been half an hour, maybe even an hour, (for I could take but imperfect note of time) before I again cast my eyes up. What then I felt embarrassed and amazed at me. The sweep of
the pendulum has increased in range near a pitch. As a result, its velocity is also much greater. But what mostly bothered me was the idea of having been perceptibly down. Now I have observed—with horror without saying—that its limbs are formed from a sparkling steel crescent, about a foot long from horn to horn; horns are up, and the bottom edge is obviously as interested as
that of a razor. Like a razor also, it seems mass and heavy, descending from the edges into a solid and wide structure above. It is attached to a heavy brass bar, and the whole scarf as it swings through the air. I can no longer doubt the doom prepared for me by monkish ingenuity in torture. My perception of pits has become famous for curious agents– pits whose horrors have
been destined for such a bold recusant as myself-pits, typical of hell, and considered rumors like Ultima Thule's all their punishments. The plunge into this pit I was avoided by the merest of accidents, I know that surprises, or traps into suffering, form an important part of all the grotesquerie of dungeon deaths. After failing to fail, it was not part of the demonic plan to throw me into
the abyss; and therefore (without replacement) another and gentler destruction awaits me. Gentler! I half smiled in my pain as I thought about such an application of such a term. What booted it to talk about the long, long hours of horror over mortality, in which I counted the rushing vibrations of steel! Inch-by-line with a descent only significantly in the period that seems to ages
down and still down it to! The day passed – it could have been that many days passed-ere it scanned so tightly over me as to fan me with its acrid breath. The smell of sharp steel forced itself into my nostrils. I prayed. prayed to heaven with his prayer for a quicker downhill. I became frantically frantic, and struggled to force myself back up against the sweep of scimitar fear. And
then I am suddenly calm down, and lying smiling before death sparkles, like a child in some rare orth decorations. There was a period of complete emotionlessness; it's concise; for, when again lapsing into life there was no perceptible root in the pendulum. But it may have been long; for I know there are demons who have heeded my fainting, and who may have captured the
vibration in joy. As I recovered, I also felt very—oh, inalribable illness and weakness, as if through a lasting tradition. Even in the midst of the pain of that period, human nature craved food. With painful effort, I outstretched my left arm as far as my bond allowed, and possession of small remnants was spared by the rats for me. When I put part of it in my lips, there was rushing to
my mind half-formed thoughts of joy-of-hope. However, what business has I had in hopes of? It is, as I say, half-formed thought-man there are so many that are never fulfilled. I felt that it was joy—of hope; but also felt that it had perished in its formation. In vain, I tried to perfect—to get it back. Long suffering has almost destroyed all my normal powers in mind. I'm an idiot - an idiot.
The vibration of the pendulum is in the right corners with my length. I find that the crescent is designed to cross the area of the heart. It will argue about the serge of my robe- it will come back and repeat its activities again-and again. Despite sweeping terrifically wide (some thirty feet or more) and the echoing vitality of its descent enough to sunder the very iron walls, the fraying
remains of my gown will be all that, in minutes, it will perform. And at this point thought I stopped. I dare not go beyond this reflection. I live on it with a pertinacity of attention, as if, in such a house, I can arrest here the root of steel. I forced myself to ponder the sound of the crescent as it would pass through the costume—when the special thrill that the friction of the fabric creates
on the nerves. I pondered all this vanity until my teeth were at the edge. Down, gradually down it crept. I took a frenzied pleasure in contrasting it down to its side velocity. On the right—far and wide—with the screams of a cursed soul; My heart with the tiger's stealth speed! I alternately laughed and howled as one of the other ideas that grew dominant. Down- sure, don't stop
down! It vibrates within three inches of my chest! I struggled violently, furiously, to free my left arm. This was free only from elbow to hand. I can reach later, from the disc next to me, to my mouth, with great effort, but not farther. I could have broken the screws on the elbow, I had Catch and try to catch the pendulum. I may well have tried to capture an avalanche! Down - still
relentless - still firmly down! I gasped and struggled at every vibration. I twitch at every scan of it. My eyes are outwards or whirls with the eagerness of the most unmeaning despair; they closed themselves spasmodically at the root, although death would have been a relief, oh! how unspeakable! However, I trembled in every nerve to think how a slight sinking of the machine would
precipitate that interested, sparkling axe upon my chest. It is hoped that has prompted the nerves to tremble-frame to shrink. It is hope-hopeful that victory over rack-that whispers with condemned death even in the dungeon of the Inquisition. I found that some ten or twelve vibrations would bring steel in actual contact with my robe, and with this observation there suddenly went
through my spirit of all interest, collecting the calm of despair. For the first time in hours—or perhaps a few days—I think. It now occurs to me that the tape, or surcingle, that envelops me, is unique. I was bound by no separate wires. The first stroke of the razorlike crescent athwart any part of the band, so would separate it off that it could be unwound from my person by means of
my left hand. But how scared, in that case, the proximity of steel! The result of how deadly the smallest struggle is! It is likely, moreover, that the heath of torture did not forescapable and give this possibility! Is it possible to cross my chest watching the pendulum? Scared to find my faintness, and, as it may seem, my last hope of disappointment, I so far raised my head as to get a
separate view of my breasts. The surcingle enveloped my limbs and body close in all directions–saving in the path of the destructive crescent. Rarely have I dropped my head back to its original position, when there are flashes when my mind what I can't describe better is the unsymphened half of that idea of liberation that I've alluded to before, and in which a moiety just floats
undy through my brain as I lift food to my burning lips. The whole thought is now present- frail, rarely awake, rarely defining,-but still whole. I proceed at the same time, with the nervous energy of despair, to try to implement it. For hours the vicinity of the low framework that I lay, was literally overrun with rats. They are wild, bold, predatory; their red eyes glaring upon me as if they
waited but for the estate on my part to make me their prey. I thought: With any food, are they used to the well? They have devoured, despite all my efforts to stop them, all but a small rest of the contents of the dish. I have fallen into a habit of seeing, or wave of hands on disk: and, by length, the unconscious unity of movement deprives it of effect. In their voracity, pests often
fasten their sharp fangs in my fingers. With particles of viand oil and spicy that now remain I thoroughly rubbed the tape wherever I could achieve it; then, raising my hand from the floor, I lay breathing still. At first, predators were and fear of change—when the end of movement. They narrow alarmingly back; many searched for wells. But this was only for a moment. I didn't count in
vain upon their voracity. Observed that I still had no movement, one or two of the most daring jumps when frame-working, and melted at surcingle. This seems to be a signal for a general craze. Out of the well they rushed in fresh army. They clung to the wood, they overrun it, and jumped on hundreds upon my people. The measured movement of the pendulum bothers them not
at all. Avoiding its stroke, they are busy with anointed tape. They pressed–they swarmed when I ever accumulated piles. They writhed on my throat; their cold lips looking for my own; I was half stifled by their thronging pressure; disgust, that the world has no name, swelled my mind, and chilled, with a heavy clamminess, my heart. However, one minute, and I felt that the struggle
would end. Obviously I felt the loosening of the ice. I know that in many places it must be cut off. With a higher resolution than humans, I lie still. I also made no mistake in my calculations–nor have I endured in vain. I feel free. The surcingle hung in ribands from my body. But the focus of the pendulum pressed against my chest. It has divided Serge's cloak. It cut through the linen
underneath. Twice more it swings, and a sharp painful sensation shoots through every nerve. But the moment of escape came. At a wave of my hands my offer rushed tumultuously away. With a steady motion-caution, sidelong, shrinking, and slow-I slipped from embracing the ice and beyond the reach of scimitar. For now, at least, I was free. I had barely stepped out of my horror
wooden bed on the stone floor of the prison, when the movement of the hell machine ended and I saw it drawn, by some invisible force, through the ceiling. This is a lesson that I have desperately come to heart. All my movement has definitely been tracked. Free!-I got rid of death in a painful form, to be delivered to worse death in another one. With that in mind I rolled my worries
around on the barriers of iron that hemmed me in. Something unusual—some changes that I couldn't clearly judge at first—obviously happened in the apartment. For many minutes of a dreamy and shaky abstraction, I busy myself in vain, unsu related conjecture. During this time, I was aware, for the first time, of the origin of the sulphurous light that illumined cells. It proceeded
from a crack, about half an inch in width, widening completely around the prison at the foot of the wall, thus appearing, and being, completely separated from the floor. I tried, but of course in vain, to look through the aperture. As I arise efforts, the mystery of change in the chamber broke at the same time when I I I have observed that, although the contours of the characters on the
walls are distinct enough, the colors seem blurry and indefinitely. These colors have now assumed, and have been temporarily assumed, a startling and most intense brilliancy, which gave the spectral and brutal portraits an aspect that would have thrilled my own even more solid nerves. Demonic eyes, of a wild and terrible vivacity, dazzled upon me in a thousand directions, where
no one had been seen before, and sparkled with the lurid glow of a fire that I could not force my imagination to regard as un realistic. Nowhere!- Even if I breathe there comes my nostrils breath of hot iron breath! A suffocating smell spreads in the prison! A deeper light solves every moment in the eyes dazzled by my pain! A richer color of crimson diffuses itself on horrors shaped
by blood. I gasp! I gasp! There can be no doubt about the design of my tormentors-oh! mostly relentless! Oh! most demoniac of men! I zoomed from the glowing metal into the center of the cell. Amid the thoughts of the fiery destruction that impended, the idea of the coolness of the well came on my soul as balm. I rushed to the brink of death. I threw my stressful vision below. The
bright light from the rekindled roof illuminated its deepest niche. However, in a wild moment, my soul refused to comprehend the meaning of what I saw. He forced him to wrestle his way into my soul—he burned himself into my shivering mind.—Oh! give a voice to speak!-oh! horror!-oh! any horror but this! With a scream, I rushed from the sidelines, and buried my face in my
hands-crying bitterly. The heat quickly rose, and again I looked up, shivering as with a fit of ague. There was a second change in the cell and now the change is obviously in form. As before, it is useless that I, at first, endeath to appreciate or understand what happened. But not long after that I was in doubt. The revenge of Toquisitorial was rushed by my two escapes, and there
was no longer dallying with the king of terrors. The room is spacious, clean, staff. I find that two of its iron corners are now acute-two, so obtuse. The frightening difference quickly increases with a low rumbling or whining sound. Immediately the apartment has transformed its shape into the shape of a lozenges. But the change stops not here - I didn't expect nor expect it to stop. I
can squeeze the red walls into my heart like a suit of eternal peace. I said, Death, any death but a pit. Fool! I may not know that in the pit it was the object of iron burning to urge me? Can I resist its light? or, if even that, I can bear Its pressure? And now, flattery and flattery have developed the lozenge, with a quickness that left me with no time to contemplate. Its center, and of
course, its greatest width, comes right above the yawning bay. I shrink - but the closed walls squeeze me resistlessly resistlessly At length for seared and writhing my body was no longer an inch of standing on the solid floor of the prison. I no longer struggle, but the pain of my soul finds vents in a loud, long and final scream of despair. I feel that I tottered on the brink–I stop my
eyes– There is a hum of disagreement of human voices! There's a big explosion like that of many trumpets! There is a net as harsh as that of a thousand thunders! The firewall rushed back! An outstretched arm caught my own as I fell, fainted, into the abyss. That's General Lasalle's. The French army has entered Toledo. The investigation is already in the hands of its enemies.
THERE are a number of topics of interest that are all absorbed, but that is too absolutely terrible for the purposes of legitimate fiction. Romantics only have to eschew, if he doesn't want to offend or loathe. They are with the right to be dealt with only if the severity and majesty of truth sanctified and sustained them. We thrill, for example, with the most intense of interesting pain in
the accounts of passage of the Beresina, of the earthquake in Lisbon, of the plague in London, of the massacre of St. Bartholomew, or of the stifling of hundreds of twenty-three prisoners in the Black Hole in Calcutta. But in these sayings, that's the truth-that's reality-that's stimulating history. As inventions, we should treat them with simple disgust. I mentioned some of the more
prominent natural disasters and August on record; but in those that is the degree, no less than the characters of natural disasters, which so dynamic impressed with fancy. I don't need to remind the reader that, from the long and bizarre catalogue of human suffering, I may have chosen more complete personal cases with more essential suffering than any of these vast
generalizations of disaster. It's really miserable—the ultimate misery—in particular, not diffuse. That these terrible extremes of pain are endured by human units, and never by mass man--for this let us thank a merciful God! To be buried while alive is, beyond question, the most amazing of the extremes that have ever fallen into so many mortality rates only. That it has often, very
often, so reduction will rarely be rejected by those who think. The boundaries that divide Life from Death are at its darkest and most ambiguous. Who would say where one ends, and where else begins? We know that there are diseases that occur total cessation of all obvious functions of vitality, and in which these terminations are merely suspensions, rightly so called. They only
pause in ine cannot understand mechanisms. A certain amount of time passes, and some mysterious invisible principles once again set in motion magic pinions and wizard wheels. Silver wire is not for ever loose, nor is the bowl of gold irreparably broken. But, in Wait, is that soul? However, in addition to the inevitable conclusion, a priority that such causes must make such an
impact - that The well-known appearance of such suspended animation cases must naturally arise, now and then, to interments soon- in addition to this review, we have direct testimony of medical and normal experience to prove that such a large number of interments have actually taken place. I can refer at the same time, if necessary for a hundred cases also authentic. One very
remarkable character, and in which circumstances may be fresh in the memory of some of my readers, occurred, not so long ago, in the neighboring city of Baltimore, where it took the occasion a painful, intense, and broadly expanding excitement. The wife of one of the most respected citizens, a lawyer of superiority and a member of Congress, was arrested with a sudden and
uncountable illness, which completely confused the skills of her doctors. After much suffering, she died, or was expected to die. No one doubted, really, or had reason to doubt, that she didn't actually die. She presents all the normal appearances of death. The usual sketched hypothetical face is pinched and sunken. Lips are of ordinary marble pallor. The eyes have no light. No
warmth. Pulsation is over. For three days, the preserved body was not buried, in which it was given a rocky hardness. Funerals, in short, have been accelerated, on account of the rapid progress of what has been said to be decomposition. The woman was sent into her family's vault, for the next three years, undisturbed. At the expiration of the term, it was opened to receive a
sarcophagus;-but, alas! how scared a shocked waiting husband, who, personally, threw open the door! As its portals swivel outside back, some white garment objects fall rattling in their arms. That's your wife's skeleton in an uncldroned shroud. A careful investigation made it evident that she was revived within two days of her entombment; that her struggle inside the coffin had
caused it to fall from a ledge, or shelves to the floor, where it was broken to allow her to escape. A lamp was accidentally left, filled with oil, inside the tomb, found empty; it may have exhausted, however, due to evaporation. On most steps leading down to the dreaded chamber was a large piece of coffin, which, it seems, that she attempted to capture attention by hitting the iron
door. While occupied as such, she may faint, or may die, through absolute terror; and, in defeat, her shroud was entangled in some iron, the work projected inside. So she remains, and therefore she rots, erects. In 1810, a live case of inhumation occurred in France, attended with circumstances that went so far as to ensure that the truth was, indeed, stranger than fiction. The



heroine of the story is a mademoiselle Victorine Lafourcade, a young girl illustrious family, of wealth, and of great personal beauty. Among her many petitioners was Julien Bossuet, a poor man or a Journalist of Paris. His general talent and gentle ability introduced him to the announcement of the heir, whom he seemed to have truly loved; but her pride of birth decided she, in the
end, rejected him, and married a Monsieur Renelle, a banker and a diplomat of some superiority. However, after marriage, this gentleman neglected, and, perhaps, treated her even worse. Having been with him for a miserable number of years, she died,——so at least her condition is very similar to death to deceive people into seeing her. She was buried - not in a cellar, but in an
ordinary tomb in her Christmas village. Full of despair, and still inflamed by the memory of a profound attachment, the lover journeys from the capital to the remote province in which the village is located, with the romantic purpose of disinterring corpses, and its possession of its luxurious tresses. He went to the tomb. At midnight, he excavated the coffin, opened it, and was in the
act of separating his hair, when he was caught by the unclosing of his beloved eyes. In fact, the woman was buried alive. Vitality didn't quite leave, and she was awakened by the caress of her lover from indifference that was mistaken for death. He took her frantically to his accommodation in the village. He has used some of the strong recovery proposed by no less medical
learning. In good, she revived. She recognizes her preserveer. She stayed with him until, by a slow degree, she fully recovered her initial health. Her woman's heart was not resolute, and the last lesson of this love was enough to soften it. She gave it to Bossuet. She no longer returns to her husband, but, concealing her resover, flees with her lover to America. Twenty years later,
the two returned to France, in the persuasion that time had greatly changed the woman's appearance to the fact that her friends would not be able to recognize her. They were confused, however, because, at the first meeting, Mr. Renelle actually got out and made a claim to his wife. This statement, she resisted, and a judicial court upheld her in her resistance, deciding that the
exceptional circumstances, with the long erness of the year, had extinguished not only the fair, but legally, competence of the husband. The Chirurgical Journal of Leipsic– a recurring of high authority and merit, that some American books sellers would do well to translate and re-publish, records in some late a very distressing event of character in question. An artillery officer, a
man of enormous stature and strong health, thrown from an un managerable horse, received a very serious bump on his head, which made it impossible for him to agree immediately; the skull was slightly fractured, but no immediate danger was captured. Trepanning was successfully implemented. He was bleeding, and many other normal relief facilities were Gradually, however,
he falls into an increasingly hopeless state of stupor, and, in the end, it does thought he was dead. The weather was warm, and he was buried with indecent hastily in one of the public cemeteries. On Sunday, the cemetery's grounds, as usual, were crowded with visitors, and around noon an intense excitement was generated by a farmer's statement that, while sitting on the
officer's grave, he was killed. , he clearly felt a chaos of the earth, as if on occasion by some who were struggling underneath. At first, little attention was paid to the man's asseveration; but his obvious fear, and the dogged obstinacy with which he persisted in his story, had lengthened their natural effects upon the crowd. Spades have been rushed shopping, and the tomb, which is
shamefully shallow, is in a few minutes so far thrown open that the head of its occupants appears. Then he seemed dead; but he sat almost erect in his coffin, the lid of which, in his angry struggle, he raised the part. He was immediately transferred to the nearest hospital, and was pronounced alive, albeit in a state of asphyxiation. After a few hours, he revived, recognizing the
individuals of his acquaintances, and, in broken sentences talking about his anguish in the tomb. From what he relates, it is clear that he must have been conscious of life for over an hour, while inhumed, before lapsing into emotionlessness. The tomb is carelessly and loosely filled with an extremely porous soil; and therefore some air must necessarily be acknowledged. He heard
the footsteps of the crowd over high, and tried to make himself hear in turn. That chaos on the grounds of the cemetery, he said, seemed to awaken him from a deep sleep, but no sooner was he awake than he was fully aware of the terrible horrors of his position. This patient, it is recorded, did well and seemed in a fair way of final recovery, but fell a victim of the controversy of
medical experiments. Galvanized batteries were applied, and he suddenly expired in one of those ecstatic paroxysms that, at sometime, it superinduces. The mention of galvanized batteries, however, recalls with my memory a well-known and very extraordinary case at the point where its actions demonstrated the means of restoring animation to a young London lawyer, who was
buried for two days. This happened in 1831, and created, at the time, a very deep feeling wherever it was made the topic of conversation. The patient, edward Stapleton, died, apparently typhus, accompanied by a number of unusual symptoms that provoked the curiosity of his medical staff. After he apparently was deceived, his friends were asked to sanction a post-death
examination, but refused to allow it. As often happens, when such a refusal is made, students are determined to disintere the body and dissect it at their leisure, in private. The arrangement was easily made with some of the legions of body abductors, for which London has so much; many; on the third night after the funeral, the corpse is believed to have been exhumed from an
eight-foot-deep tomb, and deposited in the open chamber of one of the private hospitals. An incision to some extent was actually made in the abdomen, when the fresh and un decided appearance of the subject suggested an application of the battery. Another successful experiment, and the supervened custom effects, had nothing to describe them in any respect, except, when
once or twice, a more normal level of life-like in the act of convulsions. It has grown late. The day is about to dawn; and it was said to be appropriate, at the same time, to proceed at the same time for dissection. A student, however, is particularly eager to test a theory of his own, and emphasizes when applying batteries to one of the thoracic muscles. A rough gash was made, and
a wire rush brought contact, when the patient, with a hasty but rather non-convulsive movement, arising from the table, entered the middle of the floor, looked at him easily for a few seconds, and then-spoke. What he said was in in ines telling, but words were uttered; stylized is different. After talking, he fell badly to the floor. For some moments it was all paralyzed with horror, but
the urgency of the case soon restored their presence in mind. It was found that Mr Stapleton was still alive, albeit in a fainting sound. After the ether exhibition, he revived and quickly recovered health, and to the society of his friends–from there, however, all knowledge of his resuscitation was retained, until relapses were no longer captured. Their surprise—their happy surprise—
can be formed. However, the most thrilling peculiarity of this case is related to what Mr. S. him him administration asserts. He claimed that at no time was he completely emotionless–that, dully and confused, he was aware of everything that had happened to him, from the moment that he was declared dead by his doctors, to that in which he fell fainting to the floor of the hospital. I
am alive, are uncomprehended words that, upon recognizing the local dissection room, he made efforts, in his pole, to utter. It's an easy issue to human history like this- but I tolerate- because, really, we don't need to be so to establish the fact that interments soon happen. When we reflect how rarely, from the nature of the case, we have it in our power to detect them, we must
admit that they can often happen without our perception. Rarely, in truth, is a cemetery ever invasive, for any purpose, to any large extent, that the skeleton is not found in a position that suggests the most frightening of suspicions. Fear is really doubt- but fear over doom! It can be asserted, without hesitation, that no such event is terribly adapted to inspire the supremeness of the
body and mental distress, such as burial before death. Intolerable oppression of the lungs- lungs— smoke from wet soil-clinging to the death-hugging rigid clothes of the narrow-dark house of absolute night-silence like a sea that overwhelms-the invisible but palpable presence of the Conqueror Worm–these things, with thoughts of air and grass above, with the memory of dear
friends who will fly to save us if but informed of our fate , and with the sense that this fate they can never be informed that our hopeless part is that of the real dead–the considerations, I say, brought into the heart, that still beat the palpits, a level of horror and unacceptable horror from which the most daring imagination must jerk. We know nothing too painful on Earth— we can
dream of half nothing so disgusting in the most wonderful hells. And therefore all stories on this topic have a deep interest; an interest, however, through the sacred awe of the subject itself, very true and very special depends on our belief in the truth of the narrated matter. What I have now to say is my own practical knowledge-positive and personal experience of my own. For
years, I have suffered attacks of singling disorder that doctors have agreed to the term catalepsy, the default of a more definitive title. Despite both immediate and premedocuous causes, and even the actual diagnosis, of this disease remains mysterious, its clear and clear character is well understood enough. Its variants seem to be mostly degree. Sometimes the patient lies, only
for a day, or even for a shorter time, in a kind of exaggerated lethargy. He is pointless and externally estatey; but the vibration of the heart remains faintly felt; some traces of warmth remain; a slight color lingers in the middle of the cheeks; and, when applying a mirror to the lips, we can detect a torpid action, inequality, and vacancy of the lungs. Then again the trance time is for
weeks, even for months; while the most closely monitored, and the most rigorous medical tests, do not establish any material distinction between the state of the person and what we conceive of absolute death. Very often he is saved from early interference only by the knowledge of his friends that he was once subjected to catalepsy, by doubting the joyful consequences, and
above all, by the non-appearance of decay. Advances of illness, luck, gradually. The first manifestations, though marked, are obvious. The suit grows more consecutively and more specifically, and endures each longer than before. Which lies the main security from inhumation. Those unfortunate that the first attack should be of extremist figures that are sometimes seen, will almost
certainly be contracted alive with the tomb. My own case is nothing particularly important compared to those mentioned in the medical books. Sometimes without any obvious cause, I sink, little by little, into condition of hemi-syncope, or half swoon; and, in this condition, painless, incapable of stirring, or, rightly speaking, to think, but with a dull sense of indifference of life and the
presence of those around my bed, I remain, until the crisis of the disease restores me , suddenly, to feel perfect. At other times, I was quickly and impulsively beaten. I was sick, paralyzed, cold, dizzy, and therefore fell into a state of insion at the same time. Then, for weeks, it was all disabled, and black, and silent, and nothing became the universe. Total destruction may be gone.
However, from later attacks, I woke up with a slow change corresponding to the suddenness of the seizure. Just like the dawn day for beggars with no friends and no home, those who roam the streets throughout the long desolate winter night-just so tardily-just so wearily-just to cheerfully return to the light of the Soul with me. In addition to the trance trend, however, my general
health seems to be good; i also can't be aware that it has been affected by one of the common diseases unless, indeed, a particular style in my normal sleep can be considered as superinduced. When I wake up from sleep, I can never achieve, at the same time, thorough possession of my senses, and always stay, for many minutes, in many bewildered and confused;-the general
psychiatric department, but the memory in especial, is in a condition of absolute abeyance. In all that I endured there was no physical suffering but an infinite moral suffering. My fancy rose charnel, I talked of worms, of tombs, and epitaphs. I was lost in the reveries of death, and the idea of early burial held constant possession of my brain. The terrible danger that I have suffered
haunts me day and night. Previously, the torture of meditation was excessive- later, supreme. When grim darkness swept the earth, then, with every horror of thought, I shook like beams quivering on the hearse. When nature can endure no longer, it is with a struggle that I agree to sleep–let me shiver to reflect that, when I wake up, I can find myself as the tenant of a tomb. And
when, finally, I fell asleep, it was just to rush at the same time into a world of phantasms, above which, with vast, sable, overshadowing wings, hovering, prevailing, one sepulchral idea. From the my my myst number of bleak images that thus oppressed me in dreams, I chose to record but a solitary vision. Methought I was immersed in a cataleptic trance of time more than usual
and profundity. Suddenly there was an icy hand on my forehead, and an impatient voice, gibbering whispers from Arise! in my ear. I sat upright. Shadow Completely. I can't see the picture of him that woke me up. I can call to mind not the time that I have fallen into trance, nor the locality that I then lie. While I remained medested, and busy in an attempt to gather my thoughts, cold
hands grabbed me by the wrist, shake it petulantly, while the gibbering voice says again: Arise! Didn't I pay for your birth? I ask: Who are you? I am not named in the area where I live, answering voices, mournfully; I'm dead, but I fiend. I was cruel, but pitiful. You feel that I'm shivering.—My teeth speak when I speak, but it's not with the coldness of the night—of the night there's no
end. But this disgust is unbearable. How can you sleep quietly? I could not rest for the cry of great pain. These attractions are more than I can tolerate. Get up! Come with me on the night outside, and let me open for you the tomb. Isn't this a miserable spectacle?-Behold! I looked; and the invisible figure, which still captures me by the wrist, has caused to be thrown open the tombs
of all mankind, and from each enacted faint phosphorus radiance of decay, so that I can see into the hollows in the same, and have watched the bodies shrouded in their drowsy and dignies sleep with worms. But alas! those who sleep actually less, by millions of people, than those who sleep not at all; and there was a weak struggle; and there is a general sad unrest; and from the
depths of countless pits came a melancholy rustling from the garments of burial. And among those who seemed quiet to rest, I found that a large number had changed, to a greater or lesser extent, the rigid and unpleasant position in which they were originally buried. And the voice again told me when I looked: Not-oh! Isn't that a pitiful scene? —but, before I could find words to
answer, the image no longer captured my wrist, the phosphorus lamp expired, and the tombs were closed with a sudden violence, during which they arose a chaos of desperate cries , say again: Isn't it—Oh, God, isn't that a very pitiful spectacle? Phantasies like this, presenting themselves at night, extend their amazing influence far into my waking hours. My nerves became
completely in ineable, and I became prey to perpetual horror. I am heeded to ride, or walk, or to indulge in any exercise that would carry me from home. In fact, I no longer dare to trust myself out of the immediate presence of people who are already aware of my sedity to catalepsy, for fear, falling into one of my usual suits, I should be buried before my true condition can be
determined. I doubt the care and loyalty of my best friends. I'm afraid that, in some trance's over custom period, they may be the priority applied when deeming me to be i can't recover. I even went so far as to be afraid of that, as I am much trouble, they may be glad to consider any very prolonged attack as sufficient reason to remove me altogether. It was in vain they tried to
reassure me with the most serious promises. I have made the most sacred vows, that in any case they will bury me until decomposition has progressed materially to the point where it is impossible to preserve further. And, even My mortal horror will have no reason—there will be no consolation. I was involved in a series of complex preventive measures. Among other things, I had
the family vault to remodelled as to admit to being easily opened from the inside. The smallest pressure when a long lever extends into the tomb will cause the iron gates to fly back. There are also arrangements for free admission of air and light, and receptacles convenient for food and water, within immediate reach of the coffin devoted to my reception. The coffin is cushioned
warmly and gently, and supplied with a lid, fashioned on the principle of the cellar door, with the addition of springs to contrived that the weakest movement of the body will be enough to set it at freedom. Besides all this, there are hanging from the roof of the tomb, a large bell, the rope in which, it is designed, should extend through a hole in the coffin, and therefore be fastened to
one of the hands of the corpse. But, alas? what avails are wary against human destiny? Even the stock contrived enough to save from the uttermost pain of live inhumation, a misery for the foredoomed pain! There came an era - as usual before arriving there - in which I found myself emerging from the complete unconscious into the first feeling of frail and indefinitely existence.
Gradually- with a turtle-colored transformation approaching the faint gray dawn of the psychological day. A torpid discomfort. An indifferent stamina of dull pain. No interest-no hope-no effort. Then, after a long period of time, a bell in the ear; then, after staying in effect longer, a feeling of thorns or tingling in the extrem extremies; then there is a seemingly eternal period of joyful
quiescence in which awakening emotions are struggling into thought; then briefly re-submerged into the non-physical; then sudden recovery. At the slight trembling length of an eyelid, and immediately afterwards, an electric shock of a terrorist, deadly and indefinitely, which sends blood in torrents from the temple to the heart. And now the first positive attempt to think. And now the
first attempt to remember. And now a part success and evanescent. And now the memory has so far regained its sovereignty, that, in some measures, I am aware of my state. I felt that I did not wake up from normal sleep. I recall that I was catalepsy. And now, finally, as if by the rush of an ocean, my shivering spirit is overwhelmed by a grim danger– by a spectral and always
popular idea. Within minutes of this fancy owning me, I still had no movement. And why? I can't summon the courage to move. I dare not make the effort that is to please me about my fate, but there is something in my heart that whispers to me it is certainty. Despair—for example, no other miserable species has ever called for reality—despair alone motivates me, after a long time
unsolved, to raise the heavy lids of my eyes. I lifted them up. It's dark, it's all dark. I know that the suit is over. I know that the crisis of my disorder has long passed. I know that I have now fully restored the use of my visual sciences—but it is dark—all dark—the complete and intense lightlessness of the Night that lasts forever. I tried to shriek; and my mouth and tongue moved
convulsions together in effort–but without the voice released from the cavernous lungs, which were oppressed as if by the weight of some incumbent mountain, panting and palpitation, with hearts, at every complex inspiration and struggle. The movement of the jaws, in this attempt to cry out loud, showed me that they were bound, as usual with the dead. I also felt that I lay on
some hard substance, and by something similar to my sides, was also tightly compressed. So far, I have not risked to stir up any of my limbs, but now I am violently thrown over my arm, which was lying at length, with the wrist crossed. They hit a solid wood substance, which extended over my body at a height of no more than six inches from my face. I can no longer doubt that I
reposed in a final coffin. And now, amid all my infinite suffering, come cherub-sweet hope for me to think about my precautions. I writhed, and made spasm attempts to tie the lid open: it will not move. I felt my wrist for the bell-rope: it wasn't found. And now Comforter fled forever, and a despair still sterner reigned triumph; for I couldn't help but notice the absence of cushions that I
had prepared so carefully—and then, too, suddenly came my nostrils with a particularly strong smell of wet soil. The conclusion is irresistible. I'm not in the vault. I fell into a coma while absent from home—while among strangers—when, or how, I could not remember—and it was they who buried me as a dog—crucified in several common coffins—and pushed deep, deep, and
forever , into a normal and nameless tomb. As this terrible belief forced itself, so into the in the same room of my soul, I again struggled to cry out loud. And in this second attempt, I succeeded. A long, wild and constant scream, or painful scream, echoes through the realms of the Underground Night. Hillo! Hillo, there! speak a gruff voice, in reply. What the devil is mattering now!
say a second. Get out of there! a third said. What do you mean by yowling in that kind of ere style, like a cattymount? say a Wednesday; and later I was arrested and shaken without ceremony, for several minutes, by a junto of very rough individuals. They didn't arouse me from my sleep–because I was awake wide when I screamed–but they restored me to full possession of my
memory. This adventure happened near Richmond, in Virginia. Go with friend, I was conducting, when an expedition shot, some miles down the banks of the James River. The night approached, and we were overtaken by a storm. The cabin of a small ship is anchored in the stream, and fills the garden give us the only shelter available. We did its best, and spent the night on
board. I slept in one of only two docks in the ship—and the docks of a ship of 60 or 20 tons needed to be described. Which I occupied there were no beds of any kind. Its extremely large width is eighteen inches. The distance of its bottom from the upper deck is exactly the same. I found it a problem beyond difficult to squeeze myself in. However, I slept soundly, and my entire
vision—for it was not a dream, and there was no nightmare—naturally arising from the circumstances of my position—from my normal thought bias—and from the difficulty I had alluded to, about collecting my senses , and especially regained my memory, for a long time after waking up from sleep. The men who shook me were the ship's crew, and some of the workers involved to
unload it. From the load itself to the earthly smell. The tape on the jaw was a silk hand scarf in which I was bound to my head, in default by my custom nightcap. The torture endured, however, is indubitably quite equal for the time, with those of actual sepulture. They were scared—they couldn't imagine it; but the word Evil proceeded well; for their very excess forged in my spirit an
inevitable revulsion. My soul gets tone-get temperament. I went abroad. I exercised vigorously. I breathe the free air of Heaven. I think about subjects other than death. I threw away my medical books. Buchan I burned. I don't read Night Thoughts–there's no fustian about churchyards-no-bugaboo-stories like this. In short, I became a new man, and lived the life of a man. From that
memorable night, I dismissed forever my charnel fears, and with them disappeared cataleptic disorders, which, perhaps, they were less consequent than the cause. There are moments when, even with the sober eye of Reason, the world of our sad humanity can assume the semblance of a hell, but the human imagination is not Carathis, to explore with punishing each of its
caves. Alas! The grim legion of sepulchral terrorists cannot be considered entirely fanciful, but, like the demons in the company that Afrasiab made their trip down to Oxus, they must sleep, or they will devour us, they suffer to sleep, or we perish. The garden as a women's fair was cut, It lay as if she slept in delight, and to open the sky her eyes were closed. The green fields of
Heaven were 'sembled right in a big ring, set with flowers of light. The flowers de luce, and the circular sparks of dew. That hanging over their green leaves was shew Like the sparkling star that sparkled in the evening blue. Giles FROM his cradle to his grave a gale of prosperity brought my friend Ellison along. Nor do I use the word prosperity in its only worldly sense. I mean it's
like being mean to happiness. The person I speak of seems to have been born with the purpose of foresceding the doctrines of Turgot, Price, Priestley, and Condorcet—of The Condorcet—of by individual circumstances what has been considered the chimera of perfectionists. In Ellison's brief existence I preferred that I saw dogmas resent, that in human nature lies some hidden
principle, the villain of happiness. A worrying examination of his career took me to understand that in general, from violating a few simple laws of humanity to the misery of humanity– that as a species we have in our possession elements such as unwritten content- and that , even now, in the current darkness and madness of all thoughts on the big question of social status , it is not
impossible that men, individuals, under certain unusual and very fortuitous conditions, can be happy. With comments like this my young friend, too, has been fully instilled, and therefore it is worth observing that uninterrupted enjoyment that distinguishes his life, in large measure, the result of preconcert. It is indeed evident that with little instinct that, now and then, stands very well
in the rather than experienced, Mr. Ellison would have found himself precipitating, by the very extraordinary success of his life, into the general whirlpool of unhappiness that yawned for those of the famous donations. But it is by no means my subject to pen an essay on happiness. Your ideas I can be summarized in a few words. He acknowledged but four basic principles, or more
stringent, happiness conditions. What he considers to be chief is the (strange to say!) simple and perfectly physical one of free exercise in the open air. Health, he said, achieved by other means is rarely worth the name. He e.g. the fox hunter's ecstasy, and pointing to the tillers of the earth, who only, as a class, can be considered quite happier than others. His second condition is
the love of the woman. His third, and the hardest of implementations, is contempt for ambition. His fourth was a relentless pursuit; and he said that other things are equal, the level of happiness that can be achieved corresponds to the spirituality of this object. Ellison is notable for the constant profusion of good gifts lavished upon him by the property. In personal grace and beauty,
he exceeded everyone. His wisdom is of order that the reception of knowledge is less of a labor than an intuition and a necessity. His family was one of the most illustrious of the empire. His bride is the most lovely and devoted of women. His assets have always been plentiful; but upon achieving his majority, it was discovered that one of the extraordinary freaks of fate was
playing on his behalf which startled the entire social world in which they occurred, and rarely failed to radically change the moral constitution of those who are opposed to theirs. It seemed about 100 years before Mr. Ellison reached adulthood, dead, in a remote province, a Mr. Seabright Ellison. This gentleman has amassed a Property, and, without immediate connection, formed
the miserable will of his wealth to accumulate for a century after his decease. Minute and sagaciously directing the various methods of investment, he left the synthetic amount to the closest of blood, bearing the name of Ellison, who will be alive at the end of the hundred years. Many attempts have been made to set aside this peculiar task; their old sign facto characters rendered
them abortive; but the attention of a jealous government was awakened, and a legislative action was finally obtained, banning all similar accumulations. The action, however, did not prevent young Ellison from entering the property, on his 21st birthday, as heir to his seabright ancestors, of a fortune of four hundred and fifty million dollars. (*1) When it became known that it was
enormous wealth inherited, there was, of course, much speculation about its method of processing. The importance and immediate availability of total bewilderment all those who think on the subject. The owner of any significant amount of money could have been imagined to make any one of a thousand things. With wealth merely surpassing those of any citizen, it would be easy
to assume he engaged in supreme excesses in the fashion extravagances of his time- or busying himself with political intrigue- or aiming at ministering power or buying rises of nobility or collecting major museums of virtue or playing patrons munificent of letters, science, art or incentives, and besties his name on vast charities. But for the unthinkable wealth in the actual
possession of heirs, these objects and all ordinary objects were felt to afford too limited a field. Trust was given numbers, and those but enough to be confused. It has been found that, even at three percent, the annual income of inheritance is up to no less than thirteen million and five hundred thousand dollars; it is one million and one hundred and twenty-five thousand per month;
or 36,986,000 nine hundred and eighty-six per day; Or a thousand and five hundred and forty-one per hour; or six and twenty dollars per minute of flight. So the usual follow-up of assumptions has been completely divided. Men don't know what to imagine. There are some who even think that Mr. Ellison will divest at least half of his assets, as of the completely unnecessary luxury-
enriching the entire army of his relatives by dividing his excess. To the closest of those he did, in fact, give up the very unusual wealth that was his own before inheritance. I wasn't surprised, however, to the perception that he had long made up his mind at a point where there were so many occasions for discussion for his friends. I'm also not surprised at the nature of his decision.
In relation to personal charities, he was satisfied with his salary your own. In the capacity of any improvement, rightly so called, being by man him in the general human condition, he had (I'm sorry to confess it) little faith. When the whole thing, whether happy or unhappy, he was thrown back, in great measure, upon himself. In the broadest and most noble sense, he was a poet.
He understands, moreover, the true character, the August goal, the supreme majesty and the dignity of poetic affection. Most fully, if not the only proper satisfaction of this sentiment, he innally felt lying in creating novel forms of beauty. Some peculiarities, either in his early education, or in the nature of his intellect, were tinged with what is known as all material speculation of his
morality; and it was this bias, perhaps, that led him to believe that the least favorable, if not the only legitimate field for poetry exercise, lies in creating novel moods of pure physical loveness. So it happened he became usually 100 musicians nor poets- if we used the term later in its acceptance every day. Or it may have been that he neglected to become either, merely pursuing his
idea that in contempt of ambition is to be found one of the essential principles of happiness on earth. Is it not really, be it, while a high order of genius is necessarily ambitious, the highest is above which is called ambition? And can it not so happen that many people much older than Milton have contentedly remained dumb and inglorious? I believe the world has never seen- and
that, unless through some series of accidents goading the noblest order of mind into unpleasant endeasts, the world will never see- that full extent of the triumphal realm, in richer areas of art , in which human nature is entirely capable. Ellison did not become a musician or poet; although no man lives more deeply passionate about music and poetry. In circumstances other than
those who invested for him, it is not impossible that he would have become a painter. Sculpture, although in its nature strictly poetic is too limited in terms of its degree and consequences, to have occupied, at any time, much of its attention. And now I have mentioned all the provinces in which the general understanding of poetic sentiment has declared it potentially foreign. But
Ellison maintains that the richest, most honest, and most natural, if not entirely the vastest province, have been irresponsibly neglected. There is no definition of a landscape gardener like that of a poet; but it seemed to my friends that creating the landscape-garden gives Muse the most wonderful fit of opportunities. Here, indeed, is the most beautiful field for the display of
imagination in the endless combination of novel beauty forms; the the element to enter the combination is, by a vast advantage, the most glorious that the earth can afford. In the variety and variety of colors of flowers and trees, he recognizes nature's most direct and energetic efforts at physical loveness. And in or focus this effort—or, rather, in its adaptation to the eyes that see it
on earth—he realized that he should use the best means—labor with the greatest advantage—in perfection, not only in his own destiny as a poet , but also about the August purposes for which the God transplanted poetic sentiments in humans. In his explanation of this phrase, Mr. Ellison did much toward solving what has always seemed to me a mystery:-I mean a fact (which no
one, but ignorant disputes) that no such combination of landscapes exists in nature as the painter of genius can produce. No such paradise is found in reality as glowing on Claude's canvas. In the most enchanting of natural landscapes, there will always have been found a defect or excess of excess and excess and defects. While component parts can defy, individually, the artist's
highest skills, the arrangement of these parts will always be prone to improvement. In short, no position can be achieved on the wide surface of the natural earth, from which an artistic eye, looking steadily, will not find the problem of sin in what is known as the composition of the landscape. However, how unintelligible is this! In all other matters, we are instructed in a fair way to
treat nature as supreme. With her details, we scaled back from the competition. Who would guess to imitate the color of the tulips, or to improve the lily ratio of the valley? The criticism that says, of sculpture or portrait, that here nature is to be exalted or idealized rather than imitated, is wrong. No combination of images or sculptures of human vivid points does more than approach
the beauty of living and breathing. In the landscape alone is the principle of true critics; and, having felt the truth of it here, it is the general headlong spirit that has led him to pronounced it true throughout all areas of art. Yes, I say, feel the truth of it here; for the feeling is no emotion or chimera. Mathematics affords no absolute demonstration over the sentiments his art brings to
artists. He not only believes, but actively knows, that such and so seems arbitrary sort of materially made up and alone form real beauty. His reasons, however, have yet to be maturely manifested. It remains for a deeper analysis than the world has not seen, sufficient to investigate and express them. However, he was confirmed in his instincts by the voices of all his brothers. Let a
component be defective; let an emendation be done in the only arrangement of form; let this app to be sent to every artist in the world; by each of its necessities will be acknowledged. And there are even more This: - To overcome defective ingredients, each insulation member of the fraternity will suggest identical emendation. I repeat that in the landscape arrangement is
physically prone to exaltance, and that, therefore, her improved susicum at one point, is a mystery I have not been able to solve. My own thoughts on this topic took a break in the idea that nature's primitive intentions would have to arrange the earth's surface as finished at all points feeling perfect of man in beautiful, noble, or picturesque; but this primitive intention was frustrated
by the known geological disturbances–disturbances in form and color-groups, in the repair or allaying of which lies the soul of art. However, the force of this idea has been greatly weakened, by the need for which it involves the consideration of abnormal disorders and is not suitable for any purpose. Ellison him administration has suggested that they are forewarned of death.
Therefore, he explained:-Acknowledging human mortality is the first intention. We then have the primitive arrangement of the earth's surface adapted to its happy real estate, as nonexistent but designed. The disorder was the preparation for his then-formed state of death. Now, my friend says, what we consider to be exaltable landscapes can actually be so, as respect is just
ethical or human views. Each change of natural landscape can probably affect a drawback in the image, if we can claim that this image is widely viewed— with mass—from some point away from the earth's surface, although not beyond the limits of its atmosphere. It can be easily understood that what can improve a more closely monitored, can at the same time hurt a general
effect or far from observation. There may be a layer of beings, once human beings, but now invisible to humanity, that from afar, our disorder seems to have our own order-unpicturesqueness of picturesque, in a word, earth-angel, for their more special surveillance of our own, and for the exquisitely appreciated death of beautiful , may have been set in God's array of broad
landscape gardens of the hemisphere. During the discussion, my friend quoted several passages from a landscape gardening writer who is said to have treated his subject well: There are two styles of landscape, natural and artificial gardening. One seeks to recall the original beauty of the country, by adjusting its means to the surrounding landscape, planting trees in harmony with
the hills or the countryside of the neighboring land; Discover and put into practice the good relationships of size, proportions, and colors that, hidden from general observers, are revealed everywhere to the experienced students of nature. The result of the natural style of gardening, is seen instead in the absence of all defects and unreasonable -in the prevalence of a healthier and
more orderly harmony in the creation of any special or miracle. Artificial styles have kind of like having different tastes to please. It has a certain general relationship with building style. There are the ornable and retired streets of Versailles; Italian terraces; and a different mixed old English style, bearing some ties to Gothic or Elizabethan British architecture in the country. Anything
that can be said against the abuse of the artificial gardening landscape, a mixture of pure art in a garden scene adds to it a great beauty. This is partly pleasing to the eye, by the display of order and design, and partly ethical. A terrace, with an old moss-covered railing, called up at the same time to see the fair form that had passed there the other day. The smallest art exhibition is
a proof of human care and benefits. From what I have observed, Ellison says, you will understand that I reject the idea, here expressed, to recall the original beauty of the country. The original beauty was never so great that could be introduced. Of course, everything depends on choosing a likely location. What is said about detecting and putting into practice the good relationship
of size, proportion, and color, is one of the only vaguenesses of speech that serves to conceal the iniqueness of thought. Phrase citations can mean any thing, or nothing, and tutorials in no degree. That is the real result of the natural style of gardening seen instead of in the absence of all defects and more unreasonable in creating any special or miracle wonder, is a better
pronually suited to the grovelling fear of the herd than to fervid dreams of men of genius. Merit negatively suggested that hobbling criticism that, in the letter, would elevate Addison into apotheosis. In truth, while that virtue only involves avoiding deputy direct appeal to understanding, and therefore can be defined in the rule, the higher virtue, which flames in creation, can be
captured in its results alone. Rules apply but for the value of rejection- for excellencies that refrain. In addition to these, important art can but suggest. We may be instructed to build a Cato, but we are in vain told how to conceive a Parthenon or an Inferno. What's done, however; the magic is accomplished; and the possibility of fear becomes universal. The sophists of negative
schools, who, through their inability to create, were mocked at the creation, now found the greatest in applause. What, in chrysalis terms of principle, affronted their demure reasons, never failed, in the maturity of achievement, to extord admiration from their instincts of beauty. The author's observations of artificial style, Ellison's continued, are less objectional. A mixture of pure art
in a garden scene adds to it a great beauty. This is just; as well as being a reference to our sense of concern people. The principle expressed is indisputable—but there may be something beyond it. There may be an object that conforms to the principle- an object that cannot be achieved by means usually owned by individuals, but, achieved, will lend a charm to the landscape-
garden far beyond which a mere sense of human interest can best give. A poet, having very unusual money resources, can, while retaining the necessary idea of art or culture, or, as our author expresses it, cares, to instill his design at the same time with the degree and newness of beauty, as to convey the sentiment of spiritual intervention. It will be seen that, in bringing such
results, he guarantees all the advantages of interest or design, while reducing his work on the harshness or technique of worldly art. In the most rugged of the wilderness–in the most barbaric of scenes of pure nature– there is clearly the art of a creator; but this art is clear to reflect only; disrespect it has the obvious force of a feeling. Now let's argue that this sense of Alm almmity
design is a depressing step- to be put into something like harmony or consistency with a sense of human art to form an intermedium between the two:-let us imagine, for example, a landscape where the immenseness combines and definitively- there is beauty in solidarity , splendid, and strange, will convey the idea of care, or culture, or supervision, on the part of superior sent
beings, but like mankind- then emotional interest is preserved, while intervolved art is made to assume the air of an intermediate or secondary nature–a nature that is not God , nor is one ingested from God, but which is still the essence in the sense of the craft work of angels that hover between man and God. It is in dedication of his tremendous wealth to the incarnation of a
vision like this–in free exercise in the open air guaranteed by the personal scrutiny of his plan–in the relentless audience that these plans spend-in the high spirituality of the subject–in contempt for ambition that it allows him to truly feel-in the perennial spring that it pleases, without the possibility of satisfaction, that one's master passion of his soul, thirst for beauty, above all, it is in
the sympathy of a woman, not unwomanly, whose loveliness and love envelops her existence in the purple atmosphere of Paradise , which Ellison thought to find, and find, as long as the normal care of mankind, with a much greater amount of positive happiness than ever glowed in De Stael's rapt day-dream. I am desperate to convey to the reader any different notions of
marvels that my friend has actually made. I wanted to describe, but I was disappointed by the difficulty of the description, and hesitated between detail and generalization. Perhaps the better course will be to unite the two in their extremes. Mr. Ellison's first step considered, of course, the choice of a local, and rarely has he begun to think about this point, when the luxurious nature
of the Pacific Archipelago captured his attention. In fact, he decided for a trip to the South China Sea, when a night of reflection caused him to abandon the idea. Am I a he said, such a locality would suit me. The thoroughness of its insulation and separation, and the difficulty of penetration and come out, in this case will be the charm of charm; but as yet I'm not Timon. I want to
calm down but not the depression of loneliness. Have to stay with me a certain control over my level and time off. There will be regular hours that I will also need, the sympathy of poetry in what I have done. Now, let me look for a place not far from a city of people—their neighborhood, that will also allow me to do my plan in the best way. In search of a suitable place to lie, Ellison
traveled for many years, and I was allowed to accompany him. A thousand points that fascinated him refused without hesitation, for reasons that pleased me, in the end, that he was right. We came in length to a high-earth table of great fertility and beauty, afforded a very little panoramic perspective in the greater range of Aetna, and, in Ellison's opinion as well as my own,
surpassed the famous far-sighted view from that mountain in all the real elements of picturesque beauty. I know, the tourist said, when he drew a sigh of profound joy after looking at the scene, entranced, for almost an hour, I knew that here, in my circumstances, nine-tenths of the most demanding of men would rest content. This big picture is truly glorious, and I should rejoice in
it, but for its glorious excess. The taste of all the architects I've ever known leads them, for the sake of 'prospect,' to take up hilltop buildings. Errors are obvious. Majestic in any of its moods, but especially at a level, startled, irritated and then tired, depressed. For the occasional scene nothing could be better- for continuous viewing there is nothing worse. And, from an ongoing
point of view, the most offensive stage of grandeur is the degree; worst stage of the level, which is the distance. It's at war with affection and with the sense of separation- affection and consciousness that we seek humor in 'retirement for the country.' When we look from the top of the mountain, we can not help but feel abroad in the world. People with heart disease avoid distant
prospects such as a plague. It wasn't until the end of the fourth year of our search that we found a locality where Ellison professed himself satisfied. It is, of course, no need to say where the locality is. The late death of my friend, in causing his domain name to be thrown open to certain classes of visitors, has given Arnheim a secret and sub conquering if not a classy celebrity,
similar in-house, albeit incredibly superior in terms of level , which has long distinguished Fonthill. The usual approach to Arnheim is by the river. Visitors left the city early in the morning. In time He went through the middle of the coast of a quiet and domestic beauty, on which grazed countless sheep, their white fleece spotted the vivid green of rolling meadows. Degree of farming
ideas into it merely pastor pastors. This gradually becomes merged in a sense of retirement- this again in a sense of loneliness. As the evening approached, the canal became narrower, banks increasingly precipited; and those who were later dressed were richer, more abundant, and more gloomy foliage. Water increases transparency. The stream takes a thousand turns, so at no
point can its sparkling surface be seen for a distance greater than a furlong. At every moment the vessel seems to be confined in an enchanting circle, has the unfathly super and un pentilable wall of foliage, a roof of ultramarine satin, and no floor-keel balancing itself with the admirable beauty on it of a ghost bark that, by some accident has been turned upside down , floating in
the company continuously with a significant, with the aim of maintaining it. The channel has now become a canyon- although the term is somewhat un applicable, and I use it merely because no word language better represents the most striking feature - not the most distinctive of scenes. The characteristics of the canyon are maintained only at the height and parallelity of the
coast; it has been completely lost in their other characteristics. The walls of the ravine (through which the water is still quietly flowing) arise to an altitude of one hundred and fifty feet, and lean heavily toward each other as, in an excellent measure, to turn off the light of day; while the moss-like long beam that densely depends from the shrub intertwined over high, gave the entire
abyss a bleak funeral atmosphere. The coil becomes more frequent and complex, and seems as often as if returning upon himself, so voyager has long lost all ideas toward. Moreover, he was enchanted in a subtle sense of strangeness. Nature's thoughts remain, but her character seems to have undergone revision, having a strange symmetry, a thrilling unity, a witch fit in her
works. Not a dead branch—not a dry leaf—not a stray pebble—not a patch of brown earth visible anywhere. Crystal water welled up against clean granite, or unblemished moss, with a sharpness of the outline that rejoiced while it bewildered the eyes. Having threaded the labyrinth of this channel for several hours, the gloom deepens every moment, a sharp and unexpected turn of
the ship that carries it abruptly, as if falling from the sky, into a circular basin of very significant degrees when compared to the width of the canyon. It's about two hundred meters in diameter, and girt at all points, but one- that immediately fronting the ship as it goes in- by the hills by height in general to the walls of the abyss, albeit of a completely different character. Their sides are
steep from the water's edge at an angle of about forty-five degrees, and they are worn from the root to the top - not a noticeable point - in a most stunning floral display; a green leaf is visible between the sea with a smell and an oscillating color. The basin has a great depth, but so transparent is the water that the bottom, which seems to consist of a thick mass of small rounded
snowflake plaster gravel, is clearly visible by glimpse- that is to say, whenever the eye can allow itself not to see , far down in reverse paradise, duplicate blooms of the hills. After this there are no trees, nor shrubs of any size. Impressions made on the observer are impressions of abundance, warmth, color, tranquility, uniformity, softness, sophistication, sophistication, eroticism,
and a magical extreme of culture that evokes dreams of a new race of fairies , time-was lost, elegant, magnificent and difficult; but when the eye traced up countless colored slopes, from its sharp fork with water to its vague cessation between the folds of the protruding cloud, it became, indeed, difficult not to fancy a panoramic cataract of sapphires, sapphires, opals, and gold
onyxes , rolling silently out of the sky. The visitor, shooting abruptly into this bay from out of the gloom of the ravine, was delighted but astounded by the full ordnation of the ding sun, which he was supposed to be far below the horizon, but which now faces him, and the unique termination form of an otherwise infinite vista seen through a cracks are like abysses on hills. But here
voyager abandoned the ship that gave birth to him so far, and descended into a light canoe of ivory, stained with arabesque equipment in vivid scarlet, both in and without. The feces and beaks of this boat arise high above the water surface, with sharp points, so that the general form is of an unusual crescent. It lies on the surface of the bay with the proud grace of a swan. On the
floor its ermined reposes a single hairy paddle of satin-wood; but no boater or service person is to be seen. The guest is forbidden to have fun - that fate will take care of him. The larger boat disappeared, and he was left alone in the dinghy, apparently lying 100th in the middle of the lake. While he considers what course to pursue, however, he becomes aware of a gentle
movement in the fairy bark. It slowly rotates until its prow points towards the sun. It progresses at a gentle but gradually accelerating velocity, while the slight ripples it creates seem to break toward ivory in divinest-seeming melodies that offer the only possible explanation of the soothing but melancholy music for the bewildered voyager invisible origins looking around him in vain.
The canoe gradually proceeded, and the stone gate of the vista was approached, so that its depth could be seen more clearly. To the right arises a string of towering rude hills and luxuriantly forested. It is observed, however, that the characteristics of Exquisite cleanliness, where banks dip into the water, still prevails. There is not a sign of the usual river debris. On the left, the
character of the scene is softer and and obviously artificial. Here the banks ramp up from the stream in a very gentle ascover, form a wide sward of grass of a texture like nothing so much as velvet, and of a brilliancy of green that will bear comparisons with the shades of the purest emerald. The plateau is 10 to 300 yards wide; reached from the river bank to a wall, fifty feet high,
stretched, in a my myth of curves, but in the general direction of the river, until lost in the distance to the west. This wall is of a continuous rock, and has been formed by perpendicular cutting the once rugged cliffs of the southern bank of the stream, but no trace of labor has suffered. Chiselled stones have colors of ages, and are profusely overhung and overspread with annual
trees, honeysuckle corals, eglantine, and clematis. The uniformity of the upper and lower lines of the wall is completely relieved by the trees that occasionally have a huge height, grow in a manly or small group, both along the plateau and in the domain behind the wall, but close to it; let regular limbs (especially black fruits) reach out and dip their pendant limbs into water. Further
back in the domain, visibility is hampered by an impertrable display of foliage. These are observed in the gradual approach of the canoe with what I have called the port of vista. However, when drawing closer to this, its abyss-like appearance disappears; a new escape from the bay was discovered on the left, in which the wall was also seen to sweep, still in the general direction of
the stream. Down here new eyes can not penetrate very far; for the stream, accompanied by the wall, still bends to the left, until both are swallowed by the leaves. However, the boat glides miraculously into the winding canal; and here the shore opposite the wall is found like facing the wall in a straight setting. The towering hills, which occasionally grow into mountains, and are
covered with vegetation in wild luxuries, remain closed in the landscape. Floating gently onwards, but with a slightly enhanced velocity, voyager, after several short turns, finds his progress seemingly forbidden by a giant gate or rather the door of gold burned, elaborately carved and fretted, and reflects the direct rays of the sun now quickly sinking with an effulgence that seems to
wreath the entire surrounding forest around in flames. This gate is inserted into the noble wall; which here seems to cross the river in the right corner. However, for a few moments, it is seen that the main body of water still sweeps in a gentle and wide curve on the left, the wall follows it as before, while a significant stream of mass, separated from the main body, goes its way, with
a small ripple , under the door, and thus obscured from view. The boat fell into a smaller canal and continued Port. Its contemplating wings are slowly and musically The boat glides between them, and begins a quick descent into a vast lecture hall entirely begirt with purple mountains, grounded to be laved by a sparkling river throughout the full range of their circuit. Meanwhile, the
entire Arnheim paradise exploded while sightseeing. There is a gush of entrancing tone; there's an oppressory sense of exotic sweet smell, – there's a dream-like alternating into the eyes of tall slender winter trees– bosky shrubs-flocks of yellow birds and crimson-lily-fringed lakes-meadows of violets, tulips, poppies, manacinths, and tuberoses-long intertangled silver-streams and,
upspringing confusion from among all, a semi-Gothic mass , semi-Saracenic architecture sustains itself by miracles in mid-air, sparkling in red sunlight with a hundred oriels, minarets, and climaxes; and apparently the ghost craft, the link, of the Sylphs, of the fairies, of Genii and of the Gnomes. A Pendant to The Domain of Arnheim DURING A walk last summer, through one or
two of New York's river districts, I found myself, as day denied, somewhat embarrassed about the path I was pursuing. The land is not very significantly undulating; and my way, in the last hour, had wound about and about very confused, in his attempt to keep in the valley, which I no longer knew in any direction lay the sweet village of B——, where I was determined to stop for the
night. The sun barely illuminated—to be right—during the day, however, it was unpleasantly warm. A mist, like that of the Indian summer, enveloped everything, and of course, added to my uncertainty. Not that I care much about this issue. If I didn't hit the village before sunset, or even before dark, it was more than maybe a little Dutch farm, or something of that kind, that would
soon make its appearance, although, in fact, the neighborhood (perhaps on account of the more picturesque fertile) was very sparsely populated. At all events, with my knapsack for a pillow, and my hound as a soup, a bivouac in the open air is just the thing that would have amused me. I sauntered on, so quite comfortably-Ponto took charge of my gun-until at length, just as I
began to consider whether a lot of glades less led here and thither, which were intended to be paths at all, I was conducted by one of them on an unsm doubtful shipping track. There can be no confusion about it. Traces of light wheels are obvious; and although tall shrubs and overd overd overd growth bushes have encountered over high, there is no obstacle to anything below,
even when passing a Virginia mountain wagon–the most ambitious car, I take it, of its kind. The path, however, except in being opened through wood-if wood is not too heavy a name for such a set of light-trees– and except in the subs of the clear-track-bore wheel like any road I've had before seen. Songs that I speak but faint be impressive when firm, but pleasantly moist the
surface of-what looks more like green Genoese velvet than any other thing. It's grassy, obviously, but grass like we rarely see out of England- very short, very thick, very even, and very vivid in colour. There is not a single obstacle located in the wheel routes, not even a chip or dead twig. The stones that once obstructed the road were carefully placed - not thrown along either side
of the lane, to define its boundaries at the bottom with a kind of semi-accurate, half-sloppy and completely picturesque definition. Blocks of wildflowers grow everywhere, luxuriously, in alternating spaces. What to do for all this, of course I do not know. This is art that certainly doesn't surprise me - all the way, in the usual sense, are works of art; nor can I say that there is much to
wonder in the only excess of expressing art; all that seems to have been done, could have been done here- with such natural abilities (as they have it in the book on Landscape Gardening)-with very little labor and cost. No, I don't. it is not the amount but the character of art that caused me to take a seat on one of the blooming stones and look up and down this fairy-like boulevard
for half an hour or more in bewildering admiration. One thing became more and more apparent as I looked further: an artist, and someone with the most cautious eye on form, over overseen all these arrangements. The greatest care was taken to preserve a medium by between neat and charming on the one hand, and pittoresque, in the true sense of italian terminology, on the
other. There are several lines, and there are no uninterrupted long lines. The same effect of curvature or color appears twice, usually, but not more often, at any one point. Everywhere is diversity in identity. It's part of the ingredients in which the most difficult taste is unlikely to have suggested an emendation. I took a right turn when I entered this path, and now, arising, I continue
in the same direction. The road is very serpentine, which at no point can I follow his course for more than two or three steps ahead. Its character has not undergone any material changes. Now the whisper of water falls gently into my ears—and for a few minutes afterwards, as I returned to the somewhat more abrupt path to date, I realized that a certain building lay at the foot of a
gentle dethly right in front of me. I can see nothing obvious on account of the fog that occupies all the small valleys below. A gentle breeze, however, now arises, as the sun has been about to subside; and while I was still standing on the forehead of the slope, the fog gradually became dissipated into wreaths, and thus floated on the scene. When it fully visible—so gradually as I
described it—piece by piece, here is a tree, there is a glimpse of water, and here again the top of a chimney, I can rarely help fancy that the whole is one of the ingenious illusions sometimes on display the name of the image disappears. By that time, however, the fog had completely disappeared, the sun had set behind the gentle hills, and from there, as if with a mild chassez to
the south, was completely back in sight, dazzled with a purple light through an abyss that entered the valley from the west. Suddenly, so and as if by the hands of magic- this whole valley and everything in it becomes brilliantly visible. The first coup d'oeil, as the sun slipped into the described position, impressed me a lot as I was impressed, as a boy, by the ending scene of some
well-arranged theatrical spectacle or melodrama. Even the heerness of color does not want to; for sunlight shines through the abyss, staining all orange and purple; while the vivid green of grass in the valley was reflecting more or less on all objects from the curtain of steam that still hangs over high, as if loth to take its total departure from such an enchantingly beautiful scene. The
little vale that I so peered down from under the fog canopy couldn't get over four hundred metres long; while in width it varies from fifty to one hundred and fifty or perhaps two hundred. It is narrowest at its north pole, opening up as it tends to the south, but does not have very precise regularity. The widest part is within eighty yards of the south pole. The slopes consisting of vale
can not be called hills, unless on the northern side of them. Here a precipitatory granite ledge arises to an altitude of about ninety feet; and, as I mentioned, the valley at this time was no wider than fifty feet; but as the visitor advanced south from the cliff, he found on his right hand and to his left, declivities at the same time less tall, less precipitous, and less rocky. All, in one word,
steep and soft in the south; however, the whole vale was engirdled by superior, more or less high, except at two points. One of these I talked about. It is located significantly north of the west, and is where the setting sun makes its way, as I described before, into the amp;Eist, through a natural crevice that is cut clean in granite embankments; This crack may have been ten meters
wide at its widest point, so far as the eye can track it. It seems to lead up, up like a natural causeway, into hollows of un explored mountains and forests. The other opening is direct at the southern end of the vale. Here, in general, the slopes are nothing more than gentle tendencies, stretching from east to west about a hundred and fifty yards. In the middle of this level is a
depression, level with the normal floor of the valley. With relation to vegetation, as well as for everything else, the scene softens and slopes to the south. To the north, a few steps from the brink grows beautiful trunks of many hickories, black berries, and chestnuts, interspersed with sometimes and powerful lateral branches thrown out by special berries, spread far above the edges
of the cliffs. Heading south, the explorer sees, at first, the same layer of trees, but less and less noble and Salvatorish in character; he then saw the gentler elm, succeeded by sassafras and hoppers–these again by softer linden, red buds, catalpa, and maple–here again by varieties still more graceful and more modest. The entire face of the southern declivity is covered with wild
shrubs alone – an occasional silver willow or white fern except. At the bottom of the valley itself-(for it must be noted that vegetation so far refers only to growing on cliffs or hillsides)-has been seen three insuable trees. One is an elm of nice size and exquisite form: it stands guard on the southern gate of the vale. The other is a hickory, much larger than the elm, and is absolutely a
much better tree, although both are extremely beautiful: it seems to have been responsible for the northwest entrance, sprouting from a group of rocks in the jaws of the ravine, and throwing its graceful body, at an angle of nearly forty-five degrees , far out into the sun of the lecture hall. About thirty meters east of this tree stands, however, the pride of the valley, and beyond all the
most amazing tree questions I have ever seen, unless, perhaps, among the cypresses of Itchiatuckanee. It's a three-stem tulip, the Liriodendron Tulipiferum, one of the natural order of magnolias. Its three trunks separate from the parents at about three feet from the soil, and the separation is very light and gradual, no more than four feet apart at the point where the largest trunk
shoots out into the foliage: this is at an altitude of about eighty feet. The entire height of the main division is 120 feet. Nothing can pass in the form beauty, or glossy, vivid green of the leaves of tulip trees. In the current case they were completely eight inches wide; but their glory was completely overshadowed by the gorgeous splendor of abundant flowers. Conceived, close
gatherings, one million of the largest and most extravagant tulips! Only so the reader can get any idea of the image I will convey. And then the momentous grace of clean, delicate-grained columnar trunks, the largest four feet in diameter, at twenty from the ground. Countless flowers, mixed with other plants rarely less beautiful, albeit incredibly less majestic, fill the valley with more
than Arab perfume. if anything, tasing is softer, thicker, smoother, and magically green. It's hard to imagine how all this beauty has been achieved. I talked about two holes in the vale. From one to the northwest issued a rivulet, which came, gently murmuring and slightly foaming, down the ravine, until it Against the rock group in which hickory grows instrused. Here, after
surrounding the tree, it passes a little north of the east, leaving the tulip tree about twenty feet to the south, and there is no decisive change in its course until it comes close between the eastern and western boundaries of the valley. At this point, after a series of sweeps, it shuts down in the right corners and pursues a generally meandering south direction as it went- until it got lost
in a small lake of unusual shape (albeit near the oval), lying glittering near the vale's lower ext. This lake, perhaps, is hundreds of meters in diameter at its widest part. No crystal can be clearer than its water. Its bottom, which can be clearly seen, covers completely, of brilliant white gravel. Its shores, of emerald grass have been described, rounded, rather than steep, out into the
clear paradise below; and obviously this heaven, so perfect, sometimes, it has reflected all the objects above it, that where the bank really ends up and where a imitation mimics a start, it's a point no less difficult to identify. Salmon, and some other varieties of fish, for which this pond seems to be almost inconveniently crowded, have all the appearance of real flying fish. It's almost
unbelievable that they were not completely suspended in the air. A light birch canoe sits on the water, reflected in its smallest strands with superior honesty by the most exquisitely polished mirror. A small island, quite laughable with blooming flowers, and devoted less space than just enough for a small picturesque building, seems to be a chicken house-arising from the lake not far
from its northern coast– that it was connected by means of an unimaginable bridge of light and yet very primitive. It is formed from a single plank, wide and thick of tulip wood. This is forty feet long, and extends the distance between the shore and shore with a slight but very noticeable arch, preventing all oscillating. From the south pole of the lake issued a continuation of the
rivulet, which, after meandering for, perhaps, thirty meters, finally went through depression (already described) in the middle of the southern declivity, and tumbling down a sheer wall of a hundred feet, making its way winding and un heeded to the Hudson. The lake is deep at some thirty feet, but the rivulet rarely exceeds three, while its largest width is about eight. Its bottom and
shore are the same as that of the pond - if a defect can be attributed to, according to the picturesque point, it is excessive neatness. The expansion of the green turf has been relieved, here and there, by a frequent vibrant shrub, such as a drangeas, or ordinary snowballs, or aromatic seringa; or, more often, by a beautifully blooming geranium block in amazing varieties. The second
grows in carefully buried pots land, to give the plants the appearance of the native. Besides all this, the lawn's velvet is delicately spotted with sheep - a significant herd of which roams about the vale, along with three domesticated deer, and a large number of brilliantly-plumed ducks. A huge mastiff seems to attend cautiously upon these animals, each and every. Along the cliffs
east and west, where, towards the upper part of the lecture hall, boundaries more or less have grown in great popularity - so that only here and maybe even get a glimpse of the naked rock. The northern walls, in a similar way, are almost completely dressed by grapes-vines of rare luxuries; some springs from the soil at the foot of the cliff, and others from the ledge on its face. The
slight height that formed the lower boundary of this small area, was crowned by a neat stone wall, high enough to prevent deer escape. Nothing of these types of fences has been observed elsewhere; for nowhere else is an artificial siege necessary:-any stray sheep, for example, that should try to make its way out of the vale by means of ravines, will find its progress captured,
after a few meters ago, by the precipitous ledge of the rock that tumbled the falls that captured my attention as I first collected near the domain name. In short, the only intrusion or exit was through a gate occupying a rocky pass on the road, a few steps below the point where I stopped to redo the scene. I have described the stream as very unusual meandering through its entire
course. Its two general directions, as I said, first from west to east, and then from north to south. At the turn, the stream, swept backwards, formed an almost circular loop, to form a peninsula almost as an island, and consisted of about sixteenth of an a few acres. On this peninsula stands a house-house-and when I say that this house, like the terrace of hell seen by Vathek, etait
d'une architecture inconnue dans les annales de la terre, I mean, merely, that its whole tout struck me with the deepest sense of novelty combined and possessed-in a word , of poetry-(for, than in words that just work, I can rarely give me, of poetry in abstract, a stricter definition)–and I don't mean merely outre is perceptible in any respect. In fact, nothing can also be simpler-utterly
unpretending than this cottage. Its amazing effect lies entirely in its artistic arrangement as a painting. I may have fancied, while I look at it, that some famous landscape-painters have built it with their brushes. The view from which I first saw the valley, is not entirely, although it was close, the best point from which to survey the house. Therefore, I will describe it as I then saw it–
from a position on the stone wall at the southern end of the lecture hall. the main house is about 24 24 long and sixteen wide- certainly no more. Its total height, from the ground to the top of the roof, can not exceed eighteen feet. At the western end of the structure this was mounted a smaller third of all its proportions:-its front line stood back about two metres from that of the larger
house, and its roof line, of course, was being remarkably depressed under that of the adjacent roof. In the right corners of these buildings, and from the back of the main building, incorrectly in the middle, extend a third compartment, very small, in general, less than a third of the west wing. The roofs of the two larger are very steep- swept down from the ridge-beam with a long
concave curve, and extend at least four feet beyond the walls at the front, to form the roof of the two piazzas. Later roofs, of course, do not require assistance; but when they had the air needed it, the lightweight and perfectly simple pillars were inserted into the corners alone. The roof of the northern wing is merely an extension of part of the main roof. Between the main building
and the west wing arises a very tall and fairly slender square chimney of hard Dutch tiles, alternating black and red:-a slight cornice of tiles projected at the top. On the roof head is also expected a lot:-in the main building about four feet to the east and two in the west. The main door is incorrect in the main part, slightly to the east, while the two windows are to the west. The later
ones did not extend to the floor, but were longer and narrower than usual—they had single shutters such as doors—panels shaped like lozenges, but were quite large. The door itself has the upper half of the glass, also in the lozenge panels- a moving shutter that protects it at night. The west door is in its sentence head, and quite simple— a single window overlooking the south.
There are no doors outside the north wing, and it also has only one window to the east. The empty walls of the eastern fall head were relieved by the staircase (with a railing) running diagonally through it- going up is from the south. Under the guise of eave extensive projection these steps have allowed access to a door leading to the garret, or rather the loft-for it has been lit only
by a single window to the north, and seems to have been intended as a shop-room. The squares of the main building and the west wing have no floors, as usual; but at the doors and in each window, large, unusually flat sheets of granite lie imbedded in delicious turf, affording comfortable legs in all weathers. The great path of the same material- not nicely adapted, but with the
smooth sod filling the regular interval between the stones, leads here and thither from home, to a crystal spring about five steps out, to the road, or one or two out-houses located in the north, apart from streams, and has been thoroughly concealed by a few locust and catalpas. No more than six steps from the main door of the standing house Pear stems are amazing, so dressing
from head to toe in gorgeous bignonia flowers that one doesn't need little oversight to determine what sweet way it can be. From different arms of this tree hang cages of different types. In one, a large wicker cylinder with a ring at the top, revelled a mocking bird; in another oriole; in a third bobolink unsomeded while three or four more delicate prisons were loudly with the canaries.
The pillars of the square are encased in sweet honeys lilies and honeys lilies; while from the corner is formed by its main structure and western wings, in front, grows a vine of unc sampling luxuries. Scorned all the restraints, it was clambered first to the lower roof, then to higher; and along the ridge of the later it continues to wrig on, throwing out the right and left tendrils, until at



length it quite reaches the eastern end of the mesostro, and falls following on the stairs. The whole house, with its wings, is built with classic- wide Dutch shingles, and with non-rounded corners. It is a peculiarity of this material to give its built houses the appearance of being wider at the bottom than at the top- after the way of Egyptian architecture; and in the current case, this
extremely picturesque effect is supported by many gorgeous flower pots that almost cover the base of the buildings. Shingles are painted dull gray; and the happiness that this neutral color melts into the vivid green of tulip leaves that partly overshadow the house, can easily be formed by an artist. From the location near the stone wall, as described, the buildings are seen to have
a great advantage—as the southeast corner is thrown forward—so that the eyes go in at the same time the entire two fronts, with the picturesque east turn head, and at the same time get only a glimpse of the north wing , with part of a beautiful roof for the spring house, and nearly half of the light bridge over the stream near the main buildings. I did not stay very long on the
forehead of the hill, although long enough to carry out a thorough survey of the scene at my feet. Obviously I was wandering from the road to the village, and I had such good reason of visitors to open the gate in front of me, and ask my way, at all the facts; so without further ado, I proceeded. The path, after passing through the gate, appears to be located on a natural ledge,
steeping gradually down along the side of the northeast cliffs. It led me to the foot of the northern wall, and from there across the bridge, rounded by the east summoner to the front door. In the process, I've noticed that no scene of out-houses can be obtained. As I turned the corner of the fall head, the mast turned towards me in stern silence, but with the eye and the whole air of a
tiger. I have kept him out of my hands, however, in the amity's pronam code– and I never knew there was evidence against such an appeal to his courtesy. I'm not going to do it not only shut his mouth and v wagged his tail, but completely gave me his feet– then extended his civilization to Ponto. As no bell is clear, I rap with my bar against the door, which stands half open.
Immediately a number reached the threshold—of a young woman about 28 years old—slender, or rather light, and slightly above average height. As she approaches, with a certain modest decision the step is completely innribable. I said to myself: Surely here I have found the perfection of nature, contrary to artificial grace. The second impression that she made for me, but so far
even more vivid of both, is the enthusiasm. So intense an expression of romance, perhaps I should call it, or unworldliness, as that gleamed from his deep-set eyes, has never so sunk into my heart before. I don't know how it is, but this particular expression of the eye, the wreath itself sometimes on the lips, is the strongest, if not entirely the only spell, that studs my interest in the
woman. Romance, which gives my readers full understanding of what I'm going to here implies by word-romance and womanliness seems to me the term transformation: and, after all, what men really love in women, simply their women. Annie's eyes (I hear some inside call her Annie, darling!) are the gray spirit; Her hair, a light chestnut: This is all I've had time to observe her. At
his most polite invitation, I walked in-pass first into a tolerably wide foyer. Having mostly to observe, I was informed that to my right when I entered, was a window, such as those in front of the house; on the left, a door leads into the main room; while, opposite me, an open door allowed me to see a small apartment, only the size of the foyer, arranged as a study, and there was a
large bow window overlooking the north. Going into the living room, I found myself with Mr. Landor-for this, then I found out, was his name. He was civil, even intimate in his way, but soon after, I was intending to observe the arrangement of housing that was very much interested in me, than the personal appearance of tenants. The north wing, I see now, is a bedroom, its door
opens to the living room. To the west of this door is a single window, looking towards the stream. At the western end of the living room, is a fireplace, and a door leading to the west wing- perhaps a kitchen. Nothing can be simpler than the furniture of the living room. On the floor is a deeply insided carpet, which has an excellent texture - a white ground, which is discovered with
small green circles. At the windows are curtains of white snow jaconet muslin: they were tolerably full, and hung definitively, perhaps quite officially in sharp, parallel plaits down to the floor–just to the floor. The walls were prepared with French paper's excellent dish, a silvery ground, with a faint green wire running zig-zag throughout. Its expansion has been relieved by three of
Julien's exquisite sketches a trois crayon, fastened to the wall without frames. One of these drawings is an oriental chic scene, or rather erotic; the other is a carnival piece, spirited beyond comparison; the third is a Greek woman's head–a face so divinely beautiful, and yet of such a provokingly unknown expression, never before captured my attention. The more significant
furniture includes a round table, a few chairs (including a large rocking chair), and a sofa, or rather a settee; its material is maple bronze painted a creamy white, slightly interspersed with green; seats of sugar cane. The chairs and tables are to fit, but the forms of all have clearly been designed by the same brain that plans the bases; it is impossible to conceive anything more
graceful. On the table are a few books, a large, square bottle, crystals of some novel perfume, a astral (non-solar) glass ground lamp with an Italian shade, and a large vase of flowers resplendently blooming. Flowers, indeed, beautiful colors and delicate smells form the only decoration of the apartment. The site of the fire was almost filled with a dazzling geranium. On a triangular
shelf in each corner of the room also stands a similar vase, changing only in terms of its lovely contents. One or two smaller bouquets decorate the mantel, and late violets focus on the open windows. It is not the purpose of this work to do more for details, a picture of Mr. Landor's residence–as I found it. How he made it what it was and why– with some specifics of his Landor-can,
can form the subject of an article. What do you say about it? what to say about that grim conscience, that ghost in my path? Pharronida of Chamberlayne. Let me call myself, for the present, William Wilson. The fair page now lying in front of me doesn't need to be sullied with my real name. This was too much an object for contempt-for-horror for the degradation of my race. To the
most complete region of the world was not the wind of outrage bruited its unsymmmless infamy? Oh, outcast by all the most abandoned outcasts!—with the art of the earth you don't die forever? in its honor, to its flowers, to its golden aspirations?-and a cloud, dense, bleak, and infinite, does it not hang permanently between your hope and heaven? I will not, if I may, here or until
the day, show a record of my later years of ingold suffering, and unforgivable crime. This era– the following years–gave her a sudden altitude in turpitude, originating alone it was my current purpose to specify. Men often develop base by degrees. From me, immediately, all virtue fell to the body as a coating. From ininess for mediocre I have adopted, with the stride of a giant, into
more than the colossality of an Elah-Gabalus. What chance-what an event brings this evil to pass, bear with me while I relate. Death is approaching; and the shadow that foreruns he threw a softening influence on me I I longed, as I walked through the dim valley, out of sympathy—I was almost talking about the pity—of my fellow men. I would fain have them believe I was, in some
measures, enslaved by circumstances beyond human control. I want them to find out for me, in the details I'm about to give, some small oasis of death amid a wilderness of bugs. I want them to allow—which they can't refrain from allowing—that, although temptation may have existed wonderfully, man has never been tempted before—surely, never fallen like that. And so is it that
he has never been so suffered? Didn't I really live in a dream? And now I'm not dying a victim of the horror and mystery of the wildest of all sublunary visions? I am descended from a race whose imaginable and easily stimulating temperament has at all times made them remarkable; and, in my first infancy, I gave evidence of having fully inherited family figures. As I progressed
over the years it was growing stronger; became, for various reasons, a cause of serious insecurity for my friends, and positive trauma for myself. I grew up self-willed, addicted to the wildest caprices, and a prey to the most ines can passable passions. Weak-minded, and beset with constitutional illness like my own, my parents could do but little to test the evil tender that
distinguished me. Some weak and poorly oriented efforts led to complete failure on their part, and, of course, in my complete victory. From there, my voice was a household law; and at an age where very few children have abandoned their guiding ropes, I have been left under the direction of my own will, and become, in all but name, master of my own actionss. My earliest
recollection of a school life, connected to a large, rambling house, Elizabeth, in a foggy-looking Village of England, where there were a huge number of giant and gnarled trees, and where all the houses were too ancient. In truth, it is a dreamy and gentle spiritual place, for which the old town is respectable. At this point, in fancy, I feel the refreshed chilliness of its deeply glossy
path, inhaling the fragrance of thousands of its shrubs, and thrilling again with the inconceiable joy, at the church's deep hollow note-bell, breaking, every hour, with sullen and sudden roaring , when the stillness of the ssky atmosphere in which the Fretted Gothic bell tower lies imbedded and sleeps. It brings me, perhaps, as much fun as I can now in any way experience, to dwell
on the school's minute recollections and its concerns. Steeped in misery as I-suffered, alas! only too real—I will be pardoned for relief, albeit gently and temporarily, in the weakness of a few lann details. These, moreover, completely often, and even ridiculous in themselves, assumptions, to my fancy, adventure importance, as connected to a period and a local when and where I
realized the first vague monitions of fate that followed completely overshadowed me. Then let me remember. The house, I said, was old and uneven. The grounds are enlarged, and a brick wall is high and solid, topped with a stucco bed and shattered glass, covering the whole. This prison-like rama has formed the limits of our domain; in addition to it, we saw but three times a
week–once every Saturday afternoon, when, in attendance of two ushers, we were allowed to walk short in a body through some of the neighboring fields–and twice on Sundays, when we were marching in the same official way to serve morning and evening in a village church. In this church, our school principal is a pastor. In the spirit of wonder and deep embarrassment, I will
not regard him from our remote pew in the gallery, as, with momentous and slow steps, he's up to the podium! This pastoral man, with such demurely benign facial expressions, with such glossy robes and so clerically flowing, with wigs so minutely powdered, so rigid and huge,—-thothing company can be him who, of late, with sour visage, and in snuffy habiliments, managers,
ferule in hand , the Draconian laws of the academy? Oh, the giant paradox, too completely bizarre for the solution! In one corner of the ponderous wall frowns a more ponderous gate. It is riveted and studded with iron bolts, and crossed with jagged iron spikes. The impression of deep awe did it inspire! It was never open savings for the three periodoly egressions and ingressions
that were mentioned; then, in each creaking of its mighty hinge, we find an abundance of mysteries–a world of material for more critical remarks, or for more respectful meditation. The vast enclosure is unusual in form, there are many capacious niches. Of these, three or four of the largest make up the play-ground. That's the level, and covered with good hard gravel. I also
remember it had no trees, nor benches, nor anything similar inside it. Of course it was at the back of the house. In front put a small parterre, planted with boxes and other shrubs; but through this divine division, we only go through the real rare occasions—such as a first season of school or the final passing from there, or perhaps, when parents or friends have called us, we happily
go home for the holy days of Christmas or Midsummer. But the house!-how quaint an old building is this!-to me how truly a palace of enchanting! There is really no end to its devious-to-its ines yet understandable division. It is difficult, at any given time, to say with certainty when in its two stories one happened to be. From each other room will surely be found three or four steps
either in the ass or root. Then the lateral branches are countless-unthinkable-and thus return while themselves, that Our most accurate idea regarding the entire castle is not very far different from those that we ponder infinitely. In my five years of residence here, I have never been able to identify with precision, in what remote locality lies Small sleeping apartment assigned to
myself and some eighteen or twenty other scholars. Classrooms are the biggest indoors– I can't help but think, in the world. It is long, narrow and low, with pointed Gothic windows and oak ceilings. In a remote and terror-inspired corner is a square enclosure of eight or ten feet, including the sanctum, in hours, of our principal, the Pastor Dr. Bransby. It's a solid structure, with wide
doors, sooner open that in the no case of Dominic, we would all be willing to perish by peine et dure foreness. At other angles are two other similar boxes, less reverent, really, but still a lot of incredible problems. One of them is the pulpit of classical usher, one of English and mathematics. Interspersed about the room, crossed and recrossed in endless anode, were countless
benches and desks, black, ancient, and time-worn, piled desperately with many bethumbed books, and thus beseamed with first letters, names at full length, odd figures, and other human efforts of the knife , as has completely missed what little form may initially have been their part of the long day of departure. A large bucket with standing water at one pole of the room, and a
beautifully sized clock on the other. Composed by the crowded walls of this respectable academy, I passed, but not in tedium or disgust, the third lustrum years of my life. The tinged brain of childhood requires no outside world of trouble to occupy or entertain it; and the seemingly bleak monotony of a school that was replete with more intense excitement than my nine teenagers
was rooted in luxury, or my full humanity from crime. However, I must believe that my first mental development was in it much uncommon, even more outre. When humanity in general the events of existence very early rarely leave in adulthood any certain impression. It's all grey—a weak and unusual tribute—an unclear reunion of weak pleasures and phantasmagoric pains. To me
this is not so. In childhood I must have felt with a man's energy what I now find stamped upon in-line memory as dynamic, profound, and durable as the exergues of the Carthage Medal. However, in fact, in reality the view of the world- how little has got to remember! In the morning awakening, nightly convening to bed; words, chanting; half-day vacations periodically, and
perambulations; The play-ground, with its broils, its pastimes, its intrigues;-here, by a long-forgotten spiritual magic, has been made to involve a wilderness of feeling, a world of rich incidents, a universe of different emotions, of the most passionate excitement and stirring spirit. Oh, le bon temps, sticks siecle de fer! In truth, the ardor, enthusiasm, and imperiousness of my layout,
soon rendered me a character marked among my schoolmates, and by slow, but natural gradations, gave me a ascending all over much older than myself;—above all with a single exception. This exception has been found in the person of a scholar, who, despite having no relationship, carries the same Christian and they as myself;-a situation that is, in fact, less noticeable; for,
despite being a noble root, I am one of the daily names that seems, by regulatory authority, to have been, time out of mind, the common property of the crowd. In this story, I have therefore identified myself as William Wilson, a fictional title that is not very different to reality. My name alone, of those in the school phrases that make up our setting, is considered to compete with me
in the study of class-in-the sport and broils of play-ground-to reject implicit belief in my assertion, and to process at my will–indeed, to interfere with my arbitrary spelling in any respect. If there is on earth an supreme and un qualified diist, it is the diist of a master mind in a young age on the low-energy spirit of its companion. Wilson's rebellion is to me a source of greatest
embarrassment;-as much so is, although bravado that in public I made a point of treating him and his pretensions, I secretly felt that I feared him, and couldn't help but think of the equality with which he maintained so easily with myself , a proof of his true superiority; since not being overcame costs me a permanent struggle. However, this advantage - even this equality - is in truth
recognized by no one but myself; Our partner, by some unaccountable blindness, seems to not even doubt it. Indeed, his competitors, his resistance, and especially his impertinent and dogged interventions with my purposes, were not much more pointed than private. He seems to be equally poor of the ambition that calls, and the passionate energy of the mind that allows me to
excel. In his rivalry, he may have been said to have been actuated only by a undying desire to stop, surprise, or mortify himself; although there are times when I can't help but observe, with a feeling made up of magic, abasement, and pique, that he mingled with his injuries, his insults, or his contradictions, some of the most inappropriate, and certainly the most unsym desirable
affectionate of ways. I can only conceive this singly behavior to arise from a consummate of arrogance assumptions the vulgar air of patronage and protection. Perhaps it was later characterized in Wilson's behavior, associated with our identity of the name, and our only accident that got into school on the same day, which established the floating notion that we were brothers,
among the senior classes in the academy. These things often do not ask with much strictness the work of their juniors. I have said before, or should have said, that Wilson was not, at the most distant level, connected to my family. But surely if we're brothers, we've got to be twins; for, after leaving Dr. Bransby's, I stumbled upon that my name was born on January 1813—and this
is a somewhat remarkable coincidence; for the day is exactly my own Christmas. It may seem strange that despite the constant anxiety on my occasion by Wilson's competition, and his unacceptable mental contradictions, I can't bring myself to hate him completely. We had, to be sure, almost every day an quarrel in which, yielding me publicly the palm of victory, he was, in some
ways, contrived to make me feel that it was he who deserved it; but a sense of pride on my part, and a real dignity of its own, keeps us always when what is called saying terms, while there are many points of strong congeniality in our tempers, which works to awaken me in an affection that positions us alone , perhaps, preventing from ripening into friendship. It's hard, really, to
identify, or even to describe, my true feelings towards him. They have formed a motley mixture and heer heerness;-some petulant hostility, which yet hates, some self-esteem, more respect, more fear, with a world of nasty curiosity. To moralist it would be unnecessary to say, in addition, that Wilson and myself are the most inseparable of companions. There is no doubt the
extraordinary state of existing problems between us, which turns all my attacks upon him, (and they were multiple, or open or secret) into the banter's channel or actual jokes (for pain while assumptions only aspects of pleasure) rather than into a more serious hostility and determination. But my efforts on this head are by no means consistently successful, even if my plan is wittily
dispensed; for my name there was much about him, in character, of that modest and quiet austerity which, while enjoying the poignness of his own joke, had no heel of Achilles in itself, and completely refused to be laughed at. I can find, indeed, but a vulnerable point, and that, lying in a personal peculiarity, arises, perhaps, from constitutional illness, will be spared by any less
villain at the end of his wit than myself;-my opponent has a weakness in faucal or guttural bodies , which prevents him from raising his voice at any time on a very low whisper. In this defect I have not failed to take advantage of the poor advantages that lie in my power. Wilson retaliated in large artifacts; and there is a witty form of fact of his that bothers me un measurable. How his
sagacity first discovered at all what such a little thing would vex me, was a question I could never solve; but, after discovering, he regularly practiced discomfort. I have always felt a cold with my uncourtly patron, and very common of otherwise plebeian praenomen. These words are venom in my ears; and when, on the day I arrived, a second William Wilson also came to the
academy, I felt angry with him for bearing the name, and twice as disgusted with the name because of a stranger who brought it, who would be the cause of its double repetition, who would be constant in my presence , and who's concern, in the habits of school businesses, surely must, on account of obnoxious coincidences, often be ashamed of my own. The sense of vexation
therefore engendered grows stronger with every situation that tends to show similarity, morality or physicality, between my opponent and myself. Then I did not discover the remarkable fact that we are the same age; but I found that we have the same height, and I noticed that we are even the same in terms of the general contour of the person and the contour of the feature. I was
galled, too, by the rumors touching on a relationship, which has grown present in the above form. In a word, nothing more serious can bother me, (although I scrupulously conceal such disturbance,) than any allusion to a similarity of mind, person, or existing condition between us. But, in truth, I have no reason to believe that (except for the matter of the relationship, and in Wilson's
case himself,) this similarity was once made a subject of commentary, or even observed at all by our schoolfellows. That he has observed it in all its bearings, and fixed as I am, is clear; but that he can discover in such circumstances effectively an unpleasant field, which can only be attributed to, as I have said before, to penetrate more than his usual. His cue, which is to perfect a
imitation of myself, lies both in words and in action; and most admirable did he play his part. My dress is an easy problem to copy; my gaie and general style, no difficulties, were appropriated; despite his constitutional defects, even my voice did not get rid of him. My louder toy, of course, is not trying, but then the key, it's identical; and his singly whisper, it has developed my very
own echoes. How so many of this most exquisite portraits harassed me, (as it can't just be called a caricature,) I wouldn't now venture to describe. I was there but a consolation– in fact that imitation, apparently, was noticed by myself alone, and that I had to endure only the knowing and strangely ironic smile of his name. Satisfied with the production in my heart the intended effect,
he seemed to chuckle in secret over the sting he had caused, and featured the disregardful of public applause that the success of his witty effort could have been so easily elicited. That the school, really, didn't feel its design, felt its achievements, and engaged in its sneer, was, for months anxious, a puzzle I couldn't solve. Perhaps the coloring of his copy made it inecuable; or,
most likely, I owe my security to the overall air of copyist, who, contempt letter, (which in one picture is all obtuse visible,) gave but full spirit of his original for my personal contemplation and chagrin. I have more than once spoken about the disgusting atmosphere of patronism that he assumes for me, and regularly interferes with his officious will. This intervention is often lost
personality of advice; non-public advice is given, but hints or hints. I've achieved it with a repugnance that has gained strength as I've grown over the years. However, on this distant day, let me do him simple justice to admit that I can recall no occasion when the suggestions of my opponent were on the side of such bugs or follies normally came to his adulthood and seemed
inexperienced; that his moral consciousness, at least, if not his common talent and worldly wisdom, is far more concerned than my own; and so that to this day I can become a better person, and therefore a happier man, if I less often refuse the counsel expressed in whispers which means that at that time I was too hated and too bitterly scorned. As it was, I at length have grown
restive in the extreme under his uncomfortable supervision, and daily resented more and more openly than what I considered his unacceptable arrogance. I was told that, in the first years of our connexion as classmates, my feelings regarding him may have easily ripen into friendship: but, in the final months of my residence at the academy, despite the intrusion of his normal way
was there , beyond doubt, in some measures, abated, my feelings, in almost the same proportions, partook a lot of positive hatred. When he once saw this, I thought, and then avoided, or made a show avoiding me. It was about the same time, if I remember aright, that, during an altercation of violence with him in which he was more often thrown out of his guard, and talked and
acted with an openness of attitude quite unfamiliar to his nature, I discovered , or imagine I discovered, in his voice, his air, and his general appearance, something that first startled, and then cared deeply for me, by bringing to mind the blurred vision of my earliest egg-wild phase, confused and thronging memories of a time when his memory had not yet been born. I couldn't better
describe the feeling of oppression I felt than to say that I might have had trouble dismissing the belief that I was familiar with the man standing before me, at some age long ago—a time of even infinitely distant past. The illusion, however, fades quickly as it arrives; and I mention it at all, but to determine the date of the last conversation I organized with my singly name. The giant
old house, with countless divisions, has several large rooms communicating with each other, where sleeping large numbers of students. There are, however, (as necessarily happens in such an awkwardly planned building,) many small nooks or recesses, odds and ends of structure; And this of Dr. Bransby was also equipped as hostel; although, as the merest wardrobe, they are
capable of containing but a single individual. One of these small apartments was occupied by Wilson. One night, about my fifth year at school, and as soon as the quarrel just mentioned, found each one wrapped in sleep, I awod slowly and, lights in hand, stole through a wilderness of narrow passages from my own bedroom to that of my opponent. I have long been plotting one of
the ill-natured pieces of actual wit at his expense, in which I have so far been so united unsuccessfully. It was my intention, now, to put my plan into operation, and I was determined to make him feel the whole level of malice that I had instilled. After arriving at his wardrobe, I noiselessly entered, leaving lights, with a shade on it, on the outside. I went one step further, and listened to
the sound of his quiet breath. Assured that he was asleep, I returned, took the light, and with it again approached the bed. Close curtains around it, which, in prosecuting my plans, I slowly and quietly retreated, when the rays of light fell vividly on the sleeping person, and my eyes, at the same time, upon his area. I looked;—and a paralysis, a feeling that immediately spread in my
frame. My chest heaved, my knees tottered, my whole spirit became possessed with an objectless but unbearable horror. Panting, I lowered the light closer to my face. Are these William Wilson's families? I saw, really, that they were his, but I shook as if with a fit of ague in fancy they didn't. What about them to confuse me in this way? I looked;-while my brain was reeling with a my
mymeal my in coherent thoughts. Not so, he appears-certainly not so-in the vivacity of his waking hours. Same name! same contour of the person! same day to the academy! And then imitating the dogged and pointlessness of my gaity, my voice, my habits, and my ways! Is it, in truth, within the cons of human ability, that what I see now is the result of, merely, practice the habit of
this satirical hypothetical? Horrified, and with a creeping shiver, I extinguished the lights, quietly passed from the chamber, and left, at the same time, the halls of the old academy, never to enter them again. After a passing period of a few months, spending at home in just idle, I found myself a student at Eton. The short period of time was enough to enfeeble my remembrance of
the events at Dr. Bransby's, or at least to effect a material change in the nature of the emotions that I remember them. The truth—the tragedy of the film is gone. Now I can find room to doubt the evidence of my senses; and rarely called up topics at all, but with wonder at a trustworthy level of man, and a smile at the living force of the imagination that I hereditarily possess. Nor is
this cynical species likely to be diminished by the character of the life I led at Eton. The swirl of heartless madness that I have so instantly and so recklessly plunged, clean all but the foam of my last hour, engulfed at the same time every solid or serious impression, and left to remember only the veriest levities of a previous existence. I don't want, however, to monitor the process
Profligacy suffers here–a profligacy that puts in defiance of the law, while it evades the vigilance of institutions. Three years of madness, passing without profit, gave me the habit of rooting for vice, and added, to a slightly unusual degree, to my body stature, when, after a week of soulless dissipation, I invited a small side of the most desolate students to a secret carousal in my
room. We met at one o'clock late at night; for our depraved must be faithfully stretched until the morning. Wine flows freely, and does not want other and perhaps more dangerous charms; to the gray dawn has appeared faint in the east, while our delusional extravagantness is at its peak. Frantically flush with cards and intoxicated, I was in the act of insisting on a toast of more
wonted vulgarity, when my attention was suddenly diverted by violence, albeit a unclosing part of the apartment door, and by the eager voice of a word servant without. He said that some people, apparently in great hurry, asked to speak to me in the hall. Wildly delighted with the wine, the unexpected interruption was rather more joyish than surprised me. I staggered forward at the
same time, and a few steps took me to the foyer of the building. In this low and small room there are no lights; and now no light has been acknowledged, the out savings of the extremely weak dawn that made its way through semi-circular windows. When I set foot on the doorstep, I became aware of a young man's figure about my own height, and habited in a white kerseymere
morning frock, cut in novelty fashion by the one I myself wore at the moment. This low light allowed me to feel; but the features of his face I can not distinguish. Upon my entrance, he strode hastily up with me, and, grabbing me by the arm with an impatient petulant gesture, whispered the words William Wilson! in my ear. I became completely awake immediately. There is that in
the way of strangers, and in the trembling trembling of his uplifting fingers, when he holds it between my eyes and the light, which fills me with unspided surprise; but it is not this that has very violently moved me. It is the pregnancy of solemn exhortance in peculiar, low, nodly words; and, above all, it is the character, the melody, the key, of the few sytones, simple, and familiar, but
whispered, accompanied by a thousand memories but the chalk of the days gone by, and struck my soul with the shock of a galvanized battery. Ere I can restore the use of my senses, he is gone. Although this event failed not a vivid effect upon my disordered imagination, it was evanescent as vivid. For some weeks, really, I busied myself in serious investigation or has been
wrapped in a cloud of sickness earlier. I did not pretend to disguise from my perception the identity of the few individuals who therefore persistently interfered in my work, and harassed me with his allusion advice. But who What is this Wilson?—and where did he come from?—and what was his purpose? When not of these points I can be satisfied; merely determined, in relation to
him, that a sudden accident in his family had caused his removal from Dr. Bransby's academy on the afternoon of the day that I myself had evaded. But for a short time, I stopped thinking about the subject; My attention is being absorbed all in a departure scheduled for Oxford. I'll be gone soon; The insu calculated fit of my parents equipped me with an annual outfit and
establishment, which would allow me to indulge at will in the elegance that was so dear to my heart, to vie in spending profuseness with the most arrogant heirs of the wealthiest earldoms in Britain. Excited by such devices to vice, my constitutional temperament broke off with redoubled ardor, and I spurned even the common limitations of decency in the crazy charm of my revels.
But it was silly to pause in the details of my extravagance. Let it be enough, that out of my spendthrifts out-Heroded Herod, and that, naming countless novel follies, I add no short appendix to the long catalogue of then normal evils in Europe's most dissolute universities. It can hardly be noted, however, that I've got, even here, so completely falling from the gentlemanly estate, as
to finding acquaintances with the vilest art of gamblers by profession, and, having become an adept in its despicable science, to practice it habitually as a means of increasing my already huge income at the expense charges of being weak-minded among my colleagues-collegians. However, it is true. And the enormous amount of this offence against all masculine sentiments and
honor has proved, beyond doubt, the main if not the only reason for the punishment for which it was committed. Who, indeed, among my most abandoned colleagues, would not rather have disputed the clearest evidence of his senses, than was suspicious of such courses, gay, outspoken, william Wilson's most generous-noblest and most liberal often at Oxford–he had follies (say
his parasites) were but the follies of teenagers and unsuermed fancy-yes error but inemitable whim-have the worst but a careless and dashing extravagance? I have now been two years of success busied in this way, when there comes the university a young parvenu aristocrat, Glendinning-rich, said the report, as Herodes Atticus-his wealth, too, as easily had been. I soon found
him of intellectual weakness, and, of course, marked him as a suitable subject for my skills. I regularly joined him in playing, and contrived, with the usual art of gamblers, to let him win significant amounts, more efficiently to entangle him in my traps. In Long, my scheme is being ripe, I met him (with full intention that this meeting should be final and decisive) in the rooms of a fellow
civilian, (Mr. Preston,) equally intimate with both, but who, to make him Justice, entertainment is not even a remote doubt of my design. To give to this one colored better, I was contrived to have assembled one side of some eight or ten, and was solicitously careful that the introduction of the cards should appear by chance, and derived from the suggestion of my dupe estimates
themselves. To be brief when a vile subject, none of the low finesse has been ignored, so customable on similar occasions that it is a matter just to wonder how any remains are still found so besotted as to fall victim to it. We've stretched our sit-up far into the night, and I've had at length performing the operation getting Glendinning to be my only villain. The game, too, is my
favorite ecarte! The rest of the company, interested in our level of play, gave up their own cards, and stood around us as spectators. The parvenu, who was caused by my artifices in the early part of the evening, to drink deep, now shuffle, handle, or play, with a wild strain of the way that his intoxication, I think, may be part, but can't fully account. In a very short time, he became
my debtor with a large amount of money, when, after taking a long drizzle of port, he did exactly what I was coolly anticipating–he suggested doubling our already splendid stakes. With a well feigned show reluctantly, and not until after my repeated refusals had seduced him into some angry words that gave a color of pique to my compliance, I finally complied. The result, of course,
did but demonstrates how completely prey is in my toils; in less than an hour, he has four times his debt. For a time, his face had lost its florid color lending it to wine; but now, to my surprise, I noticed that it has grown to a really scary blue skin. I speak to my surprise. Glendinning was representing my eager request as incredibly wealthy; and the funds that he had as yet lost,
although in the vast itself, could not, I suppose, very seriously uncomfortable, much less to affect him. That he was overcome by the wine that had just swallowed, was the idea that most easily presented itself; and, instead of with a look to preserve my own character in the eyes of my partner, than from any less caring engine, I was about to insist, peremptorily, when stopping
playing, when some expression in my elbows from between companies, and evincing ejaculation desperately completely on the part of Glendinning , took me to understand that I had made his total ruin in circumstances that , making him an object for the pity of all, should have protected him from the sick office even of a fiend. What may now have been my conduct is difficult to
say. The pitiful condition of my dupe threw an embarrassing gloomy air on both; and, in some moments, a profound silence was maintained in which I couldn't help but feel my cheeks sparkle with many hot glimpses of contempt or humiliation thrown at me by the party's less abandoned. I would even own an unacceptable weight of anxiety already a brief moment was lifted from
my heart by the sudden and extraordinary disruption that followed. The wide, heavy folding doors of the apartment were all at once thrown open, to their full extent, with a powerful and hasty impetuosity that extinguished, as if by magic, every candle in the room. Their light, in death, allows us only to feel that a stranger has entered, about my own height, and tightly strangled in a
cloak. Darkness, however, has now been total; and we can only feel that he is standing in our midst. Before any of us can recover from the extreme surprise that this rudeness has thrown it all, we hear the voice of the intruder. Gentlemen, he said, in a low, distinct, and never-to-be-forgotten whisper that thrilled to my bone marrow, ladies and gentlemen, I do not apologize for this
behavior, because in such behavior, I but complete a task. You are, beyond doubt, unaware of the real character who took to the night to win at ecarte a large sum of money from Lord Glendinning. Therefore, I will put you on a quick and decisive plan to get this much needed information. Please check, at your leisure, the inner lining of his left sleeve cuffs, and some small
packages can be found in the slightly capacious pockets of his embroidered morning wrapper. While he spoke, so profound was the stillness that one could have heard a battery drop on the floor. During the stop, he departed at the same time, and abruptly as he entered. Can I describe how I feel?-I must say that I feel all the horrors of the cursed? Most certainly I had little time for
reflection. Many hands almost grabbed me in place, and the lights were immediately reprocured. A search followed. In the lining of my sleeve was found all the necessary court cards in ecarte, and, in my wrapper's pockets, some packages, copies of those used at our sittings, with the only exception that I was the species called, technically , arrondees; the titles are slightly convex
at either end, the lower cards slightly convex on the sides. In this layout, the dupe who cuts, as is custom, at length of the package, will always find that he cuts his villain an honor; While the gambler, cut in width, will, as surely, cut nothing for his victims that can count in the game's records. Any outrage at this discovery would affect me less than the silent contempt, or calm
sarcasm, that it has received. Mr. Wilson, our landlord, bent down to remove from under his feet an extremely luxurious cloak of rare fur, Mr. Wilson, this is your property. (Cold weather; and, when I left my own room, I threw a robe over my dressing wrapper put it away when it arrives at the play scene.) I guess it is supererogatory to look here (aiming for the folds of clothing with a
bitter smile) for any further evidence of your skills. You. we've had enough. You will see the need, I hope, to quit Oxford-at all events, immediately quit my room. Abased, humbled with dust as I was then, it might happen that I should have resented this galling language by immediate personal violence, didn't my entire attention be at the moment captured by the fact of the most
surprising character. The robe I wore was a rare description of fur; how rare, how extravagantly expensive, I wouldn't risk to say. Its fashion, too, is my own great invention; for I have hardly accounted for a silly degree of coxcombry, in matters of this frivolous nature. When, so Mr. Preston reached me that he had picked up on the floor, and near the folding door of the apartment, it
was with an almost bordering surprise with terrorism, that I felt my own hanging on my arm, (where I no doubt accidentally put it,) and that one presented me to be but its exact partner in each , in even the specific minutes possible. The few were those who had come into contact with me catastrophically, had been strangled, I remember, in a robe; and no one has been worn at all
by any member of our party with the exception of myself. Retaining some presence of mind, I took one provided to me by Preston; put it, un heeded, on my own; leave the apartment with a resolute challenge; and, the morning after dawn of the day, began a hasty journey from Oxford to the continent, in a perfect pain of horror and shame. I ran away in vain. My evil destiny pursued
me as if in jubilation, and proved, indeed, that the exercise of its mysterious sovereignty had not yet begun. Rarely have I set foot in Paris ere I've got new evidence of the obnoxious interest made by this Wilson in my concern. Years of flying, while I have no experience of relief. Villain!-in Rome, with untimely manner, but with a spectrum of how an officiousness he steps in
between me and my ambitions! In Vienna, too-in Berlin-and in Moscow! Where, in truth, did I not cause bitterness to curse him in my heart? From his confusing apoprehension did me at runaway, panic-stricken lengths, like from a plague; and to the end of the earth, I fled in vain. And again, and again, in secret chisming with my own spirit, I will ask the question Who is He?-from
where came he?-and what are his subjects? But no answer was there to be found. And then I scrutinized, with a minute of surveillance, forms, and methods, and the leading characteristics of his impertinent supervision. But even here there is little to rely on a conjecture. It was remarkable, really, that, in no one of the schools cause that he has belatedly crossed my path, he has
overcome it, except to disappoint the scheme, or disturb the actions, which, if fully performed, may have led to bitter mischief. This poor justification, in truth, gives such an imperiously assumed authority! Poor compensation for the natural rights of self-agency is very appropriate, so Denied! I have also been forced to notice that my tormentor, for a very long time, (while carefully
and skillfully miraculously maintaining his preferences about an identity of the dress with myself,) has so contrived it, in making his diverse interventions with my will , which I see, at any time, the features of his face. Be Wilson what he can, this, at least, has been the veriest of sentiments, or madness. He could, immediately, be able to argue that in my admonisher at Eton-in my
honorable destroyer at Oxford,-in him who thwarted my ambitions in Rome, my revenge in Paris, my passionate love in Naples, or what he wrongly referred to my avarice in Egypt ,-that in this arch-enemy and my evil genius, can't recognize William Wilson's on my students' names,-names, companions, opponents,-the hated and fearful opponents at Dr. Bransby's? Can't!-But let
me rush to the last vibrant scene of the movie. So far I have endured lying on my back with this imperious dominate. The sentiments of the profound horror that I often regard as Wilson's tall characters, majestic wisdom, apparent alliity and totality, add to an even sense of terror, which some other characterized in his nature and assumptions that inspire me, have functioned , so
far, to impress me with an idea of my own complete weakness and helplessness, and to suggest an implicit, though bitter reluctance to present his arbitrary will. But, of the last days of the year, I gave myself up completely to wine; and its insane effect on my genetic temperament made me increasingly impatient to control. I began to murmur,—hesitate, to resist. And is it only fancy
that causes me to believe that, with the increase of my own hardness, is it my tormentor who has experienced a rate decline? Be this as it may, now I begin to feel inspired by a burning hope, and at length nurtured in my secret thoughts a stern and desperate resolution that I will send no longer enslaved. It was in Rome, during the Carnival of 18-, that I attended a masquerade in
the palazzo of the Duke of Neapolitan Di Broglio. I was pampered more freely than usual in the excess of the wine table; and now the claustrophobic atmosphere of the crowded rooms stimulates me beyond stamina. The difficulties, too, forcing my way through the corporate maze contributed not a bit to the ruffling of my temperament; because I was anxious looking, (let me not
tell what athletes do not deserve) young, gay, beautiful wife of the elderly and doting Di Broglio. With an overly unscientiable confidence, she had previously conveyed to me the secret of the dress in which she would be inhabited, and now, caught a glimpse that person, I was in a hurry to make my way into her presence.-At this point I felt a light hand put on my shoulder, and that
ever remembered, low, damnable whispers in my ears. In an absolute phrenzy of rage, I turned at the same time when he who was so me, and arrested him violently with a collar. He was attired, as I had expected, in a costume completely similar to my own; Wearing a Spanish robe of blue velvet, begirt to the waist with a crimson belt maintaining a rapier. A black silk mask
completely covers his face. 7th man! I say, in a husky voice with rage, while every symym I utter seems to be the new fuel for my rage, scoundrel! Impostor! Cursed villain! You won't-you won't let me die! Follow me, or I'll stab you where you stand! —and I walked from the ball room into a small adjacent room—dragging him non-stop with me as I walked. When I walked in, I pushed
him angry from me. He staggered against the wall, while I closed with an oath, and ordered him to paint. He was heeded but immediately; then, with a slight sigh, drew in silence, and put himself on his defense. The contest was brief indeed. I was frantic with all the wild excitement, and felt in my unique arms the energy and power of a crowd. For a few seconds I forced him by
sheer strength against wainscoting, and so received him at mercy, plunged my sword, with brute brutality, constantly through and through his chest. Immediately some people tried to close the door. I rushed to stop an intrusion, and then immediately returned to my dying villain. But what language can man fully describe that surprise, that horror that possessed me at the spectacle
then presented to watch? The brief moment that I stopped my eyes was enough to produce, apparently, a material change in the arrangement at the top or further end of the room. A great example,-so at first it seemed to me in my confusion–now standing where no one could have noticed before; and, as I stepped up to it in the poles of terror, my own image, but with all the pale
features and dabbled in blood, advanced to meet me with a weak and tottering gait. So it appears, I say, but not. It was my villain, Wilson him, who then stood before me in the pain of his disintegration. His masks and robes lay, where he threw them, on the floor. Not a topic in all its raiment–not a line in all the marked lineaments and singly of his face that is not, even in the most
absolute identity, my own! That's Wilson; but he said no longer in a whisper, and I could have fancied that I myself said while he said: You have conquered, and I surrender. However, from now on, you are also dead— dead to the world, to Heaven and hope! It's your own, how you killed yourself. TRUE!-nerve-very, very horrible nerves I have been; but why would you say I'm
crazy? It sharpened my senses—not destroyed—without making them dull. Above all is the acute listening sensation. I've heard everything in heaven and on earth. I've heard many things in hell. How, then, am I crazy? Listen! and observe how healthy can I calmly tell you the whole story. Can't tell how the first idea entered my brain; but once formed, it haunts me day and night.
The object is not available. Passion is not there. I love the old man. He never did anything wrong to me. He never insulted me. For his gold, I have no desire. I think that's his eye! Yes, this is it! He has the eye of a vulture, a light blue eye, with a film on it. Whenever it falls on me, my blood runs cold; and so the degree—very gradually—I decided to take the old man's life, and thus
escape from the eye myself forever. Now here's the problem. You like me crazy. Crazy people don't know anything. But you should have met me. You should see how wisely I proceeded—with caution—with foreseen—with what I went to do! I've never been kinder to an old man in a week before I killed him. And every night, around midnight, I turn my door latch and open it, oh so
gently! And then, when I made an opening enough for my head, I put in a dark lantern, all closed, closed, without the light shining out, and then I pushed in my head. Oh, you would have laughed to see how cunning I pushed it in! I moved it slowly, very, very slowly, so that I could not disturb the old man's sleep. It took me an hour to put my entire head in the open so far that I could
see him as he lay in his bed. Ha! would a crazy person get so wise like this? And then, when my head was well in the room, I undid the lantern cautiously-oh, very cautious-cautious (for the creaking hinge)-I undid it just so much that a thin ray fell into the vulture's eyes. And this I did for seven long nights, every night only at midnight, but I saw my eyes always closed; and so it is
impossible to do this work; for it wasn't the old man who made it hard for me to hear, but his Demon's Eye. And every morning, when the day broke, I boldly went into the chamber, and spoke courageously to him, called him by name in a hearty tone, and asked how he had spent the night. So you see he's going to get a very deep old man, really, to suspect that every night, just at
twelve, I look at him while he sleeps. On the eighth night, I was more cautious than often in opening. A minute hand of a clock moves faster than I do. It wasn't before that night that I felt my own strength—in terms of my sagacity personality. I can rarely control my sense of victory. To think I was there, open the door, little by little, and he didn't even dream about my secret actions
or thoughts. I quite chuckled at the idea; and perhaps he heard me; let him move in bed suddenly, as if startled. Now you may think I've withdrawn but no. His room was as black as the pitch with thick darkness, (for the shutters were tightly closed, through the fear of bandits,) and so I knew that he could not see the opening, and I kept pushing it on steadily, steadily. I had my head
in, and was about to open the lantern, when I was slipped on the tin wire, and the old man rose up on the bed, cried out, who was there? I kept pretty quiet and said nothing. For an hour I did not move a muscle, and in the meantime I did not hear him lying down. He was still sitting on the bed listening;—just as I did, night after night, hearing the clock of death on the wall. Now I
hear a slight groan, and I know it's the groan of mortal terror. It's not a whine of pain or grief—oh, no!—it's a low stuffy sound that arises from the bottom of the soul when overloaded with amazement. I know the sound. Many one night, just at midnight, when the whole world slept, it was welled up from my own chest, deeply, with its terrible echoes, the fears that distracted me. I told
you I knew that. I knew what the old man felt, and pityed him, even though I giggled in my heart. I know that he has been lying awake since the first slight noise, when he was filmed in bed. His fears have been growing since he was. He tried to fancy them pointlessly, but couldn't. He told himself- It was nothing but the wind in the chimney– it was just a rat crossing the floor, or It
was merely a cricket that made a single chirp. Yes, he tried to comfort himself with assumptions: but he found it all in vain. It's all in vain; because of death, in approaching him was lurking with his dark shadow in front of him, and enveloping the victim. And it was the mourning influence of the unthymed darkness that made him feel—though he did not see or hear—to feel the
presence of my head in the room. When I had been waiting a long time, very patiently, without hearing him lie down, I resolved to open a little-a very, very little loophole in the lantern. So I opened it, you can't imagine how sneaky, stealth-until, at length a simple blur, like the spider's themes, shoots slowly out of the crevice and falls full over the vulture's eyes. It was open-open,
open—and I became angry when I looked at it. I see it with perfect difference—all dull blue, with a hideous veil on it chilling the very pulp in my bones; but I could see nothing else of the old man's face or person: because I was directing the rays as if in instinct, exactly when the spot was damned. And I have not told you that what you confuse for madness is but the over-acuteness
of meaning?-now, I say, has to my ears a low, dull, quick sound, such as a watch made when wrapped in cotton. I know that, too. That's the beat of the old man's heart. It increases my anger, like drumming stimulates soldiers into courage. But even if I restrain and hold still. I rarely breathe. I'm holding an moid lantern. I tried how stable I could maintain the ray the night before.
Then the hell tattoo of the heart increases. It grows faster and faster, and bigger and louder each instantly. The old man's horror must have been extreme! It's bigger, I say, louder every you mark me also I told you that I'm worried: so me. And now at the dead hour of the night, amid the terrible silence of the old house, very strange a noise like this delighted me to uncontrollable
terror. However, in a few minutes I restrained and stood still. But the beatings get bigger, bigger! I think the heart must be broken. And now a new anxiety captures me- the sound will be heard by a neighbor! The old man's time has come! With a loud scream, I threw open the lantern and jumped into the room. He shouted once - once only. Immediately I dragged him to the floor,
and pulled the heavy bed on him. I then smiled gaily, to find the action so far taken. But, for several minutes, the heart beats up with a muffled sound. This, however, didn't vex me; it will not be heard through the wall. By length it ceases. The old man is dead. I took off my bed and checked the corpse. Yes, he's a stone, dead with stone. I laid my hand on my heart and held it there
for many minutes. There's no vibration. He's dead. His eyes won't bother me anymore. If you still think I'm crazy, you'll think so no longer when I describe the wise precautions I took for concealment of the body. The night weakened, and I worked in a hurry, but in silence. First I cut off the body. I cut off my head and arms and legs. I then took three planks from the floor of the
chamber, and sent it all between the spells. I then replaced the boards so cleverly, so cunningly, that no human eye—not even his—could have detected any wrong thing. There is nothing to wash off, no stains of any kind, no blood stains on the spot of anything. I was too wary of that. A bathtub has caught all-ha! Ha! When I finished these jobs, it was 4:00, still as dark as midnight.
When the bell rang, there was a knock on the street door. I went down to open it with a gentle heart-for what I've got now to fear? There were three men, who introduced themselves, with perfect suavity, as police officers. A scream was heard by a neighbor during the night; suspicion of bad play was aroused; Information was filed at the police station, and they (the officers) were
deputed to search the premises. I smile,—for what I have to fear? I welcome gentlemen. The scream, I say, was my own in a dream. The old man, I mentioned, was absent from the country. I've taken my visitors all over the house. I bade them looking-looking good. I led them, by length, to his room. I showed them his treasure, safe, undisturbed. In the enthusiasm of my
confidence, I brought chairs into the room, and wished them here to take a break from their fatigue, while myself, in the wild audacity of my perfect victory, put my own seat in the very spot below that reposed the corpse of the victim. The officers were satisfied My manners convinced them. I was singularly relaxed. They sat, and while I answered cheerfully, they chatted about
familiar things. But, ere long, I feel become pale and want them to go. My head hurt, and I fancied a bell in my ear: but they were still sitting and still chatted. The bell became more different:-It continued and became more different: I talked more freely to remove the feeling: but it continued and achieved decisiveness—until, in length, I found that the noise was not in my ears. No
doubt I've grown very pale now;-but I've spoken more fluently, and with a high voice. However, the sound increases and what can I do? It's a low sound, dull, fast- as much a sound as a watch makes when wrapped in cotton. I gasped- but the officers didn't hear me. I talk faster—more vehemently; but the noise increases gradually. I arise and argue about trifles, in a high key and
with violent gesticulations; but the noise increases gradually. Why don't they go? I walked to the floor with heavy strides, as if excited by the observations of the men—but the noise increased. Oh, my God! What can I do? I'm sponge-I swore! I swung the chair that I was sitting in, and grated it on the board, but the noise a arises all over and constantly increases. It's bigger—bigger
—bigger! And still the men chatted happily, and smiled. Maybe they can't hear you? God is all-Around!-No, no! They heard!-they doubted!-they knew!-they were making a mockery of my horror!-this I thought, and this I thought. But anything is better than this pain! Anything is tolerable than this derision! I can bear hypoccrisy smiles no longer! I feel that I have to scream or die! and
now-again!-hark! Louder! Louder! Louder! Louder! Villain! I shouted, no more disassembly! I admit the action!-tear up the board! Here, here!-It's the beat of his hideous heart! Dicebant mihi sodales, si sepulchrum amicae visitarem, curas meas aliquantulum forelevatas. Ebn Zaiat. SUFFERING is diverse. The misery of the earth is diverse. Crossing a rainbow-wide horizon, its
colours are just as different as the colours of that arch— also distinct, but also intimately blended. Cross the rainbow-wide skyline! How did that beauty that I was rooted in a kind of unloveliness?-from the peace covenant, a simile of sadness? But as, in morality, evil is a consequence of good, so, in fact, out of joy is the sadness born. Either the memory of past happiness is the
anguish of to-day, or the pain that is, having their origins in ecstasy that would have been. My baptism was Egaeus; of my family, I will not mention. However, there are no towers in the land much more honorable than my bleak, grey, genetic hall. Our line has been called a race of vision; and in many prominent ediminies-in the character of family mansion-in frescoes of the chief
saloon-in the carpet of the hostel-in chiselling of some buttresses in the arsenal-but more specifically in the ancient gallery-in the fashion of the library chamber-and, finally, in the very very very the nature of the library content - there is more than enough evidence to warrant conviction. The recollections of my early years are connected to that room, and to the volume of it- which I
won't say anymore. My mother died here. I was born here. But it's just idleness to say that I didn't live before- that the soul had no previous existence. You reject it?-let us not argue on this issue. Convincing myself, I sought not to convince. However, there is a remembrance of these forms—of spiritual and meaningful eyes—of sound, music, but sad—a remembrance that will not
be excluded; a memory as a shadow- vague, variable, indefinitely, unstable; and just like a shadow, in that I cannot remove it while the sunlight of reason I will survive. In that room I was born. So waking up from the long night of what seemed, but isn't, nonentity, at the same time into the very area of fairyland–into a palace of imagination–into the wild esthecy of conscnal thought
and erudition– it wasn't the singthe that I looked around at me with a startled and ardent eye–which I loitered away in my youth in books , and dissipated my youth in reverie; but the strange thing is that as the years passed, and the noon of mankind found me still in my father's mansion—it was wonderful that the stagnation there fell into the stream of my life—it was wonderful that
a complete reversal occurred in the character of my most common thought. The reality of the world affects me as vision, and as vision only, while the wild ideas of the land of dreams have become, in turn, not the material of my daily existence, but in the very act that exists completely and solely in itself. Berenice and I were cousins, and we grew up together in my inner hall.
However, differently, we grew—me, ill of health, and buried in darkness—her agile, graceful, and energetic; hers, ramble on the hill-side-me studies of the monastery; I, living in my own heart, and addiction, body and soul, to her most intense and painful meditation, roam carelessly through life, with no thought of darkness in her path, or the silent flight of the crow wing hours.
Berenice!-I call for his name-Berenice!-and from the grey ruins of memory a thousand chaotic recollections are startled at the sound! Ah, the life is her picture before me now, as in the early days of her light-heartedness and joy! Oh, beautiful beauty but amazing! Oh, sylph among the bushes in Arnheim! Oh, Naiad among its fountains! And then- then all is mystery and terror, and a
story that should not be told. Disease- a fatal disease, falling like simoon on his frame; and, even as I looked at her, the spirit of change swept through her, filled her mind, her habits, and her personality, and, in the most subtle and terrible way, disturbed even the identity of that person! Alas! the terminator comes and goes!—and the victim—where is he? I don't know you—or
know you're no longer Berenice. Among the many ships of maladies maladies by which the fatality and primary that affects a revolution of such a terrible kind in the moral and physical being of my cousins, which can be mentioned as the most distressing and stubborn in its nature, an inalribable species of menstruating ceases in trance itself-trance very close to positive distrest ,
and from there her recovery is in most cases , startled suddenly. In the mean time my own disease–because I was told that I should call it by not having my own other ill-called, then, rapidly growing upon me, and the final assumption was that a monomaniac character of a novel and extraordinary form–hours and the moment of gaining vitality–and length gained than I ascended
most inte understandably. This monomania, if I had to so term it, consists in an uncomfortable illness of the characteristics of the mind in metasymachal science called thoughtfulness. It is more than can happen that I do not understand; but I'm afraid, really, that it is in no way able to convey to the reader's mind merely in general, an idea full of nervous intensity of interest which, in
my case, powers of meditation (not technical talk) are busy and buried themselves , in contemplation of even the most ordinary objects of the universe. To soak for long unwearied hours, with my attention ri rids to some frivolous device on the margins, or in the typography of a book; to become absorbed, for the better part of a summer day, in an exotic darkness falls aslant on the
carpet or on the floor; to lose myself, for an whole night, in watching the steady flame of a lamp, or embers of a fire; to dream away all day on the perfume of a flower; to repeat, monotonously, some common words, until the sound, by dint repeated often, stop conveying any idea anything into mind; to lose all sense of motion or physical existence, by means of absolute body long
quiescence and obstinately persevere in: so are a few of the most common and least dangerous vagaries caused by a condition of the psychiatric department, not, indeed, completely unsympathenous , but certainly bidding challenges anything like analysis or explanation. However, let me not be misrated. Excessive attention, seriousness, and sickness are therefore provoked by
objects in their own frivolous nature, not to be embarrassed in character with the ruminating tendency common to all mankind, and more specifically indulged in by people with ardent imaginations. It is not even, as may be at first said, a harsh condition, or exaggeration of such a trend, but mostly and fundamentally different and different. In one example, the dreamer, or enthusiast,
is interested by an often frivolous object, unable to notice the subject in a wilderness of deductions and release proposals from there, until, at the end of a dream day often filled with elegance, he finds incitamentum, or the first cause of his musings, completely gone and forgotten. In my case, I, The object is always frivolous, though assumed, through the means of my distempered
vision, a refractive and un realistic importance. Some deductions, if any, have been made; and those who are less appropriate return when the original object as a center. Ponders are never interesting; and, when reverie ceases, the first cause, so far from being out of sight, has achieved that supernatural exaggerated interest that is common feature of the disease. In a word, the
powers of mind particularly exercise are, to me, as I've said before, thoughtful, and are, with day-dreamer, speculation. My book, at this time, if they did not really serve to stimulate the disorder, partook, it would be aware, for the most part, in their imaginable and in critical nature, of the characteristic qualities of the disorder itself. I also remember, among others, the nobility
Italians, Coelius Secundus Curio, De Amplitudine Beati Regni Dei; The great work of St. Austin, the City of God; and De Carne Christi of Tertullian, in which the paradox of Mortuus est Dei filius; reliable est quia ineptum est: et sepultus resurrexit; certum est quia impossibile est, occupying my un split time, for weeks the investigation took time and to no achieved. So it would
appear that, shaken from its balance only by trivial things, my reasons bear the same as the ocean-crag said of Ptolemy Hephestion, which gradually resists attacks of human violence, and the fierce rage of the waters and wind, trembling only to the touch of flowers called Asphodel. And although, to a careless thinker, it may appear a problem beyond doubt, that the change
produced by his unhappy illness, in the moral terms of Berenice, will afford me many subjects for the implementation of that intense and unusual meditation that I myself have essentially been in some trouble in explaining , but so is not in any degree the case. In these wise periods of my illness, her calamity, indeed, gave me pain, and, taken deep into the heart that total wreck of
her fair and gentle life, I did not fail to ponder, often and bitterly, when the means miraculously worked which was therefore so strange a revolution was so suddenly carried back to pass. But these reflections are not related to the individual style of my disease, and as such will occur, under similar circumstances, with the normal mass of mankind. True to its personality, my disorder
revelled in the less important but surprisingly more wrought changes in Berenice's physical frame– in the singstiest and most horrible distortion of his personal identity. In the brightest days of her unsymmmmmless beauty, most certainly I have never loved her. In the strange anomly of My existence, feelings to me, has never been of the heart, and my passion has always been of
the mind. Through the grey of the early morning-between the trellised shadows of the forest at noon-and in the silence of my library now flew through my eyes, and I've seen her–not as berenice alive and breathing, but as berenice of a dream; not as an earthly, earthly creature, but as the abstract of such an organism; not a thing to contemplate, but to analyze; not an object of
love, but the subject of most abstruse despite desultory speculation. And now, now I shiver in her presence, and become pale in her approach; however, bitterly lamenting her fallen and desolate condition, I appealed to my mind that she had long loved me, and, in a moment of evil, I spoke to her about marriage. And at a time when our wedding is approaching, when, on an
afternoon in the winter of five—one of those warm, calm, and unreasonable fog days is the nurse of the beautiful Halcyon (*1),—I sit, (and sit, as I think, alone,) in the inner apartment of the library. But, uplifting my eyes, I found that Berenice stood before me. Is it my own euphoric imagination- or the foggy influence of the atmosphere - or the uncertain sunset of the chamber or
the grey curtains falling around her shape - causing in it to void and unclear an outline? I can't tell you. She didn't say a word; and I—not because of the world that I could utter a symym. A cold ice run through my frame; a feeling of anxiety that could not bear to oppress me; a curiosity consumed perdiating my soul; and sank back on the couch, I stayed for a hard time breathing
and roving, with my eyes ri ri ridied on his body. Alas! Its emaciation is excessive, and not a relic of the former being hidden in any single line of contouring. My burning look at length fell on my face. The forehead is tall, and very pale, and single placid; and once the harbour hair fell partly above it, and overshadowed the hollow temple with countless rings, now of a vivid yellow, and
jarring in harmony, in their wonderful character, with the reigning melancholy of facial looks. The eyes are lifeless, and lustreless, and there seem to be no students, and I narrow accidentally from staring their glass to admiring of thin and miniature lips. They broke up; and in a smile of special significance, Berenice's teeth changed revealing herself slowly to see me. God give God
that I've never seen them, or that, having done so, I'm dead! The closure bothered me, and, looking up, I saw that my cousin had left the room. But from the dysfunctional chamber of my brain, did not, alas! depart, and will not be chased away, the white and terrible spectrum of teeth. Not a speci grain of dust on their surface- not a shade on their enamel- not an indenture in their
edges, but what time her smile was enough to brand while in my memory. I they are now even more definitive than I saw them then. Teeth!-teeth!-they were here, and there, and everywhere, and clear and palpable in front of me; long, narrow and too white, with pale lips writhing about them, as in the moment first terrible development. Then came the full rage of my monomania,
and I fought in vain against its strange and irresistible influence. In the human subjects of the outside world I have no thoughts, but for the teeth. For those I yearn with a phrenzied desire. All other issues and all the different benefits have become absorbed in their unique contemplation. They—they alone were present before the spirit, and they, in their only personality, became the
essence of my spiritual life. I've kept them in all the light. I turn them in every attitude. I surveyed their characteristics. I rely on their peculiarities. I ponder their suitation. I am contemplatit when the change in their nature. I shiver when I give them in the imagination a sensitive power and sentry, and even if not supported by lips, an ability to manifest morally. Mademoiselle Salle's it
was well said, Que tous ses pas etaient des sentimental, and of Berenice I more seriously believe que toutes ses dents etaient des idees. Des idees!-ah here are idiotic thoughts that destroyed me! Des idees!-ah so it was that I coveted them so crazy! I feel that their possession can alone ever restore me to peace, in giving me back reason. And the evening closed while I was so,
and then darkness came, and tarried, and go-and on again dawned-and the fog of a second night was gathered around–and still I sat erbing in that solitary room, and still I sat buried in meditation– and still phantasma's teeth maintained its terrible ascending , as , with the most hideous difference, it floats between the light and the changing darkness of the chamber. At length there
broke in when my dream sounded like horror and am out of spirit; and since then, after pause, has successfully sounded the troubled voice, interspersed with many low moanings of sadness or pain. I got up from my seat, and threw open one of the doors of the library, seen standing out in the ante room–a young woman servant, all in tears, who told me that Berenice was-not
much! She was arrested with early morning amenthen, and now, at the close of the night, the tomb is ready for its tenants, and all preparations for the burial have been completed. I found myself sitting in the library, and again sitting there alone. It seems that I have just woken up from a confused and interesting dream. I knew that now was midnight, and I was well aware, that since
the setting of the sun, Berenice was buried. But in that bleak period that intervened I was not positive, at least without certain understanding. However, its memory was filled with more horrific horror-horror from being vague, and more terrible terror from ambiguity. It's a terrifying in my existence record, written above all with blurry, and hideous, and confusing recollections. I try to
decypher them, but in vain; while ever and anon, like the spirit of a departure sound, shrill and piercing shriek of a woman it seemed to ring in my ear. I did an action-what is it? I asked myself a big question, and the whisper of the room answered me,—what was it? On the table next to me burned a lamp, and near it put a small box. It's no remarkable character, and I've seen it
often before, as it is the property of the GP; but how get there, on my desk, and why am I shivering in regarding it? These had no way to be explained, and my eyes at length dropped to the open pages of a book, and an emphasis sentence in it. The words are the singate but simple words of the poet Ebn Zaiat:-Dicebant mihi sodales si sepulchrum amicae visitarem, curas meas
aliquantulum fore levatas. Why then, as I perused them, did the hairs of my head erect themselves at the end, and the blood of my body became congealed in my veins? There is a light faucet at the library door, and, pale as the tenant of a tomb, a menial enters the tiptoe. His appearance was wild with terror, and he spoke to me in a shaky, husky, and very low voice. What says



he?-some broken sentences I hear. He tells of a wild cry that disturbed the silence of the night—about gathering together in the family—about a search in the direction of sound; and then his tone became thrillingly different when he whispered to me about a compromised tomb—of a deformed, but still breathing body—still palpable—still alive! He pointed to the garments;—they
were muddy and bloodied. I said no, and he gave me gently by hand: it was indented with the impression of human nails. He directed my attention to some objects against the walls. I looked at it for a few minutes: it was a weath. With a scream, I was tied to a table, and grabbed the box that was on it. But I can't force it to open; and in my trembling, it slipped out of my hand, and fell
heavy, and broke to pieces; and from there, with a rattling sound, there rolled out some tools of dental surgery, interspersed with thirty-two small, white and ivory looking substances that were scattered and fro on the floor. Sub-conservatione formae specificae salva anima. Raymond Lully. I AM coming of a race noted for the vitality of fancy and ardor of passion. Men have called
me crazy; but the question remains unsolved, whether madness is or isn't the most noble intelligence–whether it's glory–whether it's all that is profound–doesn't come from the disease of thought–from the exaltation mood at the expense of general wisdom. Those who dream by day are aware of many things that get rid of those who dream only at night. In their gray vision, they get
glimpses of eternity, and suspense, in awakening, to see that they have been on the brink of great secrecy. In snatches, they learn something of wisdom that is and more of just knowledge of evil. They penetrate, however, with no rudder or compass into the vast ocean of inscribable light, and again, like of the Nubia geographer, agressi sunt mare tenebrarum, quid in eo esset
exploraturi. We'll say, then, that I'm crazy. At the very least, I accept that there are two distinct conditions of my spiritual existence—the condition of a discerning, undisputed, and memory of the events that shaped the first era of my life—and a condition of darkness and doubt , appertaining to the present, and to recollections of what constitutes my second great era. So what I will
say about the previous stage, trust; and with what I can relate about later times, just give credit as may seem due, or doubt it completely, or, if doubtful it ye can not, then play for its puzzle Oedipus. The person I loved as a young man, and whom I now write calmly and clearly these memories, was the only daughter of my mother's only sister who had long since gone. Eleonora is
my cousin's name. We have always lived together, under a tropical sun, in the valley of the colorful grass. There is no guiding footsteps ever until that vale; as it lies between a series of giant hills hanging beets around about it, turn off sunlight from its sweetest niches. No roads are worn out in the vicinity; and, to achieve our happy home, it is necessary to bring back, with force, the
foliage of thousands of forest trees, and crush to death the glory of millions of fragrant flowers. So it was that we lived alone, knowing nothing about the world without the valley—me, and my cousin, and her mother. From the blurred areas beyond the mountains at the upper end of our surrounding territory, there crept out into a narrow and deep river, brighter than all of Eleonora's
eyes; and, winding stealthily about in mazy courses, it dies, in length, through a dark canyon, between the hills still dimmer than the places it issued. We call it the River of Silence; because there seems to be a t hushing effect in its flow. No whisper arises from its bed, and so gently it wanders along, that the pearl pebbles that we love to look, far down in its heart, stir not at all, but
lie in an edgy content, each in its own old station , shine on glory forever. The edge of the river, and of the many brilliant rivulets that glide through the winding ways into its canal, as well as the spaces extending from the margins going down the depths of the streams until they reach the gravel at the bottom,-these points, no less than the entire surface of the valley , from the river
to the mountains that belt it in, is carpeted all by a soft green grass, thick, short, completely uniform, and vanilla-fragrant, but so besprinkled throughout with golden buttercup, white chamomile, purple purple, and ruby-red asphodel, that its excess beauty speaks to our hearts in the great color, of God's love and glory. And, here and there, in these grassy groves, like the wilderness
of dreams, sprouting wonderful, wonderful trees, Tall slender vertical trunks are not vertical, but tilt gracefully towards the light that peered at noon on the day into the center of the valley. Their imprint is speckled with vivid alternative splendor of ebony and silver, and smoother than all Eleonora's cheek savings; so that, but for the brilliant green of the giant leaves spread from the
top of their mountains in long, shaky lines, dallying with zephyrs, one could have imagined them giant serpents of Syria pay homage to their sovereignty. Hand in hand about this valley, for fifteen years, wandering me with Eleonora before love entered into our hearts. It was an evening at the end of the third lustrum of his life, and my own Fourth, which we sat, locked in each
other's arms, beneath the snake-like trees, and looked down in the waters of the river silently at our image in it. We did not say any words for the rest of that sweet day, and our words even if tomorrow was shaky and few. We have drawn the Eros of God from that wave, and now we feel that he has enkindled within us the fiery souls of our ancestors. The passions that for centuries
were racist, came thronging with the fancies that they were noted equally, and together breathing a refreshing happiness on the valley of the colorful grass. A change falls on everything. Strange, brilliant flowers, star-shaped, burned on trees without previously known flowers. The colors of the green carpet are deeper; and when, one by one, white chamomile shrinks away, having
sprouted in their place, ten by ten of ruby red asphodel. And life arises in our way; for the tall flamingo, so far uns visible, with all the glowing gay birds, flaunting his scarlet plumage before us. The gold and silverfish haunt the river, out of the heart of which promulgates, little by little, a whisper that swells, in length, into a more sacred lulling tone than Aeolus's sweeter crane than it
all saves the voice of Eleonora. And now, too, a giant cloud, which we have long watched in the areas of Hesper, floats on it, all gorgeous in crimson and yellow, and settles in peace above us, sinking, day by day, lower and lower, until its edges are located on top of the mountain , turn all their faintness into splendor, and shut us up, as if forever, in a magical prison of grandeur and
glory. Eleonora's love of love is Seraphim's; but she was a young woman with no art and as naïve as the short life she led among the flowers. No guile disguises the enthusiasm of love that animated her heart, and she checks with me its inmost recesses as we walk together valley of the colorful grass, and discoursed by the mighty changes that recently took place in it. At length,
having spoken one day, in tears, of the last sad change that must happen humanity, she's from there moving forward based solely on one of the themes of sadness, intertwining it into all our conversations, as, in the songs of bard by Schiraz, the same images are found to occur, again and again, in each impressive variant of the phrase. She found that the finger of death was on
her chest— that, like not long ago, she was perfected in love just to die; but the horror of the tomb for her lies only in a consideration that she has revealed to me, on a twilight evening, on the banks of the River of Silence. , transferring love that has now been so passionate on its own to some young women of the outside and everyday world. And, then and there, I hastily threw
myself at the feet of Eleonora, and gave a vow, to myself and heaven, that I would never bind myself in marriage to any of the Earth's daughters–that I would in no way prove to recreate my dear memory , or to the memory of the religious sentiment that she has blessed me. And I have called the mighty ruler of the universe to witness the moral respect of my oath. And the curse
that I call of Him and of hers, a saint in Helusion I should prove betray that promise, involves a horrible punishment beyond the great which will not allow me to make its record here. And Eleonora's bright eyes became brighter according to my words; and she sighed as if a deadly burthen had been removed from her chest; and she trembled and cried very bitterly; but she accepted
the oath, (because of what was she but a child?) and it made it easy for her to bed her death. And she told me, not many days later, quietly dead, that, because of what I had done for the comfort of her spirit, she would watch me in that spirit upon departure, and, if there was it allowed to return to me clearly in the clock of the night; but, if this were, indeed, beyond the power of the
soul in Paradise, that she would, at least, give me regular instructions of her presence, sigh upon me in the evening breeze, or fill the air that I breathe with perfume from the censorship of the angels. And, with these words on her lips, she surrendered her innocent life, ending my own first era. So far I have faithfully said. But when I crossed the barrier in the path of Time, formed
by the death of my lover, and proceeded to the second era of my existence, I felt that a shadow gathered on my brain, and I did not trust the perfect sanity of the record. But let me on.-Years pulled myself along a lot, and still I live in valleys of many grassy colors; but a second change has come across everything. Star-shaped flowers shrink into the trunk, and do not appear
anymore. The colors of the green carpet fade; and, one by one, ruby red asphodels walked away; and have up, on their behalf, ten by ten, dark, violet-like eyes, which writhed not easily and were once entangled in dew. And life departs from our path; for his high ostentatious flamingo no longer his plumage before us, but flew sadly from the vale into the hills, with all the gay
glowing birds that came to his company. And the gold and silverfish swimming down through the canyon at the lower end of our domain and bedecked the sweet river never came back. And the lull melody was softer than the wind-harp of Aeolus, and more sacred than all saved Eleonora's voice, it died little by little away, in murmurs growing lower and lower, until the back line, at
length, utterly, into the state of its original silence. And then, finally, giant clouds uprose, and, abandoning the peaks to the blur of old, fell back into the areas of Hesper, and took away all its golden and gorgeous glory from the valley of the colorful grass. However, Eleonora's promises were not forgotten; for I have heard the sounds of the swinging of the censors of angels; and the
holy perfumes floated forever into the valley; and in the lonely hours, when my heart was pounding, the winds blowing into my forehead came to me full of gentle sighs; and unclear whispers often fill the air at night, and once—oh, but only once! I was awakened from a sleep, like the sleep of death, by the pressing of the mental lips upon my own. But the void in my heart refused,
even so, to be filled. I yearn for that love before filling it to overflow. At the length of the valley hurts me through the memories of Eleonora, and I leave it for ever for the vanities and chaotic triumphs of the world. I found myself in an exotic city, where everything could have served to blot from recollections of sweet dreams I had long dreamed of in the valley of the colorful grass.
The pomps and pageantries of a stately court, and the crazy clangor of arms, and the radiant loveliness of women, bewilderment and intoxicating my brain. But as yet my soul proved true to its oath, and the signs of Eleonora's presence remained for me in the silent hours of the night. Suddenly these manifestations ceased, and the world became dark before me, and I stood
amazed at the burning thoughts possessed, before the terrible temptations that surrounded me; for having come from a distant, distant and unknown land, into the gay court of the king I have served, a young woman whose beauty my whole reborn heart gave in at the same time—where I bowed my head without a struggle , in the most ardent, in the most heinous worship of love.
What, really, is my passion for the young girls of the valley versus enthusiasm, and infatuation, and the ecstasy lifting spirit of idolatry that I poured out my entire soul in tears at the feet of the elegant Ermengarde?-Oh, am the Ermengarde seraph! and in that knowledge, I have no place for anyone sacred is the angel Ermengarde! and when I looked deep into her memorial eyes, I
thought only of them—and of her. I've combined;—not afraid of the curse I've had and its bitterness did not come to visit me. And again- yet again in the silence of the night; having come through my network the soft sighs that have abandoned me; and they modeled themselves as familiar and sweet voices, saying: Sleep in peace!—for the Spirit of Love reigns and reigns, and, in
taking your warm heart Ermengarde, you will be settled, for the reasons for which you will be known in Heaven. , about your vows to Eleonora. (*1) The coralites. (*2) One of the most notable natural curiosities in Texas is a chemical forest, near the top of the Pasigno River. It consists of hundreds of trees, in an erect position, all turned into stones. Some trees, now growing, are
partly chemical. This is a surprising fact for natural philosophers, and must make them modify the existing theory of chemistry.-Kennedy. This account, at first unbelievable, has since been ate by the discovery of a completely chemical forest, near the early waters of Cheyenne, or the Chienne River, which has its origins in the Black Hills of the rock chain. Perhaps, there is rarely a
spectacle on the surface of the globe more noticeable, either in a more geological or picturesque perspective presented by the chemical forest, near Cairo. The visitors, having passed the tombs of caliphs, just outside the gates of the city, advanced south, almost at the right corner to the road through the desert to Suez, and after having traveled some ten miles up a barren low
valley, covered with sand, gravel, and sea shells , fresh as if the tide had retired but yesterday, crossed a low range of sandhills, including some distance running parallel to his path. The scene now presented to him is beyond singly conception and desolate. A mass of tree fragments, all converted into rocks, and when attacked by his horse bells like cast iron, is seen to extend
itself for miles and miles around him, in the form of a rotting and mandosis forest. The wood is dark brown, but retains its shape perfectly, pieces between one and fifteen feet long, and from half a foot to three feet in thickness, spread so tightly together, as far as the eye can achieve, that an Egyptian donkey can rarely thread its way through between them , and so natural that ,
was it in Scotland or Ireland, it was possible to pass without comment to some huge drainage swamps, on which the excavated trees lay rotting in the sun. The roots and roughness of the branches, in many cases, are almost perfect, and in some deep holes eaten under the bark are easily recognizable. The most delicate of the plastic vessels, and all the better parts of the center
of the wood, are completely whole, and withstand inspection with the strongest magnifying glass. The whole is so thoroughly silicified as to scratch the glass and potentially get the highest polish.- Asiatic Magazine. (*3) Mammoth Cave in Kentucky. (*4) In 1783. (*5) During the eruption of in 1766, clouds of this type created such a level of darkness, at Glaumba, more than fifty
tournaments away from the mountains, people could only find their way by groping. During the eruption of Vesuvius, in 1794, in Caserta, four distant leagues, people could only walk by the light of the torch. On the first day of May 1812, a cloud of volcanic ash and sand, coming from a volcano on the island of St. Vincent, covered the entire Barbadoes, spreading over it such an
intense darkness that, in the middle of the day, in the open air, one could not feel trees or other objects near him , or even a white hand scarf placed at a distance of six inches from the eyes. —Murray, p. 215, Phil. edit. (*6) In 1790, in the Caraccas during an earthquake, part of the granite soil sank and left a lake eight hundred meters in diameter, and between eighty and a
hundred feet deep. It was part of the sunken Aripao forest, and the trees remained green for several months underwater. —Murray, page 221 (*7) The hardest steel ever produced can, under the action of a blower, be reduced to an unforesliable powder, which will float easily in the atmosphere. (*8) Niger River area. See Simmona's Colonial Journal. (*9) Myrmeleon-lion ants.
Monster terms also apply equally to small and wonderful anolyses, while symbols as vast are merely comparisons. The caves of myrmeleon are extensive compared to the holes of ordinary red ants. A silex particle is also a rock. (*10) Epidendron, Flos Aeris, belonging to the orchideae family, grows only with the surface of its roots attached to a tree or other object, from which it
has no nutritional origin - lives completely on the air. (*11) Parasites, such as the excellent Rafflesia Arnaldii. (*12) Schouw favors a class of plants that grow on live animals - Plantae Epizoae. In this class there are Fuci and Algae. Mr. J. B. Williams, of Salem, Mass., presented the National Institute with an insect from New Zealand, with the following description: 'The Hotte, a
decisive caterpillar, or worm, is found gnawing at the base of the Rota tree, with a tree growing from its head. This special and extraordinary insect goes up both the Rota and Ferriri trees, and goes to the top, eats its way, punctures the trunk until it reachs the root, and dies, or remains inactive, and the plant spreads out of its head; the body remains perfect and whole, of a
substance more difficult than when alive. From this insect, natives color to tattoo. (*13) In natural mines and caves we find a cryptogamous fungus that releases intense phosphorescence. (*14) Orchis, scabius and valisneria. (*15) The corolla of this flower (Aristolochia Clematitis), tected, but ending up on top in a chiligulate, is inflated into a ovation at the base. The t tristular part is
encircled inside with hard hairs, pointing downwards. The part contains pisals, consisting merely of a germ and stigma, along with the surrounding stamens. But stamens, shorter than sprouts, can not flush pollen to throw it into stigma, since the flower always stands upright until after impregnation. And therefore, without some additional and special help, pollen necessarily fanned
to the bottom of the flower. Now, the help that nature has provided in this case, is that of Tiputa Pennicornis, a small insect, which enters the corrolla tube in search of honey, descends to the bottom and rummages until it becomes quite covered with pollen; but can not tie its way out again, due to the downward position of the fur, converging to a wire-like point of a mousetrap, and
somewhat impatient of its confinement, it brushes backwards and forwards, trying every corner, until, after constantly going through the stigma , it covers it with pollen enough to impregnate it, as a result of which the flower soon begins to drooling , and the hairs shrink on the sides of the tube, creating an easy effect for getting rid of insects. —Pastor P. Keith-Biomedynology. (*16)
The bees - since bees are- have built their cells only with such sides, only among such, and at such inclination, as it has been proven (in a matter related to the most profound mathematical principles) are the very sides, among the very , and at very angles, which will afford the most room creatures that are compatible with the greatest stability of the structure. In the later part of
the last century, questions arose among mathematics - to determine the best form that could be given to the sails of windmills, according to their different distances from the spinning sails, and likely from the centers of regeneration. This is too complicated a problem, since in other words, to find the best possible position at extremely different distances and at extremely different
points on the arm. There are a thousand useless attempts to answer queries on the part of the most illustrious mathematics, and when at length, an undeniable solution is discovered, the man finds that the wings of a bird have given it absolute accuracy since the first bird has passed through the air. (*17) He observed a flock of pigeons passing through Betwixt Frankfort and Indian
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